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EDITORIAL 

THE HERB LUBALIN 

MEDAL 

Graphic designers all over the world were inspired by Herb Lubalin's 
graphic ingenuity. A few of us who worked closely with him appre-
ciated other facets of his talent and humanity. His quiet, thoughtful 
manner and gentle smile masked the depth of his great love for 
typography, as well as his concern for students and for the human 
condition, for how people treated people, for peace on earth. 

It is fining then, that in tribute to Herb, ITC should establish The Herb 
Lubalin Medal to be awarded annually. This year the medal and the 
cash prizes are part of an international student design competition 
that focuses on Herb's concern for typography, students, and, quite 
literally, the fate of the earth. 

"The Fate of the Earth" is the book by Jonathan Schell that so dramati-
cally alerted people throughout the world to the total devastation and 
extinction of life that a nuclear conflict can bring about. 

Students of graphic design throughout the world are being invited to 
express, through typographic design, their reactions to this threat. 

A call for entries to the competition appears on pages 28-29 of this 
issue of U&Ic. Copies of the call will be mailed to art/design schools 
and departments. 

You can help make this tribute to Herb a great success by bringing 
the competition to the attention of graphic design students in your 
acquaintance. 

Exciting visual typographic statements should result, and the best will 
be exhibited at the ITC Center and shown in U&Ic. 
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Not to detract from Western civilization, the truth is, that if we search back 
far enough, we invariably find that the Chinese "got there first:' In the 
matter of printing, they were undisputably ahead of everyone. First came 
their invention of paper in 105 A.D. Next, printing from wood blocks. The 
oldest known printed book (printed from blocks) was found in the Chinese 
province of Kansu, and bore the date which on our calendar would be May 
11, 868. Printing from movable type was first done in China some time 
between 1041 and 1049 L.B.G. (Long Before Gutenberg.) 

But somewhere between the invention of paper and the use of movable 
type, the Chinese were already"letterpressing:' They were using seals to 
make imprints of letterforms. The seals actually go back even further in 
history than paper, to a remote period of the Shang Dynasty (1766-1122 B.C.). 
They were used then primarily for identification and authentication. They 
bore the special mark of the owner and were pressed into clay or wax to 
record their imprint. With the invention of paper, the surface of the seal 
could be inked and used as we use rubber stamps today. 
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Left: A simple wooden seal. 
Lower left: Seal with grip carved in animal horn. 
Below: An elaborate brocade case, once used by Prof. 
khiyama's grandfather for carrying his personal seal. 
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In a civilization which uses a brush for writing, and to which letterforms are 
almost inseparable from illustration, the seals became not only a utilitarian 
object but an esthetic expression. By the time of the Han Dynasty (206-220 
A.D.) they reached an extraordinary level of sophistication. They combined 
elaborate carving, precious materials, imaginative character designs and 
poetic quotations, all in one. 

This collection of seals, along with his edifying research, came to us 
through the generosity of Dennis Ichiyama, Associate Professor of Visual 
Communications at Purdue University, Indiana. He is a graphic designer, a 
teacher, a writer, with a long list of academic and professional credits. But 
fascination with his seal collection has turned him into a historian as well. 

Professor Ichiyama began collecting seals in 1970 while living in Hong 
Kong. It started with an excursion to the fabled "Cat Street" where one 
could still find exotic and intriguing collectibles at reasonable prices. In 
almost every stall, he came upon a remarkable variety of seals in all shapes, 
sizes, colors, materials and designs. 

SIZES. In size, as in complexity, there is a wide range, from a minimal 1/8 
inch to as large as 5 or 6 inches. On the average, they run approximately 
1 1/8 inches in height and 1 3/8 inches square. The larger seals were generally 
used by imperial families or high officials and were kept at home. The 
smaller ones were portable and carried around for personal use. 

MATERIALS. A wide variety of materials were used for carving the designs, 
including precious and semi-precious stones and metals. They used brass, 
bronze, bamboo, wood, ivory, animal horn, jade, quartz, silver, gold and 
several rare stones found only in certain provinces of China. 



Opposite left: Example of red letter seal with characters 
carved in relief. Opposite right: Seal with a bird handle 
of bronze. Above left: A red letter seal with characters 
carved in relief Above right: For this impression made 
from a white letter seal, characters are carved in intaglio. 

DESIGNS. The simple geometric forms, which left maximum surfaces for 
inscriptions, were known as "leisure" or "superfluous" seals. They were 
intended as literary expressions as well as visual delights, and were 
inscribed with poems or quotations. They were used as adjuncts to the 
composition of a painting, print or piece of calligraphy. Sometimes they 
enhanced the meaning of a work. Sometimes they added a note of color to 
an otherwise constrained work of art. You will frequently see works of 
Chinese art bearing multiple seal imprints. Not only does the artist's seal 
appear, but often the collector (as well as previous owners) adds his seal to 
the work to pay tribute to the artist or his concept. 

These literary seals have another unique characteristic. They are a 
composite of a number of seals, each with a separate design unit. They can 
be used separately or fitted together to make a single imprint. They are 
called, appropriately, "mother-and-child" seals. 

The characters on the seals are carved either in relief or intaglio. In relief, 
as in letterpress, they produce a red-letter design. In intaglio, they produce 
a white-letter design with a red background. We say "red" because most 
seal impressions are made in vermilion, although blue and black have also 
been used for special occasions. In marriage ceremonies the red and white 
letter designs have special significance. The signature of the groom is 
recorded with the red letter seal; the signature of the bride, in the white 
letter, symbolizing the union and harmony of the yang and yin forces. 

THE HANDLE. The early seals were usually adorned with only a cord which 
attached to the owner's belt. But later they became an element of design. 
They were carved in animal, flower and human motifs. The complexity, 
size and materials used were usually commensurate with the rank of the 
owner. Imperial seals usually had 5 to 6-inch handles, carved in yellow jade, 
with intricate dragon forms. 

Whether the evolution of printing techniques in China had any influence on 
the progress in Europe, or whether they evolved independently of each 
other, is an open question. Historians are loath to commit themselves on the 
subject. But we are grateful to Professor Ichiyama for enlightening us about 
the history of seals, the design and uses...and especially relieved to finally 
understand what the multiple red stamps on Chinese art are all about. 
Photographs © 1984, Dennis khiyama 

	 Marion Muller 
HEADLINE / TEXT ITC CHELTENHAM BOOK CONDENSED CAPTIONS LIGHT ITALIC WITH ROMAN 
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MAN BITES MAN 

ANS CEO G 111111C 

REAL DEGENERATE ART ART REEL DEGENERE 

The same "kultur" known for its pro-
nounced barbarity, also produced 
some of the most indignant, artistic 
rebels known to the western world. The 
same fatherland, which encouraged 
heroic romanticism in the guise of 
national art, was also the birthplace 
for the most mordant revolutionary art 
movements of the twentieth century. 
The roots of German satiric art are 
firmly planted in the soil fertilized by 
Albrecht Darer, Wilhelm Busch, 
Heinrich Zille, Heinrich Kley, George 
Grosz and Otto Dix, to name a few. But, 
Germany itself is built on the shaky 
foundation of social and political con-
tradiction. It has at once produced the 
greatest minds and the evildst beings. 
So, it is no wonder that its most effec-
tive social commentators—past and 
present—express curiously national, 
as well as deeply personal, pain. 

These historical contradictions wed 
to the maelstrom of contemporary 
political events are the basis of Hans 
Georg Rauch's satiric instincts. It is his 
German satiric spirit, however, that 
accounts for the razor sharp, double 
edged humor for which he is known. 

That Rauch was raised in the western 

ENTARTETE KUNST DES MOGLICHEN 

half of a surgically divided nation, 
shrouded by the shame of the "thou-
sand year Reich," evidently served to 
harden his critical impulses. That the 
indelible German graphic legacy per-
meated his early years simply nour-
ished a passion that was Rauch's since 
birth. That he is one of the most inno-
vative German cartoonists working 
today attests to his dedication, not 
only to the form, but to art in general. 

Rauch was born in 1939 in Hamburg, 
at the zenith of Nazi power, and grew 
up amidst its cataclysmic defeat. His 
childhood memories were of bombings 
and firestorms; for him, insecurity and 
fear were ever-present. After the war, 
as a teenager, he watched as his coun-
try, hated by the world, denazified. As 
the nation tried to rid itself of its dark-
er self, Rauch found that ideology was 
replaced by economy; industrialization 
became the new religion, and with it a 
new code of morals and ethics emerged. 
His teens were immersed in the dubi-
ous ethics of postwar Germany. He was 
also smitten by the new, democratic 
freedoms long absent from Germany. 

Rauch, who states he always had a 
contrary, rebellious nature, decided to 

teach himself about right and wrong, 
rather than continue the longstanding 
tradition of blind acceptance. One of 
his most significant, and lasting, les-
sons was that militarism, too long the 
Prussian panacea for acute national 
despair, was the enemy. Even as a 
student he railed in cartoons against 
the folly, and the makers, of war. 

With a talent for comedy, Rauch 
wanted to make opinionated state-
ments as much as he wanted to print, 
draw and paint. He went to art school 
in Hamburg, where he studied anat-
omy, studiously did etchings and 
drypoint prints, made intricate litho-
graphs, and worked with oils. He mas-
tered all, but loved the cartoon most. 
After he was graduated, a brief stay in 
the south of France resulted in an intro-
duction to Ronald Searle. Furthermore, 
he became admiringly aware of Saul 
Steinberg. All contributed to Rauch's 
emerging graphic style—which in the 
early 1960s was an elegant gag 
approach. He sold cartoons and 
illustrated for periodicals in France, 
Germany, Switzerland, Holland and 
Belgium. Later he was introduced to 
American audiences in Look and 

Holiday. Much later, in the early 1970s, 
he became a regular contributor to the 
New York Times Op-Ed Page, where he 
learned the prerequisites of newspaper 
illustration. 

Hans Georg developed a delicate, 
engraved-looking pen line—while deli-
cate in weight, it was more like barbed 
wire in its conceptual context. More-
over, he created a pictorial vocabulary 
unmistakably his own, in which hordes 
of little people populate vast, linear 
landscapes. Rauch's Lilliputians are 
versatile symbols of overpopulation, 
conformity, militarism; in short, any 
force under which humankind is the 
victim. The intricacy of his penstroke 
proved to be an invaluable tool. Not 
only does it set him apart from other 
cartoonists in the newspaper trade, it 
also affords him the ability to address 
issues which, while immediate, are 
also continuous. Rauch's graphic lexi-
con, therefore, must be considered 
universal and timeless. 

Today, Rauch is one of two regularly 
featured graphic commentators for the 
prestigious German daily, Die Zeit, 
where he enjoys sinecure, and contrib-
utes a drawing every week. While his 



A PEACE LOVING 
L'AMOUR DE LA PAIX 

FRIEDENSLIEBE 
A TIME WITHOUT SPACE V 
UN TEMPS SANS ESPACE 
EINE ZEIT OHNE RAUM 

something grand under the sun, while 
the orphanages in Germany accrue 
some benefit. Meanwhile, African na-
tions facing the famine are still under-
going inept crisis management. Iron- 

ically, the lottery is called 'A Place In 
The Sun,' and so my drawing of skel-
etons was captioned 'A Place In The 
Sun' as well. It's not that I am against 
good will in any form, I just wanted to 
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colleagues on the paper deal with local 
and national issues in the traditional 
editorial cartoon format, Rauch takes a 
broader world view in which the image 
and concept are less blatant—and 
rarely pedantic. Rauch has also been 
handed a valuable mandate: to cover 
subjects that touch his own heart, 
rather than having to key himself di-
rectly to the news. 

In his recent book "Zeitzeichen," a 
collection of one year's Die Zeit draw-
ings, only five or six themes are tack-
led with intensity, and these are truly 
heartfelt: including Neo-Nazi resur- 
gence, rights for the handicapped, 
nuclear war, censorship, old age and 
hunger. "I have tried," says Rauch, "to 
develop a style that attempts to make 
the public understand how we are hit 
by politics, rather than reiterate spe-
cific political events." 

He does this through provocative 
renderings, but also with a wily use of 
language. Rauch is more than a sophis-
ticated punster—he is a master at 
pairing the right public statement to 
the perfect visual truism. "This proc-
ess is my adaptation to newspapers," 
he admits. "Without a caption most of 
my drawings would pass by the reader 
without notice. They would be too ec-
lectic. With the proper word associa-
tions, however, the reader is drawn into 
the picture. If the caption is a common-
ly used phrase, it is good. If a political 
or moral pundit has said it, so much the 
better. I believe those guys can easily 
hang themselves on their own words." 

Rauch has been tirelessly doing 
weekly drawings for over three years. 
How does he do it? "I read a lot, I watch 
TV," he says, "I keep aware of what the 
important issues of the day are. Then 
I try to follow the line that points to 
where a specific problem came from, or 
I relate the problem to other problems. 
Then I do the drawing. Of course this 
drawing always tries to show our politi-
cal situation in relation to German 
political history. For instance, I just 
drew a picture of a tank—being aware 
that Germany is currently selling tanks 
to the Iranians. This tank has just run 
over a man; the imprint of the tread on 
the man's body reads 'Made in Germany.' 
The caption reads 'We are back.' " 

For this artist, who once avoided 
any labels or captions as hindering the 
graphic power, wordplay is increas-
ingly the key to Rauch's stridency. 
Many titles of his books evidence this. 
For instance, Battlelines, his caustic 
pictorial history of militarism, speaks 
to the issue of war and art at the same 
time. To emphasize the point, he says: 

"Verbiage makes the drawing come to 
life. A good graphic statement must be 
a marriage of as many communicative 
forms as possible. In a brief moment it 
must tell a long story." 

Recently, Rauch did a picture show-
ing hundreds of skeletons—one of the 
many recurring images in his lexicon—
in various positions and arrangements. 
The impetus, he indicates, "must 
have derived from an item I read that 
shocked me: 'Five million children in 
Africa were going to die in the coming 
years from a predicted famine.' It 
seems everyone who can help the situ-
ation already knows about it and they 
have made a mess of the relief activi-
ties. But we, the people, know nothing 
of this certain tragedy. The drawing 
just came, almost automatically, as a 
personal response. But in order to 
make it accessible I had to give it an-
other life." By this Rauch means he had 
to find a way to make everyone associ-
ate to the skeleton metaphor. "A na-
tional television lottery to aid poor 
'German' children was the perfect foil," 
he continues. "The winners of this 
lottery are given the chance to get 

apprise the reader, and perhaps the 
winner, that the sun doesn't always 
shine for everyone." 

Unlike some cartoonists who ravage 
their subjects to satisfy a need to ex-
press rage, Rauch's humanism is the 
key to his satire. Regardless of the 
manner in which it is expressed—
through comedy, anger or pure symbol-
ism—Rauch does not trash his sub-
jects; rather he tries to educate. "I am 
an advocate of the unfortunate ones—
a 'humanist' if that is the term you 
prefer—not because I am saintly. On 
the contrary, I am involved with the 
plight of the handicapped, for in-
stance, because in a moment's time I 
can be handicapped. My work, particu-
larly when it deals with these issues of 
human helplessness, is simply a show-
case of what could happen to me—
what could happen to all of us who are 
now fortunate..." 

Rauch has the talent to make people 
think, and the forum for giving them 
awareness. He is not intoxicated, how-
ever, by the false sense that he can 
change the world. "I try to do what I 
can do," he says soberly. "If I am a 
gifted man, this is not a reason to be 
proud, rather it is reason to be thank-
ful. And, the best thanks is to work 
hard." In spite of his apparent mod-
esty, Rauch's work does have impact 
on his viewers. He receives missives of 
both praise and criticism; and he reads 
and answers every letter. 

A number of months ago he placed 
himself in the center of the critics' 
firing range, when he published two 
drawings criticizing the Israeli's war in 
Lebanon. "Ironically, I received much 
mail from non-Jewish Germans who felt 
that I shouldn't say—or draw—any-
thing bad about Israel. Citing our past 
as a good enough reason, they were 
outraged that a 'liberal' German would 
do such a thing. Regardless of my kin-
dred feelings for Jews, and my sense of 
horror and disgust about the holocaust, 
I was still outraged by the injustice of 
this terrible war. I said what I had to 
say. And, my Jewish friends said that 
they wouldn't have respected me if I 
had done otherwise." 

Curreptly, Rauch is very involved in 
an eerie issue which is plaguing Ger-
man society and recalling the heinous 
policies of the past. For the past few 
years, the government has been mak-
ing it very clear that foreign laborers, 
specifically the large segment of Turk-
ish immigrants, are no longer welcome 
in Germany. The Turks, who have been 
a major part of the now slackening 
German industrial society, are being 
mistreated in terms of discrimination, 
employment, housing and welfare—the 
government has gone so far as to pay 
off anyone who will voluntarily leave 
the country forever. For Rauch their 
plight is a recurring theme in his work. 
In fact, his recent book is dedicated to 
a young Turkish girl who killed herself 
to dramatize the terrible conditions. 

"Given her action," Rauch states em-
phatically, "my act is the least I can do 
to draw attention to the problem." 

In everything he creates, layers of 
psychological and national history are 
at the root. While Rauch's work often 
evokes a laugh or a knowing smile, his 
comedy is clearly the vehicle for trans-
mitting deeper meaning. That he is able 
to convey these "heavy" messages 
without battering the viewer's senses 
is a tribute to his talent as a humorist. 
That he continues to make important 
social and political statements, at a 
time in which many graphic humorists 
eschew such endeavors, indicates that 
Rauch is a true believer. A believer in 
what he has to say to those others out 
there who want to be spoken to. 

BY STEVEN HELLER 

HEADLINE ac MACHINE BOLD TEXT / CAPTIONS/ SUPRAHEAD: ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY 
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Warrior puppet, carved in wood (klitik style). Bulging eyes, protruding nose and menacing 
fingernails identify this fierce character admired for his honesty, loyalty and military skills. 
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you should have the good fortune to be invited to a puppet show in Java, take along a blanket (to sit on) and prepare to 
spend the night. It is customary for a performance to start at 9 p.m. and continue until dawn. Puppet theatre in Java, as it 

has been for ages throughout Asia, is not just a simple entertainment for children. It is a religious or quasi-religious ritual, and 
everyone present is unconditionally protected from evil influences while the play lasts. What an incentive! t A puppet show is 
sometimes sponsored by a family to commemorate an important occasion, such as a marriage, the anniversary of a death, the 

.•■■■ seventh month of pregnancy, the circumcision of a son. Sometimes the performance is a community affair to celebrate a 
legendary hero or a historic event. The play is chosen from a repertory of hundreds, and it always has some significant parallel to the 
occasion being celebrated. t The mysticism that surrounds these all-night performances follows from their original purpose, which 
was to teach. The puppet show was used as an educational device to transmit ideas to a public that could not read. They taught 
religious dogma, moral codes, history and myths. They were especially useful to conquerors in influencing the minds of subjugated 
peoples, to missionaries teaching converts and to ethnic groups for perpetuating their own histories, myths and cultures. But 
regardless of the ulterior purpose, people attended for the pure pleasure of the performance. t Though puppet theatre in Asia is 
known to pre-date the Christian era in the West, the first documented evidence of them in Java was during the eleventh century. Some 
believe it was brought from India, as many of the plays and characters have their roots in Hindu philosophy; also in two great Indian 

classics, the Ramayana and the Mahahharata. But there is a cycle of Javanese plays that preceded the Hindu influence, and by the 
thirteenth century, even the Hindu-inspired characters and legends were overlaid with Javanese characteristics and myths. t The form 
of the puppets of Java was based on the carved relief sculptures found on their stone temples. The style, called wayang, means 

shadow. The word continued to be associated with the puppets of Java, even when they departed from the original form, the shadow 
puppet. t Shadow plays, called wayang purwa, and the shadow puppet designed especially for them, wayang kulit, are the oldest, 

most serious form of puppet theatre in Java. The puppets are cut from animal skins. Like the relief sculpture they mimic, the bodies 
are frontal, but the heads, arms and legs are represented in profile. The head, torso and legs are stationary and attached to a rigid 
stem, so the whole construction resembles a fan. Only the arms are movable, articulated at the shoulders and elbows, and manipulated 
by slender sticks attached to the hands. (They look remarkably like ski poles.) Although the construction is the essence of simplicity, 
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the drawing and painting that delineates the character is sumptuously ornate. Every detail has significance: the hairdo, the color of the 
face, the costume, a single protruding tooth, a long fingernail, a headdress, the jewelry—all are clues to a character's identity. Certain 
facial characteristics, for instance, have universal meaning. Characters with bulbous noses and round eyes represent coarseness. They 
are generally the bad guys. Aristocratic, genteel personalities are depicted with bent heads, slanting eyes and sharp, attenuated noses 
that descend directly from their foreheads. The facial colors, too, convey personality traits: black for restraint and strength, white for 
serenity, gold for dignity and youth. But perhaps the most important feature of these shadow puppets are the many thousands of 
perforations in the leather that delineate every detail of the drawing—the contours of the hair, the facial features, the costume, the 
fabric patterns, the jewelry. For in the shadow play, it is the silhouette of the puppet and the pinpoints of light that shine through the 
perforations that help identify the characters. t At a typical shadow puppet show, the puppeteer or dalang operates his puppets from 
behind a white cloth screen. At a private showing in an affluent home, certain honored guests and the men sit behind the screen with 
the puppeteer. The women sit in front of the screen and watch the shadow play. There are some differences of opinion as to which is 
the preferred seating. Some experts insist that the puppet is more important than the shadow. Others claim that the shadow is of 
greater significance, as the figure merely represents the body, but the shadow represents the soul. t The reason for the inordinate 
length of the nighttime shows is the complexity of the stories that are told. Not only have they been codified, scene by scene and line 
by line, but there are anywhere from 100 to 400 roles to be enacted. Any variation from the established text or cast of characters 
would be intolerable to the audience that is familiar with the plays. The main thrust of the stories is to enforce the Hindu philosophy 
that all people are composites of good and evil, but regardless of trials, tribulations and temptations, human beings must seek ultimate 
purification through their deeds. A later development in puppetry in Java were the wayang klitik puppets. These are mainly wooden 
forms. The head, torso and legs are carved in low relief and are stationary like the wayang kulit. The arms, though, are made of leather 

Above: Aristocratic character. The slender body, bent head, long sharp nose 
and slanted eyes symbolize the ultimate in refinement. (Klitik style). 

Below, left: A "colonial." Bulbous nose, bulging round eyes and red face identify 
evil conquerors. (Klink style). 

Below, center: The scarlet face, round eyes and immense nose identify a coarse and 
threatening character. The dagger symbolizes magical powers. (KUM style). 
Below, right: lianoman, a beloved Monkey God out of the Ramayana legend, 

admired for his loyalty and good deeds. (tflitik style). 



and articulate at the shoulder and elbow. All the facial characteristics and body positions of the klitik puppets follow the form of the 

leather kulit characters, although they are not as spectacular in ornamentation. These wooden puppets are used in more secular 
performances related to fourteenth and fifteenth century folk myths, and the plays are performed in the daytime, purely for 
entertainment. t A third, more recent puppet style dating from the sixteenth century, is the rod puppet, called wayang golek. It is 
carved in three dimensions and fitted with a cloth garment. It is more lifelike and not nearly the esthetic creation that the kulit and 

klitik forms are. As with the wayang kulit, wayang golek performances last all night and are religious in orientation. t No discussion 
of the puppets of Java can be complete without some attention to the role of the puppeteer or dalang. To become a dalang may take 
fifteen years or more of training. Usually the skill is handed down from generation to generation. It is a highly respected skill which 
requires unusual powers of concentration and strength. The poor fellow is a one-man-all-night-show. He not only manipulates all the 
hundreds of puppets himself, he speaks all the roles from memory, mimics the variety of voices, cues the musicians, provides the 
sound effects and the props. Although there are no written texts, the audience is generally familiar with the plot and characters. They 
may stand for minor variations in the text, but a misinterpretation of a character or tampering with the basic theme would be a 
heinous offense. Dalangs have been known to create their own original work, using traditional themes, but as far as we can see it just 
adds the burden of one more play to commit to memory. 4  The puppets of Java came to our attention through an exhibition at the 
J. Camp Associates Gallery, New York City. Mr. James Camp, a collector and connoisseur of early art forms, refuses to label these pup-
pets "primitive." Although they are centuries-old in concept and simplistic in form, the design and decoration are highly sophisticated 
and technically superb. The puppets, as well as museum-worthy pieces of jewelry, weavings, pottery, masks and sculpture of ancient 
and ethnic origin, can be seen at the gallery located at 380 West Broadway, New York City. The uncommon gallery has uncommon 
visiting days—closed Monday and Tuesday—open 12 to 5 p.m., Wednesday through Sunday, and well worth the trip. t Marion Muller 

Above: Genteel character with typical features: bent head, attenuated nose and 

slanting eyes. (Klitik style). 

Below, left: The opulent costume, coarse features and red face indicate a 

high ranking personage of evil character. (Klitik style). 

Below, center: Leather shadow puppet (kulit style) as seen through cloth 

screen. Thousands of perforations in the leather delineate the features, 

hairstyle, dress and jewelry which identify the character. 

Below, right: The same leather puppet seen from the puppeteer's side of the 

screen. The central holding rod is curved to conform to the figure so as not 

to distort the silhouette. 
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A funny thing can happen on the way to 

When we think of Picasso's famous 
declaration, "I do not seek; I find," 

we may very well wonder if the old 
man wasn't snowing us with seman-
tics. But you won't find a more apt 
statement to describe how these pho-
tographs by George Olson came to be. 

Mr. Olson is a freelance photogra-
pher working out of San Francisco, 
California. Almost all his editorial and 
commercial jobs are in color. But these 
black and white photos are part of his 
own private collection. What they all 
have in common is their humor. In 
some, it's innocent and uncalculated. 
In others, it's deliberate, but low key. 
In every case, the jokes were just sit-
ting along the roadside waiting to be 
discovered. As Olson has many on-
location jobs, he's nearly always on 
the road and constantly discovers new 
material, on his way to work as well as 
on vacations. In fact, in twelve years 
he has amassed a collection of nearly 
two hundred funny roadside pictures. 

Obviously, anyone who spends so 
much time and money on a collection 
isn't in it for laughs alone. Olson's 

"found humor" has become his "found 
art." He is quite serious about his col- 
lection as a document of native Ameri- 

B 

A. Welcome America—An AT&T 
assignment to photograph their 
annual stockholders meeting took 
Olson to Kansas City. He arrived at 
the auditorium before anyone else, 
and this is what he found. B. He's Not 
Here—In Sonoma, California, Olson 
was about to photograph this tavern 
with its jocular little sign. Suddenly, a 
man appeared, walked up to the door 
and looked in. It completed the scene 
perfectly. Olson couldn't believe his 
luck. C. Dismal Canoe Tours—Olson 
prefers to travel on two-lane roads, 
but on a vacation trip through central 
Nebraska, he sought out the shade of 
an even narrower country lane. After 
crossing a river called "Dismal," he 
happened on this sign. D. You're Just 
No Fun Anymore—Olson had passed 
this street corner in San Francisco 
several times, always in a hurry. 
Finally, one day, when he caught this 
scene, he stopped to photograph it. 
The next day, someone plastered the 
wall with posters. 



can humor, and his photographs have 
been exhibited in a number of art gal-
leries. He participated in two exhibi-
tions at the Spiva Art Center in Joplin, 
Missouri, in Humor in Photography at 
the 80 Washington Square East Gallery 
in New York City, at the Christian-
Thomas Gallery in Costa Mesa, Califor-
nia, and had a one-man show at the 
2608 Gallery in San Francisco. 

When not being serious about his 
funny pictures, he works seriously for 
such commercial clients as American 
Airlines, Atari, Chrysler, Ford, Stan-
dard Oil of California and Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, to name just a 
few. He has done editorial work for 
National Geographic World, Time, 
Sports Illustrated, Road & Track, 
Nation's Business and California Liv-
ing. From 1974 to 1977 he was chief 
photographer for the Kansas City 
Star. Among his other newspaper 
credits are the New York Times, the 
Los Angeles Times, San Francisco 
Examiner, Washington Post, Philadel-
phia Inquirer, Chicago Tribune, St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch, Atlanta Consti-
tution, and others. 

His roster of impressive clients not-
withstanding, the job he anticipates 
most eagerly is photographing his 
20th High School reunion, using the 
same Leica he used at graduation. But 
will he find laughs? 	Marion Muller 

E. Archie's Duffy's Flo's Kitty's Mel's 
—Sometimes when on an old road that 
skirts a town, he'll drive a few extra 
blocks to see Main Street. This is 
Plainville, Kansas. F. One Pump Oil 
Company—On a trip from Kansas City 
to New York, he was traveling along 
Highway 24. About twenty miles out, 
in Independence, Missouri, he found 
this gas station. There were no pumps. 
G. Full—Olson had just retrieved 
his repaired camera from the Nikon 
offices in San Francisco and was 
eager to try it out. Half a block away, 
he found this parking lot attendant on 
a lunch break. H. Miss America 1975 
—When Olson worked at the Kansas 
City Star, this billboard stood 
alongside the freeway he traveled 
every day. A survey had shown that 
the public couldn't identify the 
reigning Miss America. The reminder 
was a public service of sorts. 
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TYPOGRAPHIC MILESTONES 

Eric Gill 1 
BY ALLAN HALEY 

An ex-apprentice once wrote to Eric Gill 
about a moral perplexity. It concerned 
whether or not to carve a memorial to the 
Fascist dead in the Spanish Civil War, which 
would be exhibited in London to raise funds 
for Franco's cause. Gill was a lifelong oppo-
nent of Fascism, and at the time was a 
member of an international artist's society 
against oppression. Gill replied to the former 
apprentice by postcard, "Plenty biz no do! 
No biz do!" 

Seemingly contradictory advice from a 
staunch and active supporter of human 
rights. And yet, Gill was a man of many 
contradictions. He was a fervent convert to 
Catholicism; at the same time he was able to 
maintain equally ardent, and exceptionally 
liberal, views on sexual relationships. A 
friend once said that when Gill became a 
Catholic he thought of everything in terms 
of religion, including sex; and that later he  

thought of everything in terms of sex, 
including religion. 

Gill loved train engines all his life, but he 
insisted that as far as he could, he would 
avoid the use of all machines and their 
products. There were no cars, no phones, 
and no radios permitted on the grounds of 
his studio. 

Gill lived always on the edge of poverty, 
but this was by choice. It was consistent 
with his need for asceticism, and his con- 
tempt for the products of industrial society. 
He never charged much for his work; most 
of the time only the stonemason's daily 
wage of about £2. He would, however, insist 
upon traveling by train—first class—when it 
was at the expense of his patrons. 

When compared to the work of Benton, 
Goudy or Benguiat, the quality of Eric Gill's 
typeface designs might appear slight. His 
contributions to typography would seem  

thin were it not for the importance and 
beauty of the typefaces he created. His two 
best known designs, Gill Sans and Perpetua 
are internationally regarded among the 
most beautiful, readable, and intellectually 
well-conceived typefaces of modern times. A 
couple of his lesser-known designs, Felicity 
and Joanna Italic, have been called two of 
the most graceful types available to twenti-
eth century typographers. Gill brought 
to handset and machine composition the 
beauty and grace of calligraphic and in-
scripted letterforms. His contribution was 
one of quality rather than quantity. 

Gill made the typographic communicator's 
palette richer, but he had few kind words for 
the art of typography. At different times he 
is quoted as saying, `: .. there are now about 
as many different varieties of letters as 
there are fools," `! .. lettering has had its 
day," and "the only way to reform modern  

lettering is to abolish it." Once he referred 
to master printers as "a bunch of morons." 

The second of thirteen children, Eric Gill 
was born February 3,1882, in Brighton, 
England. His father was a clergyman and 
his mother had been a professional singer. 

Gill began to draw at an early age. This 
fondness for rendering, and his love of rail-
way engines are probably what led Gill to 
letterforms, and eventually to typography. 

"If you are keen on engines," he once wrote, 
"you collect engine names... and if you draw 

engines you cannot leave out their names." 
(In those years train engines had their 
names in large letters along the boiler.) 

At seventeen, Gill got his first job, in a 
London architect's office: but more impor-
tant, he also attended Edward Johnston's 
first lettering class. The impact of John-
ston's teaching on young Gill was immedi-
ate, profound, and lasting: "He... altered 
the whole course of my life and all my ways 
of thinking." They were to become the 
closest of friends and even shared housing 
until Johnston's marriage. 

At twenty-five, Gill moved from London to 
a more pastoral environment in Ditch- 
ling, England; more in keeping with his 
philosophical attitudes. Over the next sev-
eral months Ditchling was to evolve into the 
first of three communal localities in which 
Gill lived and was the moving force. Those 
who gathered around Gill and his family at 
Ditchling, then Capel-y-ffin, and finally 
Pigotts were similarly motivated to seek 
artistic independence and simple self-suffi-
ciency. But above all, they were united by 
their religious convictions. All were devout, 
if somewhat unorthodox, Catholics. Several 
of the men in the communities even went 
on to become Tertiaries in the order of 
St. Dominic. 

Gill had three children, all daughters, and 
all born within a very short span of time. 
Probably he would have had several more 
children (being Catholic, from a large family 
himself, and predisposed toward an active 
sexual life). His wife Elizabeth, however, had 
suffered complications from a miscarried 
fourth child and was unable to continue 
bearing children. 

Gill was a man of order. He managed his 
life and his work through a strict system of 
self-imposed rules and regulations. It has 
been said that his steadfast reliance on 
those rules stifled his creativity and ulti-
mately weakened his artistic output. 

One area however, in which Gill consist-
ently failed to follow the rules he professed 
to believe in (those of the Catholic Church), 
and where his rationality and willpower 
were consistently set aside, was in his sexual 
life. His many diaries, autobiography, and 
countless other writings document this area 
in explicit detail. His private drawings and 
sculpture also reflect this predilection. 
There was, however, never any perversity in 
his attitude toward sex. In fact, there was an 
almost innocent naiveté displayed. He said it 
was `: .. not so much sensuality as curiosity, 
the desire to know rather than to feel," 
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which drove his compulsion. A critic com-
menting on Gill's erotic works once said 
that England has always lacked an artist 
able to celebrate all the moods of love—from 
the sublime to the ridiculous—and that 
perhaps if the best of his private drawings 
were more widely known, Gill might emerge 
as a leading contender for the title. 

After seventeen years, Gill moved from 
Ditchling to Capel-y-ffin in Wales. The single 
word to describe Capel-y-ffin is "remote." 
It was ten miles to the nearest railroad sta-
tion, fifteen miles from a village of any size, 
and only accessible by foot or pony-cart. 

A visitor described the weather at Capel-
y-ffin as raining continuously, `: .. the house 
was damp—the paper in my bedroom leaned 
crazily away from all four walls—there was 
no hot water, no newspapers, spartan food—
and I enjoyed every instant of my visit: 
Gill's sharp-edged and genial talk warmed 
the bleak house." Apparently, those who 
lived there all the time, were not quite so 
impressed. After taking as much as they 
could tolerate, the women at one point 
rebelled and moved to a more comfortable 
setting at Pigotts near High Wycombe. Gill 
and the other men soon followed. 

He lived at Pigotts until his premature 
death from lung cancer in 1940. His wife, 
who despite his many lapses into sexual 
adventure, was the lifelong focus of his 
deepest love, survived Gill at Pigotts until 
1961. 

As familiar as the name Gill is to typo-
philes, he did not create his first typeface 
until well past forty. To many, Eric Gill is 
better known as a sculptor, a profession he 
worked at before, during, and after his ef-
forts as a typeface designer. His work in this 
area can be seen in the United Kingdom and 
throughout the world. His sculpture is over 
the doors of the BBC offices in Portland 
Place; the Stations of the Cross in Westmin-
ster Cathedral are Gill's work; a statue of 
his holds a place of honor in the sculpture 
garden at UCLA in Los Angeles; and a 
massive carved relief, which was a gift of 
England to the League of Nations building 
in Geneva, is also Gill's. 

From his very early years Gill rebelled 
against the industrialization of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
He was especially influenced by the teach-
ings of the Fabian Society, which was strong 
in England at the time. 

Gill vowed that he would not engage in 
the "malevolent" practices of industry. 
While Gill knew he was a talented artist and 
designer with potential, he also knew that 
he had little likelihood of building a success-
ful business while following such unconven-
tional theories. 

Deliberately therefore, Gill set about 
learning a trade which would provide him 
with some degree of steady income, allow 
him to work with a certain amount of free-
dom at his artistic endeavors, and which 
would not conflict with his philosophy of 
life. This didn't leave much room for choice. 
Masonry and lettercutting, however, soon  

became a natural and logical path. Through 
the teachings and guidance of Johnston, Gill 
became an accomplished calligrapher and 
lettering artist. These skills and his training 
as a stonemason lead him, by degrees, to the 
profession of stonecarving. At first his com-
missions were few; but as his skill developed, 
so did the demand for his work. 

As a result, by 1906 Gill had to employ his 
first assistant; a lad of fifteen. Over the next 
thirty-four years Gill had twenty-six more 
assistants or apprentices who worked for 
and studied under him. 

Because of his social and philosophical 
views, there can be little doubt that Gill saw 
type design as working for the enemy. Yet 
before his life was over, he created eleven 
typefaces, wrote an influential book on 
typography, and operated (with his son-in-
law) a commercial press. 

The major contributing factor in Gill's  

conversion to typography was Stanley 
Morison. (There are also those who allude to 
the friendly "nagging" of Beatrice Warde) 
Perhaps it was because Morison was so 
much like Gill that he was able to exert 
such an influence. Morison, too, was a self-
taught, self-made man. He also had a similar 
reputation for dogmatism and perfection. 
And, like Gill, he was a converted Catholic. 

Morison saw his task as typographical 
advisor to the Monotype Corporation to 
change the "stiff, thin, regimental and 
savorless," typefaces then in use for designs 
that better reflected current typographic 
technology, thinking, and attitudes. After 
reviving several classical faces such as 
Bembo, Fournier, and Poliphilus, he felt that 
a truly modern face, designed by a living 
artist, should be released; and Morison 
thought Gill ideal for the task. 

Morison felt that a serif typeface would be 

the best, most logical choice for such a 
design. He also believed that the serif was 

"... not in origin calligraphic but epigraphic; 
not written but sculpted. It follows then 
that the drawings for this new type could be 
best made by a sculptor or stonecutter." Gill 
was both, and thus the natural choice. 
Retention of the chiseled quality of Gill's 
letterforms became of primary importance 
to Morison. 

Bc/ibris SAE) EL LA 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO 

PQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrst 
uvwxyz 

JOHNSTON'S SANS FOR THE LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILROAD 

ABC DE FG H IJ KLM N 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrs 
tuvwxyz 

GILL SANS MEDIUM 

In 1925, Gill began his initial studies for 
the typeface that was to become Perpetua. 
Experiments, trial cuttings, and many revi-
sions of the typeface went on for several 
years delaying the release. It was during 
this time that Morison also persuaded Gill 
to work on a new sans serif style. 

Although the work was entirely his, there 
were two strong influences on the "sans" 
Gill developed. The strongest was the work 
that his mentor, Johnston, did for the 
London Underground Railroad. This was a 
sans serif they commissioned for their pub-
licity department; a design program on 
which Gill consulted with Johnston in the 
early stages. The end result was a beautiful 
and simple "sans" with obvious design traits 
which are echoed in Gill's work. The other 
influence was a set of alphabets Gill created 
for the British Army and Navy stores. Both 
influences were, however, typefaces created 
primarily for signage purposes and do differ 
in important, if subtle, ways from the "sans" 
Gill did for the Monotype Corporation. 

When first shown at a trade conference in 
1928, Gill Sans was greeted with disapproval 
and cries of "typographical bolshevism." 
A year later, when it was released to the 
public, the cries had subsided. The face soon 
became the most popular "sans" used in 
Britain and the United Kingdom. It was not 
until after World War II that Gill Sans was 
exported to the United States. 

Gill's original sans serif spawned some 
thirty-six derivatives, not all designed by 
Gill. In fact, some he rejected outright. Sans 
stands, however, as Gill's most pronounced 
achievement in the field of typeface design. 
The face is somewhat unusual in that the 
letterforms are patterned after roman char-
acter shapes and proportions rather than 
those found in more common sans serif 
designs. As a result, Gill Sans has often been 
called the most readable and legible sans 
serif design. 

The first showing of Gill's roman was in 
a private printing of a translation of The 
Passion of Perpetua and Felicity, pub-
lished in 1928. The roman face was thus 
named Perpetua and the italic, drawn later, 
Felicity. 

The italic was the first major text face to 
introduce the obliqued roman form as an 
italic design. This was drawn primarily at 
the urging of Morison who believed this 
style provided improved harmony between 
the roman and italic in mixed composition. 
The original italic, as created by Gill, is not, 
however, the one used with Perpetua today. 
It was replaced by another obliqued roman 
simply called Perpetua Italic. It is unfortu-
nate because many feel the more recent 
italic lacks much of the grace and harmony 
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LIST OF GILL TYPEFACES 

•Aries 
• Bunyan 
• Felicity 
• Floriated Initials 
• Gill Sans 
• Golden Cockerel 

• Joanna 
• Jubilee 
• Perpetua 
• Perpetua Greek 
• Solus 
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EARLY SANS SERIF SKETCHES BY GILL 
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of Felicity. Even with the new italic, the 
Perpetua family still retains the strong, 
incised characteristics sought by Morison. 

This cannot be said of Joanna, however, a 
typeface drawn in 1930 for limited editions 
work. This family also had the obliqued 
roman style of italic, but showed a freer, 
more calligraphic, form than Perpetua. 
Originally cast for hand composition in just 
two sizes, the typeface was not made avail-
able for public use until 1958. Although 
recently revived in the United Kingdom for 
display purposes, Joanna did not achieve the 
transition into photo and digital text 
composition. 

Gill created an Egyptian (or square serif) 
design in 1929, called Solus; but this type-
face is rare. Perhaps it never was widely 
accepted because it is practically indistin-
guishable from Perpetua in text sizes. 

If there is a common complaint about 
Gill's work, it is that he created only one 
typeface, Perpetua, and several too-subtle 
derivations. Even Gill Sans has a strong 
family resemblance to Perpetua. 

Jubilee was a calligraphically inspired 
design originally created as an advertising 
face for the Cunard Shipping Line. Jubilee is 
also not available as photo or digital type. 

Bunyan is another Gill typeface. It first 
appeared in 1934 as a release for private 
press work. In 1953 the face reappeared as 
Pilgrim, from London Linotype Company, 
with an italic which was not available with 
the original—nor designed by Gill. Several 
feel that the roman of Bunyan was one of 
Gill's most successful design efforts. 

Eric Gill lived a life of continual activity. 
He was a writer, printer, painter, illustrator, 
sculptor, calligrapher, stonecutter, and type 
designer. He was often argumentative and 
contradictory. At times he was misguided in 
his approach to typography. His basic goals, 
however, were important, consistent, and 
worth emulating. They were to create, 'Ab-
solutely legible-to-the-last-degree letters, 
provide beauty of form to all printed corn 
munication, and to maintain the dignity of 
hand drawn letterforms." Here there were 
no contradictions. 

Illustrations reprinted with permission from: The Letter Forms 
and 71jpe Designs of Eric Gill by Robert Harling. Published by 
Hurtwood Press, London Road Westerham, Kent, UK © 1976 
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orning is wiser t an the evening. (Russian proven))) 
THE NEW YEAR-John Si;xisaro (Illustration-Desgn))[.2 	HY, 
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j
ust before the end of each year, John Sposato, 
freelance designer/illustrator, gets busy with 
his annual report. 'A freelancer issue an 

annual report?" you may ask. Yes, John Sposato's 
NewYear posters have become just that. They 
not only greet friends and fans with good wishes 
for the in-coming NewYear, they also report, 

"Hey, I'm O.K. and here's what I'm doing," as 
each poster reflects new trends in his work. 

It all started with a commission for a calen-
dar cover. Friends who saw the proof immedi-
ately requested copies; and John obliged. With 
the date implicit in the design, it turned out to 
be a colorful and magnanimous greeting card. 
The following year he produced another. And so 
it's been since 1968. 

The posters reveal much about where Sposato 
is "at" in his heart as well as his work. Through 
the years he's moved from abstract numerals to 
more figurative and fanciful imagery. One thing 
that remains a constant, however, is the sym- 
bolic sunrise. In some of the posters it is clearly 
depicted; in some it is implied. To Sposato, it is 
his indispensable inspirational motif. 

Two of the posters allude specifically to per-
sonal folk heroes. The 1981 poster was a tribute 
to John Lennon, murdered the previous year. 
Besides the Lennon portrait, the poster includes 
words of a popular Lennon song that seemed 
particularly appropriate for the start of a new 
year: "It'll be just like starting over."The fol-
lowing year, in 1982, Sposato memorialized  

reggae singer Bob Marley, who died in 1981. 
Also included in this poster are words of a 
Marley song that are relevant to Sposato's sun-
rise theme: "Rise up this mornin,' Shine with the 
rising sun." 

Sposato's New Year posters have become a 
17-year habit from which there is no retreat. 
Friends eagerly await their arrival, and John 
gets his kicks, too. Several of the posters have 
won awards from professional organizations. 

A graduate of Pratt Institute, he taught there 
as well as at Parsons School of Design and at 
The School of Visual Arts, where he is currently 
on the faculty. He also travels cross-country as a 
lecturer at design seminars. 

Marion Muller 
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SCULPTORS 
CARVE YOUR WAY THROUGH THIS ONE. AWORD SEARCH BY JULIET TRAVISON 
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How to play: Find 
and encircle, in 
the puzzle body, 

the words appearing in 
the Puzzle Word List. 
They appear vertically, 
horizontally, diagonally 
and even backwards. 
Don't cross letters out—
they may be used again as 
part of another name! 

To give you a head start, 
we have shaded one of the 
puzzle words. 

While these words may 
be spelled differently in 
other languages, please 
follow the versions in our 
Puzzle Word List. 

Losungsanweisungen: Sie 
miissen in dem Basel die 

in dem Worterverzeich-
nis angegebenen Worter 
finden und umkreisen. 
Diese konnen senkrecht, 
waagerecht, diagonal und 
sogar riickwarts vorkom-
men. Streichen Sie keine 
Buchstaben aus—sie 
konnten als 	eines an- 
deren Wortes gebraucht 
werden. 

Urn Ihnen zu einem 
Anfang zu verhelfen, 
haben wir eines der Rat-
selworter schattiert. 

Obwohl Worter in an-
deren Sprachen unter-
schiedlich geschrieben 
werden molten, halten 
Sie sich bitte an die 
englische Schreibweise.  

Regle dujeu: Retrouvez 
dans le puzzle et entourez 
d'un trait les mots qui 
figurent dans le Puzzle 
Word List. 

Its se lisent verticale-
ment, horizontalement, 
diagonalement et meme a 
l'envers. Ne barrez aucune 
lettre! Chacune peut res-
servir dans un autre mot. 

Pour vous mettre sur la 
voie, nous avons teinte un 
des mots du puzzle. 

Les mernes mots peu-
vent avoir des ortho-
graphes differentes selon 
les langues. Tenez-vous en 
a l'orthographe que donne 
le Puzzle Word List. 

Calder's Black Widow, 1959. 

AITKIN 
ARCHIPENKO 

ARP 
BARTHOLDI 

BERNINI 
BLOC 

Solution to puzzle on page 68. 
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BOTTICELLI 
BRANCUSI 

CALDER 
CANOVA 

CELLINI 
DA VINCI 

DONATELLO 
DUBOIS 

EPSTEIN 
FLANNAGAN 

FLAXMAN 
GABO 

GIACOMETTI 
GREENOUGH 

HEPWORTH 
HOUDON 

LACHAISE 
LEONI 
LIPCHITZ 
MAILLOL 
MICHELANGELO 
MILLES 
MOORE 
MYRON 
NADELMAN 
NEVELSON 
NOGUCHI 
ORCAGNA 
PEVSNER 
PHIDIAS 
PISANO 
POLYCLEITUS 

POLYDORUS 
POWERS 
PRATT 
PRAXITELES 
QUERCIA 
REMINGTON 
ROBBIA 
RODIN 
ROUBILLAC 
SALVI 
SANSOVINO 
SCHADOW 
SLUTER 
SMITH 
STORY 
STREETER 
STURSA 
TAFT 
THORVALDSEN 
VERROCCHIO 
VITTORIA 
WATTS 
ZORACH 
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REPORT FROM 
TECHNOPOLIS 

DA\ ID IFNR\ GOUDS1 FIN 

VCN'S EXECUVISION: DESIGNER ON A DISK 

A friend called our attention to a new company 
right around the corner from us in the very 
heart of Technology Square. VCN is short for 

Visual Communications Network (238 Main Street, 
Cambridge, MA 02142). This name immediately got 
our full attention. One quick call and a taxi ride later 
brought us to president John Preston's office where 

we learned (at last) how to make money with com-
puters in the field of graphic design. 

VCN is a software company founded by Preston 
and his partner, Dr. Hoo-Min D. Toong, less than a year 
ago. In Toong's work at the MIT Sloan School of Man-
agement it became clear that programs like Lotus or 
Wordstar which are devoted to automation of words 
and numbers were having a beneficial effect on how  

people in corporate offices spent their time. But these 
programs were not helping to make the five hours 
per day of meetings, which are the single major time 
expense of managers, any more productive. What 
was missing was a way to generate effective graphics 
almost instantly, and practically for free. So was born 
the concept of the Execuvision Graphics Presentation 
Program. 

IC.N 
EXECUVISION 

• THE •PRE:::ENTPT ION. GRPPHID,17. • PROGFirre 

Elard==M 
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FIGURE I: OUTPUT OF VCN'S EXECUVISION GRAPHICS PRESENTATION PROGRAM 

FIGURE 2: STOCK IMAGES FROM COMPUTER NEWS GRAPHICS 
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FIGURE 3: SCITEX SATLIGHT-  BRINGS INSTANT IMAGE COMMUNICATIONS TO MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS 
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"What we want to do for image processing," Preston 
allows modestly, "is what Wang Labs did for word 
processing." While this may seem ambitious, both 
companies share some characteristics which bode for 
success: simplicity, low cost and acceptable, if not 
extraordinary, quality. The program is a model of 
menu-driven ease to operate (see Figure 1, which we 
did in under 10 minutes). It works with standard IBM 
PC color monitor and interface board at the standard 
340 X 200 pixels resolution. It offers 16 true colors 
and a variety of powerful functions including auto-
matic generation of correctly proportioned bar, pie 
and line charts. These are created in seconds with a 
few keystrokes. Data can also be input directly from 
programs such as Visiplot, Lotus and Wordstar. Slides 
cost between $.50 and $1 each, and take 5 to 25 min-
utes depending on complexity. 

Much work is done by electronic cutting and past-
ing images stored on the special Electronic Clip Art 
library disks. Simple sketch/draw capabilities augment 
the library-supplied graphics. Text can be entered 
directly from the keyboard in 10 type styles. Basic 
animation techniques involving motion of key ele-
ments in the picture can be specified. This is mostly 
useful for on-screen playback. A list editor which 
helps sequence the appearance of electronic display 
screen presentation of slides is present and well 
thought out. 

Most importantly, the libraries of subject-specific art 
available for use are vast and well-considered. Sub-
jects include Borders, Initials and Decorative Designs, 
Maps, The World's Famous Faces and Figures, Interna-
tional Symbols and Maps. These contain over 5,000 
pieces of computer color imagery which can be used 
by even the rankest of amateurs to make up their own 
presentation graphics. 

Immediacy and control are probably the key fac-
tors behind the estimated $15,000,000 in sales which 
Preston expects VCN to do this year. Almost all copies 
of the $395 program will go to normal non-artistic 
executives in corporate environments ranging from 
the Fortune 1000 to the smallest of sales offices. Art 
library disks are the razor blades to the program's 
razor. Selling for an extra $60 to $80 each, they should 
provide a good source of income for VCN over time. 

All of this raises some serious questions. Is It Good 
Enough Quality? Is This Graphic Design? Will This 
Affect The Art Or Craft Of Graphic Design? Shouldn't 
I Rush Out And Buy One Myself? 

As to quality, VCN carefully avoided the temptation 
to use higher resolution. That involved using special 
components and extra expense which other presenta-
tion graphics companies had already proven to be a 
big resistance factor among consumers. Execuvision 
quality may be only marginally adequate by tradi-
tional standards; but it seems unlikely that work pro-
duced on Execuvision programs is replacing any of 
the work being done now by professionals in full 
resolution and full glorious color. 

On the other hand, there is.clearly a vast amount of 
work which one might like to have done but would 
not dream of asking for at $30 to $300 per slide. Even 
if money is no object, getting a speech and slides put 
together weeks or even days in advance is an unlikely 
event for the most formal occasions. 

This and other programs may not threaten graphic 
designers now but rumors of higher quality screens 
on newer PC models abound. Quality will certainly 
improve. It seems important to have a small scanner 
and good, cheap hard copy output alternatives. 

As to what quality is acceptable, each of us must 
ultimately judge for ourselves and, hopefully, for our 
clients. Since VCN allows and encourages designers to 
resell the results of the program, it could be a money-
making tool for graphic artists as well. Some designers 
may not yet consider this to be adequate professional 
quality. But this will probably not dampen the unedu-
cated and unaesthetic enthusiasm of the thousands of 
happy folk who will buy Execuvision for their PCs 
this year. 

C

COMPUTER-GENERATED NEWS GRAPHICS  
omputer News Graphics is the brainchild of a 
team of award winning graphic artists and de-
signers headed by Robert Lockwood, renowned 

for his graphic reworks of such well-known papers 
as the Christian Science Monitor and the Dallas 
Morning News. Along with partners George Wieland 
(the system software writer) and Craig Ammerman 
(president and former reporter/editor) he has helped 
create a totally new concept for production of editor-
ial and advertising artwork for newspapers. 

The system combines standard hardware with 
custom software and a continuously updated data-
base to provide a powerful artwork generation capa-
bility which far exceeds presently available clip art 
approaches. The database includes the key visual 
elements which presently must be re-created each 
time they are to be used in an illustration. These in-
clude world maps, logos of the Fortune 500 compa-
nies and professional sports teams, military and 
civilian transportation devices and generic logos for 
events such as the Olympic games. 

The $85,000 CNG system is expandable with addi-
tional terminals at $15,000 each. The newspaper's 
staff artist works locally to retrieve logos or graphic 
objects from the database. These can be sized, colored 
and positioned as desired. Working from a world or 
local database, maps can be generated at the desired 
size and with the necessary level of detail. Locally 
entered data remains accessible to, and reusable by, 
the artist. 

Computer News Graphics presently has a staff of 
five artists working on expansion of the database 
under an agreement with Associated Press, which is 
helping out with promotion of the system. AP will be 
creating a daily news graphics service similar to wire 
photos using this equipment to deliver to subscribers 
images relevant to the day's news topics. Monthly up-
dates to the entire database will arrive on floppy disk. 

In addition to graphic images, the system has full 
bar, pie and line chart generation capabilities. Com-
plex graphics can take up to two hours, simple ones a 
few minutes. Output is instant with interfaces to color 
plotters, color photographic recorders, separations or 
(!) directly via electronic links into the owner's pagina-
tion system. CGN claims that the system will triple the 
productivity of most art departments. 

While the economics and desirability of the system 
are still to be proven, it is clear that the ability to cus-
tom-fit the system's capabilities to the user's needs is 
significant. The Computer News Graphics machine 
and service appear to provide the right ingredients for  

the market which seems to desperately want to get 
more color images into the mix of its daily product. 

REMOTE SATELLITE PICTURE TRANSMISSION  

Immediacy of news is more and more a concern as 
newspapers struggle to reassert their identities in 
the age of electronic communications. Now help 

comes from a quarter where it was probably not ex-
pected. With the introduction of their Satlight," Scitex 
has announced its plan to bring all-electronic picture 
processing technologies to the newspaper market. 

Satlight is the world's first transportable (110 lbs.) 
color scanner. For the first time photographers in the 
field will be able to instantly transmit slides to their 
home editorial and production facilities. Scan time per 
color is 15 seconds with high and low resolution 
modes. Data can travel in 10:1 compressed or non-
compressed data to either Vista editorial or Response 
production systems. 

Satlight can be of enormous significance for late 
breaking news since imagery can still be collected six 
to ten hours later than has been traditionally true 
when film is shipped by airplane or courier service. 
Data is conveyed by a variety of channels including 
the AT&T Communications Ti Switched Digital 
Reserve Network. The T1 which is compatible with 
European HDB 3 link carries load of up to 2.048 Mbits 
per second, allowing transmission of a full-color, full-
resolution 35mm slide in 7.7 seconds. 

Satlight contains a CCD scanner, display screen, 
keyboard, digitizing tablet and communications port. 
Digitized images can be locally examined and resized 
to verify scan quality. Final editing and etching take 
place at the remote Response system. 

Of equal significance to the Satlight was the an-
nouncement that Scitex had agreed with AT&T and 
Hilton Hotels to provide access to the Ti network. 
Scitex customers will now be able to establish local 
land line links to the 35 Hilton Hotels which are being 
equipped with teleconferencing nodes on the broad-
band channel. The system was tested by Scitex 
over the summer when, installed in the RIT Tech-
nology-On-The-Move Van, they visited the Olympics 
and both political party conventions. A third receiving 
site in London was also operational for the Olympic 
transmissions. 

About the author: David Henry Goodstein is Director of Inter/ 
Consult and founder of Technopolis Incorporated, a non-profit 
organization providing artists equipment access and education 
in the computer graphics field. 
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MYTHIC, MEDIEVAL & MARVELOUS 

HRANA L. JANTO 1984 
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A las, Hrana Janto was born too late. Considering 
her lifetime devotions, this 21-year-old Cooper 

Union senior might have been happier tucked away 
in the turret of a Medieval castle than in her Chelsea 
loft. She revels in all things Medieval and mythic. 
She gobbled up the history and literature. She par-
ticipates in fairs, feasts and tournaments, decked out 
in authentic costumes of her devising. She is also a 
great believer in Chivalry and claims to practice it 
towards one and all. 

For all that, Hrana is not altogether out of this 
world. She is totally immersed in her current classes 
in Calligraphy and Illustration. She loves to draw, 
especially plants and animals. She collects children's 
books and hopes to illustrate her own one day. 
All of her work is informed by her vast interest and 
knowledge of art history. Her main inspiration, 
she reports, comes from Medieval and Renaissance 
illuminations, also Pre-Raphaelite and turn-of-the-
century illustrators. 

Her alphabet grew out of an assignment in a 
sophomore class in Illustration. The historic and 
literary research, aided and abetted by her fertile 
imagination and determination to relate the char-
acters to typographic forms, produced some amazing 
combinations and mutations. Somedayshe hopes 
to publish her Mythic/Medieval Alphabet in full 
color in book form. Until then, for anyone who 
wouldn't know a basilisk if it bit them, Ms. Janto has 
graciously identified each. 	M.M. 
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This is the first in a series of Herb Lubalin International 
Student Design Competitions to be sponsored by 
International Typeface Corporation to honor and per-
petuate the memory of Herb Lubalin, internationally 
famed graphic designer, a founder and principal of ITC, 
editor of U&Ic, teacher, and concerned citizen of the 
world. 

For this first competition the theme is The Fate of the 
Earth, the title of the book by Jonathan Schell that has 
made people the world over aware that nuclear prolif-
eration could bring about extinction of the human race 
and of all life on earth except for some grasses, mosses, 
and insects. 

Who can enter? Undergraduate, graduate or special 
students of bona fide art or graphic design schools or 
departments any place in the world. 

The jury: Cipe Burtin, Louis Dorfsman, George Lois, Paul 
Rand, and Bradbury Thompson. 

Prizes: First prize, the Herb Lubalin medal and $5,000. 
Second prize, $2,500. Eight prizes of $500 each. Certifi-
cates will be issued for all pieces selected for inclusion 
in the exhibition which will be held in the ITC Center in 
New York, in the Fall of 1985. The selected pieces will be 
featured in a special issue of U&Ic and it is possible that 
a book, an audio-visual or a film will be based on them. 

School certification: Each entrant must submit a note 
from the school on the school's letterhead certifying 
that the entrant is a student. 

Entry/hanging  fees: None. 

Format: Format is at the artist's/designer's choice—an 
advertisement, booklet, poster, blotter, game, sculp-
ture, three dimensional piece—all are acceptable so 
long as the mandatory copy is included. Entries larger 
than 3' x 4' or heavier than 15 lbs. are not acceptable 
but color slides or reproduction quality photographic 
prints of them will be accepted. All typeset reading 
matter should be set in an ITC typeface. Calligraphic or 
handlettered reading matter will also be accepted. 
Photographic entries should be shot against a black 
background. 

Copy: The theme of the competition is The Fate of the 
Earth and the following statement must appear in each 
piece submitted. The copy may be set in English or a 
language of the designer's choice. 

THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
"In weighing the fate of the earth and, with it, our own 
fate, we stand before a mystery, and In tampering with 
the earth we tamper with a mystery. We are In deep 
ignorance. Our ignorance should dispose us to wonder, 
our wonder should make us humble, our humility should 
inspire us to reverence and caution, and our reverence 
and caution should lead us to act without delay to with-
draw the threat we now pose to the earth and to 
ourselves." 

—From The Fate of the Earth by Jonathan Schell 

Point of view: The subjects of nuclear proliferation, of a 
nuclear freeze, of global disarmament are controver-
sial. Entrants, by their graphic treatment, may express 
any point of view they hold. Pieces will be selected for 
graphics and for how well the chosen point of view is 
presented, not for the particular stand taken. 

Artist/designer releases: All artwork submitted to this 
competition becomes the property of the International 
Typeface Corporation and cannot be returned. Students 
should make copies of their entries if they want a record 
of them. By submitting work, you are granting permission 
for ITC to use the art for any presentation or publication 
authorized by ITC. The designer/artist will receive proper 
credit for any piece that is reproduced. 

Deadline for entries: All entries must be received by 
April 15,1985. 

Entry form: Please make copies of the entry form and 
attach one securely to each entry, preferably on the 
back or in a margin safely away from the design. If the 
entry is a slide or a small piece or a sculpture, print your 
name and a key number on the frame or the back or 
under the base and key it by number to an entry form. 

Where to send: THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
ITC Center, 2 Hammarskjold Plaza, NY, NY 10017 USA 

Mailinglshipping: Costs to be borne by entrant. Please 
use protective mailers to ensure that artwork does not 
arrive damaged. All flat art should be sent unmounted. 
All entries must be able to withstand handling by 
exhibit personnel, jurors, and press photographers. 

Postage/customs requirements: Please be sure the 
postage is adequate and that your package has the 
proper customs information and forms so that it will 
leave your country and be properly received in the 
United States. The phrase "Material for Contest. No 
Commercial Value" on the package normally will 
expedite it through customs. 

Dieses 1st der erste Internationale Herb-Lubalin-
Studentendesignwettbewerb unter der Schirmherrschaft 
der International Typeface Corporation zum Geddchtnis 
an Herb Lubalin, international beriihmter grafischer 
Gestalter, Mitbegrunder und Vorstandsmitglied von ITC, 
Schriftleiter von U&Ic, Lehrer und besorgter WeltbOrger. 

Das Thema dieses ersten Wettbewerbs ist Das Schicksal 
der Erde ( The Fate of The Earth ), Titel des Buchs von 
Jonathan Schell, das Leser in der ganzen Welt davor 
warnt, daft nukleare Proliferation zur Vernichtung der 
menschlichen Rasse und alles Lebens auf der Erde—mit 
Ausnahme einiger Grdser, Moose und lnsekten —ftihren 

Wer kann teilnehmen? Studenten an Kunstschulen oder 
Hochschulen mit Abteilungen fOr grafische Gestaltung 
in der ganzen Welt. 

Die Jury: Cipe Burtin, Louis Dorfsman, George Lois, Paul 
Rand und Bradbury Thompson. 

Preise: Erster Preis ist die Herb-Lubalin-Medaille und 
$5000. Zweiter Preis $2500. Acht Preise von je $500. FOr 
jede Arbeit, die far die Ausstellung im ITC Center in New 
York im Herbst 1985 auserwdhlt worden ist, wird eine 
Urkunde ausgestellt. Aullerdem werden diese Arbeiten 
in einer Sonderausgabe von U&Ic veroffentlicht werden, 
und es ist moglich, doe sie Gegenstand eines Buchs, 
Films oder audio-visuellen Programms werden. 

Beglaubigung der Schule: Jeder Teilnehmer mull eine 
Bescheinigung mit dem Briefkopf seiner Lehranstalt 
vorlegen, die bestdtigt, deli der Teilnehmer ein 
Schiller/Student ist. 

Teilnahmegebtihr: Keine. 

Format der Eingabe: Die Art des Entwurfs steht dem 
Teilnehmer frei. Eine Anzeige, Broschtire, ein Plakat, 
Werbezettel, Spiel oder eine Skulptur...alle werden 
angenommen, so lunge sie den vorgeschriebenen Text 
enthalten. Arbeiten, die grOBer als 90 x 120 cm oder 
schwerer als 7 kg sind, konnen nicht angenommen 
werden. Diapositive oder druckreife Fotografien solcher 
Arbeiten sind jedoch akzeptabel. Gedruckter Text mull 
in einer ITC-Schrift gesetzt sein. Kalligrafische oder 
handgeschriebene Entwilde werden ebenfalls 
angenommen. Fotografische Eingaben mtissen einen 
schwarzen Hintergrund haben. 

Text: Das Thema des Wettbewerbs ist Das Schicksal der 
Erde, und das folgende Zitat mull auf alien eingereichten 
Arbeiten erscheinen. Der Text kann in Englisch oder in jeg-
licher vom Entwerfer gewtinschten Sprache gesetzt werden 

THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
"In weighing the fate of the earth and, with It, our own fate, 
we stand before a mystery, and In tampering with the 
earth we tamper with a mystery. We are in deep ignorance. 
Our Ignorance should dispose us to wonder, our wonder 
should make us humble, our humility should Inspire us to 
reverence and caution, and our reverence and caution 
should lead us to act without delay to withdraw the threat 
we now pose to the earth and to ourselves." 

—From The Fate of the Earth by Jonathan Schell 
Designthema: Das Thema der nuklearen Proliferation, 
eines nuklearen ROstungsstops und weltweiter AbrOstung 
ist sehr umstritten. Teilnehmer am Wettbewerb ktinnen mit 
ihrer Arbeit jeglichen Standpunkt vertreten. Die StOcke 
werden nicht aufgrund eines vertretenen Standpunktes 
auserwdhlt, sondern aufgrund der Art und Weise, wie 
dieser Standpunkt grafisch dargestellt wird. 

Freigabe durch den Kiinstlen Alle far den Wettbewerb 
eingereichten Arbeiten werden das Eigentum der 
International Typeface Corporation und kOnnen nicht 
zurtickgegeben werden. Wettbewerbsteilnehmer, die 
einen Nachweis ihrer Arbeit wiinschen, werden 
gebeten, eine Kopie anfertigen zu lessen. Durch das 
Einreichen einer Arbeit wird Erlaubnis gegeben, diese 
lainstlerische Arbeit fur jegliche Darstellung oder 
Veroffentlichung zu gebrauchen, die von ITC genehmigt 
wird. Ftir jedes verOffentlichte Stuck wird dem Urheber 
die gebtihrende Anerkennung gegeben. 

Annahmeschluin Alle Eingaben mtissen bis 15. April 1985 
eingegangen sein. 

Wettbewerbsformular: Wir bitten darum, eine Kopie des 
Formulars zu machen und an jeder Eingabe zu befestigen, 
wenn moglich an der ROckseite oder am Rand in einiger 
Entfernung vom Entwurf. Im Falle von Diapositiven oder 
Skulpturen, bitte Name und eine Identifizierungsnummer 
am Rahmen, auf der Rtick- oder Unterseite anbringen und 
diese Nummer im Wettbewerbsformular wiederholen. 

Anschrift: Bitte einsenden an THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
ITC Center, 2 Hammarskjold Plaza, NY, NY 10017 USA 

Versandkosten: Die Kosten des Versands sind vom 
Wettbewerbsteilnehmer zu tragen. Bitte sichere 
Verpackung benutzen, urn zu verhindern, daB die 
eingereichten Arbeiten beim Transport beschddigt 
werden. Flache Shicke sollten nicht aufgezogen 
werden. Alle StOcke mOssen hdufigem Anfassen und 
Herumreichen durch Austellungspersonal, Preisrichter 
und Pressefotografen standhalten loOnnen. 

Porto/Zollvorschriften: Bitte darauf achten, doll die 
Einsendungen mit gentigend Porto und den erforderlichen 
Zollformularen versehen sind, damit sowohl beim Versand 
als ouch beim Eintreffen in den USA keine Schwierigkeiten 
entstehen. Die Aufschrift "Material for Contest. No 
Commercial Value" ist normalerweise ftir die Erfordernisse 
der hiesigen ZolibehOrden genOgend. 

Void le premier concours dans la serie Herb Lubalin 
International Student Design Competitions organisee 
par International Typeface Corporation en hommage 
Herb Lubalin dont elle veut perpetuer le souvenir: parce 
qu'il Wait un graphiste celebre dans le monde entier; 
parce qu'il etait le fondateur et le doyen de ITC; 
l'editeur de U&Ic; un enseignant exemplaire et un 
citoyen responsabie de la Planete Terre. 

Ce premier concours aura justement pour theme le titre 
du livre The Fate of the Earth (Le destin de la Terre) de 
Jonathan Schell, qui a fait comprendre dans le monde 
entier que la proliferation nucleaire pourrait bien 
detruire la race humaine et effacer toute trace de vie 
sauf quelques herbes, mousses ou insectes. 

Qui peut participer? Les etudiants, diplOrnes ou non, et 
les boursiers inscrits aupres d'une stole d'art ou dans 
la section graphique d'une stole n'importe on dans 
le monde. 

Le jury: Cipe Burtin, Louis Dorfsman, Georges Lois, Paul 
Rand et Bradbury Thompson. 

Les  prix: Le premier prix consiste en la medaille Herb 
Lubalin, plus $5000. Le deuxierne prix, $2500. Viennent 
ensuite huit prix de $500 chacun. Des attestations 
seront donnees pour tous les envois qui auront etc 
retenus pour ('exposition qui se tiendra au ITC Center 
New York en automne 1985.11s seront egalement publics 
dans un numero special de U&Ic, et it est bien possible 
qu'on en fosse un livre, un film ou une video-cassette. 

Garantie: Tout envoi dolt etre accompagne d'une 
attestation ecrite b l'en-tete de retablissement ou 
l'etudiant poursuit ses etudes. 

Droits d'inscription: Neant. 

Format: Le format et la presentation sont au choix du 
participant: annonce, brochure, affiche, agenda, jeu, 
sculpture ou tout autre objet tri-dimensionnel, peu 
imports, des ('instant oti le texte impose y figure. Les 
dimensions superieures b 36 X 48 cm, les poids 
superieurs b 6,795 kilos sont exclus. Mats on peut 
envoyer des reproductions sous forme de diapositives 
ou de photos en couleurs de bonne qualite. Tous les 
textes doivent etre composes en caracteres ITC. 
Seront egalement acceptes les textes calligraphies 
ou dessines. Pour les photos, un fond noir s'impose. 

Texte Impose: Le theme est The Fate of the Earth et le 
texte suivant dolt figurer dans tout envoi, en anglals ou 
dans toute autre langue au choix du participant: 

THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
"In weighing the fate of the earth and, with it, our own 
fate, we stand before a mystery, and in tampering with 
the earth we tamper with a mystery. We are In deep 
Ignorance. Our ignorance should dispose us to wonder, 
our wonder should make us humble, our humility should 
Inspire us to reverence and caution, and our reverence 
and caution should lead us to act without delay to 
withdraw the threat we now pose to the earth and to 
ourselves." 

—From The Fate of the Earth by Jonathan Schell 

Question d'opinion: En matiere de proliferation 
nucleaire, de desarmement et de mettre fin aux 
experiences atomiques, les opinions sont partagees. 
Cheque participant est libre d'exprImer la slenne par 
la maniere dont it traite le theme et le texte imposes. 
Les envois seront juges sur leurs qualites graphiques, 
sur l'habilete de leur presentation et non sur ('opinion 
exprimee. 

Les droits: Tous les travaux qui seront soumis b ce 
concours deviennent la propriete de !International 
Typeface Corporation et ne seront pas retournes. C'est 
aux participants a faire les copies qu'ils veulent en 
conserver. En nous soumettant vos travaux vous nous 
cedez le droit de les utiliser sous n'importe quelle forme 
et dans n'importe quelle publication autorisee par ITC. 
Le nom du createur accompagnera toute reproduction 
qui sera fade d'un envoi quelconque. 

Delais: Tous les envois doivent nous parvenir pour le 15 
avrii 1985. 

Bulletin d'inscription: Veuillez faire autant de copies du 
bulletin d'inscription qu'il y a de travaux que vous 
voulez nous faire parvenir. Fixez-en une, de preference 
au dos de cheque envoi, ou bien en merge du projet. 
S'il s'agit d'une diapositive, d'un objet de petite 
dimension ou d'une sculpture, imprimez votre nom et un 
numero de code sur l'encadrement, au dos ou sur le 
socle, et ajoutez le numero de coded votre nom sur le 
bulletin d'inscription. 

Adresse: THE FATE OF THE EARTH 
ITC Center, 2 Hammarskjold Plaza, NY, NY 10017 USA 

Expedition: Les frals de port sont b charge des 
participants. Velliez au conditionnement afin que vos 
envois nous arrivent on bon Wet. Tout ce qui est b plat 
dolt etre envoys non encadre. Tout envoi quel qu'll soli 
dolt pouvoir resister aux manipulations du jury, du 
personnel d'exposition et des photographes de presse. 

Frais de port. Douane: Veuillez affranchlr correctement 
et n'omettez aucune des informations et des formailtes 
douanieres qui permettront b votre envoi de quitter 
votre pays et de nous parvenir aux Etats-Unis. 

La formule: OBJET DE CONCOURS—SANS VALEUR 
VENALE, facilitera le passage en douane. 
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Julia Smith 
a woman of letters...and letters 

What in the world does The Aeneid 
or Paradise Lost have to do with the 
continental stitch... the basketweave 
stitch... or needlepoint, in general? 
Absolutely nothing, but Julia Smith 
never let her studies in the classics 
interfere with her education in crafts. 
In fact, I'll stick my neck out and say 
that this Master of Comparative Litera-
ture gets a bigger charge out of her 
mastery of embroidery, weaving, print-
making, photography and needlepoint, 
than she does out of her headier pur-
suits.This I surmise from her detailed 
and exuberant résumé of all her self-
taught handicraft projects. But without 
question, her set of needlepoint alpha-
bet blocks, complete with storage box, 
is her magnum opus, to date. 

The set of blocks—thirty-six in all—
contains the entire alphabet in upper 
and lower case, as well as the num-
bers one-through-ten, in both Arabic 
and Roman figures. She also included 
several arithmetic and punctuation 
signs. Each letter appears capitalized, 
three times, and in lower case, three 
times. No character appears more than 
once on any one block, and the entire 
operation is color-coded, so that no 
combination of colors is used for more 
than one symbol. 

Although the blocks and storage 
box were a whole year in the making, 
Ms. Smith believes the job was drama-
tically simplified by her discovery of 
plasticized needlepoint canvas. The 
stiffness of this backing material kept 
the work from skewing out of shape 
and eliminated the need for blocking. 
When the sides were whipstitched 
together, they formed sturdy little cubes 
that could stand on their own. 

Should you feel inclined to dupli-
cate Ms. Smith's alphabet set for a 
special child, rest assured you do not 
need an advanced degree in needle-
point or in permutations and combina-
tions. She has it all worked out in a 
block-by-block set of instructions, 
which she guarantees is meticulous 
and foolproof. It's yours for $25. Write 
to her at 320 East 42nd Street, New 
York, NY 10017. 

Marion Muller 

TEXT/SUBHEAD: ITC FENICE LIGHT 	HEADLINE: BOLD 
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There are a few days in the year when the normally serious, 
industrious, scrupulously disciplined Japanese people go tako kichi. 
In plain English, it means "kite crazy." 

If you are accustomed to thinking of a kite as a toy—a few strips of 
wood, some paper and string—it may be hard to understand how kites 
could cause such a frenzy as to prompt a special name for the affliction. 
But if you can imagine a kite that measures 49' x 36, weighs close to 
a ton, flies on a line the size of anchor cable and requires the heft of 
fifty men to launch it into the air...If you can picture the pandemo-
nium when a million people close in on an arena the size of a football 
stadium to watch forty-nine teams of kite flyers manipulate thousands 
of kites in three days of kite fighting ...If you can envision a kite the 
size of your pinky nail flying on a line of human hair... you will get 

The happl coat uniform worn by members of a kite flying team; it is decorated with the 
same emblem as on the team's kite. 

some idea of the dimensions of the Japanese obsession with kites. 
The whole story came to our attention through a book, The Art of 

the Japanese Kite, by Tal Streeter. If the facts of the Japanese kite 
craze are amazing, Mr. Streeter's involvement with kites is no less 
fascinating and worthy of mention. 

ABOUT TAL STREETER 

Like almost every American boy, Tal Streeter had often made his 
own kites and flown them for wonderful hours on end. Today he is a 
world renowned sculptor of environmental works. They are installed in 
museums, in parks, on riverbanks; they have been floated on water 
and also in the air. But whether he is working in steel or gauze or 
wood or polyethylene tubing and helium, he finds himself repeating 
the experience of sending something aloft—reaching for the sky, as it 
were. So it is no wonder that he was drawn to Japan expressly to study 
the kite phenomenon. During his two years there, he ingratiated him-
self in the workshops of the few remaining true kite artists. He also 
immersed himself in Japanese culture, participated in their festivals 
and went tako kichi along with rest of them. For him, personally 
working with the artists and designing his own kites was a welcome 
respite from the physical labor of his immense steel constructions. He 
found the kites to be a more poetic, intimate expression of what was, 
nevertheless, his same "reaching for the sky." Out of his experiences in 
Japan, came his warm and lively account of the kite festivals, the kite 
makers, the kites themselves and some historical background thrown 
in for good measure. 

A BIT OF HISTORY 

Just as the English word "kite" comes from the broad-winged, long-
tailed bird of the same name, the Japanese words for kite relate to the 
animal forms they resemble. The old word, ika nobori (ika for short) 
and the contemporary word tako are punning references to old kite 
shapes. Ika means "squid" and tako means "octopus." Pictorial 
records of old kites show them to be oval shaped with long tails 
resembling tentacles. 

Whatever the derivation of the name, kites and kite flying—like 
so many human practices, started as a religious experience. Kites 
were flying messages from earth to heaven. In some cases, they were 
prayers; in some cases, offerings to the gods, in exchange for protection 
and assurances of a good life. The decorations on the kites spelled out 
their purposes. Devil-decorated kites, called oni, were sent up to ward 
off evil. Families sometimes fashioned small kites with their names in- 



Left: A 19th century woodblock print illustrating a kite battle. Center: A colorful geometric kite with bull's-eye pattern. Right: An 18th century woodblock print with kite theme. 

scribed, sent them aloft and cut the strings, offering them to local gods 
in return for assurances of safety and prosperity. Public offerings were 
also held at shrines, where a festival would culminate in the burning of 
a giant kite as a sacrifice to the gods in exchange for a good harvest. 
It was also customary to fly a kite as an announcement of the birth of a 
son, and grandparents presented grandchildren with kites as a bene-
diction for good health and long life. 

In addition to the religious genesis of kite flying, there were also mil-
itary precedents. Kites were used to signal and carry messages long 
before the days of radio. They also carried food and supplies to defend-
ers of besieged castles. And there are legends, true or apocryphal, of 
giant kites flown over enemy castles to aid in the escape of prisoners. 

Although kites are known to have existed for thousands of years, 
particularly in the Far East, the earliest written mention of them in 
Japan appeared in a dictionary compiled in the tenth century. It is 
likely they were introduced from China, but whatever their origin, 
Japan's kites are among the most spectacular in the world. 

The most expansive period of kite design in Japan came during the 

Edo era, from the early 1600s to the late 1800s. Those three hundred 
years in Japanese history corresponded, in many aspects, to the Ren-
aissance in Europe. It was a period of uninterrupted peace and pros-
perity. It fostered the emergence of a wealthy merchant class with 
an appetite for art and decoration, and the means to indulge itself. 
During this period, especially among the wealthy warrior and merchant 
families, kite flying and kite fighting became a popular amusement. 
Kite decoration was sumptuous and unrestrained—warrior classes 
preferred elaborate dragons, lions and composite paintings of military 
heroes, and merchant families favored a design which represented a 
warrior's servant with his arms outstretched in a comical pose. 

Toward the end of the Edo period, kite painting reached such osten-
tatious proportions that the government deemed it immoral, and took 
steps to forbid overly-decorated kites. For kite fanciers, the law was no 
deterrent. They proceeded to commission kites, substituting the word 
for the picture. As it turned out, the words for "dragon"..."orchid"... 

"crane"... rendered in grandiose Chinese calligraphy, were almost as 
opulent as the paintings themselves. 

HEADLINE' ITC NOVARESE ULTRA TEXT' BOOK ITALIC SUBHEADS: BOOK CAPTIONS. ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY 
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KITES  
IN  

MODERN 
JAPAN 

A ware, as we are, that every aspect of Japa-
nese daily life is a potential expression of 
beauty—a flower in a vase...the stones in a 
garden...the tea service...three slices of vege-
tables in a bowl of clear soup—we can assume 
that they are equally meticulous about the tech-
nology of their kites. The "bones, or skeleton, 
of a kite are made of bamboo. For giant kites, 
whole bamboo poles are used intact. For other 
sizes, the bamboo is split and cut according to 
the strength necessary to support the finished 
kite. The bamboo poles or strips are criss-
crossed vertically and horizontally, with the 
heavier end of the bamboo toward the top for 
balance. Bridle lines are attached at the inter- 

sections. The number of these bridle lines and 
the size of the flying line also are determined 
by the size of the kite and the number of men 
required to maneuver it. 

Kites may be flat or bowed (the bowed ones 
are easier to fly), but it should be a matter of 
interest to kite enthusiasts that the Japanese 
scoff at the idea of kite tails. A well designed 
kite, they believe, does not need a tail. Accord-
ing to Japanese experts, the tail offers wind 
resistance, which it should not. Added weight 
could be a hindrance. However, there are a few 
exceptions which they admit to: very large and 
very tiny kites do require tails. Giant kites can 
be flown without tails in a light wind, but are  

flown with tails attached to bottom corners in a 
strong wind. Tiny five-inch kites require twelve-
inch tails; otherwise they will spin. 

Once the bones are assembled, the paper is 
glued to the frame. Much attention is lavished 
on the preparation of the paper. It is made from 
the white inner bark of kozo limbs, a type of 
mulberry wood. The paper-making is an ardu-
ous process—a hand operation from beginning 
to end. The most fastidious kite artists also 
wrap the bones of the kite in paper, for better 
gluing. It should be noted that the handmade 
paper is of such superior strength that the sheets 
used on even the thousand-pound kites are not 
thicker than ordinary bond paper. 

Opposite: Kite with warrior design and an advertisement 
from a local architectural firm. The hexagonal kite is 8 
feet high, and the design Is about one hundred years old. 
Top: Kite with the ideograph standing for kame or tortoise, 
an animal associated with a thousand years of life. This 

"celebration" kite is flown to bestow a blessing of longevity. 
Above: A kitemaker's workshop. Compared with previous 
centuries, the number of kite artists and craftsmen has 
vastly diminished, but the number Is now stabilized at 
about one hundred scattered throughout Japan. HEADLINE / TEXT: ITC BAUHAUS BOLD CAPTIONS -  ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY 
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KITE  FESTIVALSGT,CITE  FIGHTING 

Any time at all, when the wind is felicitous 
and the skies are clear, is agood time for 
flying a kite. But in Japan, there are special 
occasions that bring out the throngs: New 
Year's Day, the Emperor's birthday, Chil-
dren's Day, and the day a son is born. But 
all those celebrations pale into insgnificance 
when compared with three majorftstivals 
held in Hamamatsu, Shirone, and a town 
so small it isn't even shown on the map, 
Hoshubana. These are the sites of the tako-
gassen (kite battles) which are annual 
events in early May (early June in Shirone). 

It is not certain how kite flying turned 
into kitefighting. But the competitions 
have been traced back to the sixteenth cen-
tury, the midst of the Edo period. It is possi-
ble that it all started when someone's kite 
quite innocently crashed into a neghbor's 
property and, possibly in retaliation, the 
offended party cut it loose from its flying 
line. Or perhaps a kite launched to an-
nounce the birth ofa son aroused such 
jealousy in a competingfamily, they could 
not resist downing it. The history is conjec-
ture, but the festivals and kite battles are 
very real today. Kitefghting has developed 
into a hghly organized sport in which 
everyone, from six to sixty, can participate. 

The Hamamatsu Festival, held in early 
May, is one of the most popular, and at-
tracts more than a million viewers from all 
over the country, as well as tourists from 
abroad. The city is divided into forty-nine 
districts. Each sponsors a fleet of kites and a 
team of fifty men to handle them. The team 
consists of young boys who can blow the 
trumpet to signal the start of the activities, 
as well as senior citizens who supervise the 
large reels offlying line. Energetic younger 
men handle the kites. Each team is equip-
ped with seventy-five identical kites in a 
range of sizes. (The kites are contributed 
by families whose first sons were born during 
the year.) Although the kites are all 
matched in size and construction, each 
district has its own identifying desgn and 
colors. The team insignia is repeated on 
jackets, called happi coats, worn by all the 
members. An essentialftature of the kites 
are bridles which can be cut by an oppo-
nent's flying line. Once the kites are in the 

air, a team can maneuver their kites in 
such a way as to cut through opponents' 
bridles and down their kites. When a team 
loses a kite, it quickly reels in its line and 
launches another. In the course of the three-
day Hamamatsu battling, each team may 
use fifty to seventy-five kites, depending on 
their skill and luck. Considering the size of 
the crowds and the frenzy of activity which 
takes place in an area the size ofa football 
field, you mght think the Japanese would 
have their fill. Not so. Just one month later, 
in the town of Shirone, another flotilla of 
kites is launched. 

The Shirone Festival is a slightly more 
relaxed event. But though there are fewer 
teams, only eleven, the kites handled are 
staggering in size. Two hundredgiant 
rectangular kites, called o-dako, and a 
thousand smaller hexagonal kites may be 
sent aloft to duel in the course of the five-day 
festival. The rectangular kites are twenty-
two feet high, sixteen-and-a-half feet wide, 
and decorated with fierce warrior faces. The 
hexagonal kites, eghtftet hg h, often carry 
advertising messagesftom local merchants. 
In Shirone, the battle stations are on both 
sides ofa canal, so the outcome of the sky 
battle is losing your kite to a wately grave, 
from which it is unsalvageable. Although 
thegiant kites are officially handled by ten 
to twelve men, in an emergency, dozens of 
townspeople pitch in to rescue a kite, or to 
send an opponent into the drink. 

Competitive as these kite battles are, there 
is an interesting epilogue to the events. 
Neither in Hamamatsu nor in Shirone do 
officials keep a record of the victories and 
defeats. It's as if the innategood manners of 
the Japanese deter them from flaunting 
successes and failures. Losers don'tgo home 
sad; winners are forgiven for the kites 
destroyed. 

Spectacular as the Hamamatsu and 

Shirone festivals are, there is yet another 
kite event that makes them look like child's 
play. It takes place in May, in the little 
village of Hoshubana. Here, only four kites 
are flown. Two of them are the largest 
known kites in the world, and they have 
been flown in the village every year for al-
most a century. Once they engaged in duels, 
but they no longer do, and its easy to under-
stand why they are spared the ordeal. The 
giant Hoshubana kites are made of bamboo 
poles and paper. They are forty-eight feet 
high, thirty-six feet wide and weigh almost 
two thousand pounds—each. It requires the 
coordinated efforts of fifty men to launch 
one of them. 

Almost every family in the village of two 
thousand inhabitants contributes to the 
preparation for the festival. In January, 
they start repairing the bones of the kites 
and fitting them with replacement parts 
where necessary. For each face, fifteen hun-
dred sheets of paper are pasted together to 
form a single continuous surface. The cal-
ligrapher who paints the letterforms works 
with a brush almost as big as himself Its 
bristles are the length ofa horse's tail, and 
he dips his ink from a tub. The characters 
he paints on the twogiant kites are twenty 
feet high, and when the two kites are flown 
together they spell out a message with some 
universally understood meaning, such as 

"Year of the Rat." Thesegiants, with two 
hundred bridle lines tied to their flying 
lines, and a hundred men holding them in 

N tow, are an awesome sight to see . . . and to 	s  
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THE ITC TYPEFACE DIRECTORY: ALPHABET SOUPS 

et out your stockpots, soup bowls and pica rules: 
here's the new ITC Typeface Directory. It filled with 
alphabets and soups, so you can cook from it as well 
as create from it. You'll love it! 

We asked Mo Lebowitz to write and design this directory, 
using easy recipes and tasty types from our big collection. And 
Lionel Kalish's illustrations are the perfect garnish. 

Keep this directory around. It'll come in handy whether 
you need a typeface or a lunch. Bon appetit. 
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ITC AMERICANTYPEWRITER' (LIGHT, MEDIUM, BOLD & CONDENSED) 

A medical miracle 
and a real taste treat that also 
forms the basis for many of the 

soups presented here. Basic but good! 
LIGHT 

Ingredients: (for 4 quarts [3:4L1 of 
broth): A 5 to 7 lb. (2 Vikg) stewing 
chicken; a large onion with 3 whole 
cloves inserted; 2 carrots; a bouquet 
garni of rosemary, thyme, leek, and 
tarragon; 2 cloves of unpeeled garlic; 
4V: quarts (4L) of water, or even bet-
ter, chicken broth; salt and popper to 

MEDIUM 

taste. The technique: Truss the 
chicken and place it breast up into 
a heavy oval pot that will hold all 
of the ingredients. Drop the vegeta-
bles and bouquet garni around the 
bird, and add the water/broth. Bring 
the pot to a boil slowly, spooning 
off any fat or scum that rises to the 

BOLD 

surface. When the pot boils, 
reduce the heat to a very slow 
simmer and let everything bur-
ble away for about 2 hours or 
so. When the bird is done (the 
thigh meat will feel tender 
when you prod it with a fork), 
remove everything from the 

LIGHT CONDENSED 

broth. Strain the broth through a clean 
cheesecloth and you're all set. To increase the 
taste arid texture of the broth simply boil it 
down until you like it. Add salt or pepper if 
you think it's needed. Use the chicken for a 
salad with homemade mayonnaise. Za. ,  Ingre-
dients: (for 4 quarts [3ViL] of broth): A 5 to 
7 lb. (2'/kg) stewing chicken; a largo onion 

MEDIUM CONDENSED 

with 3 whole cloves inserted; 2 carrots; a 
bouquet garni of rosemary, thyme, leek, and 
tarragon; 2 cloves of unpeeled garlic; 41/2 

quarts (4L) of water, or even better, chicken 
broth; salt and pepper to taste. The technique: 
Truss the chicken and place it breast up into 
a heavy oval pot that will hold all of the ingre-
dients. Drop the vegetables and bouquet 

BOLD CONDENSED 

garni around the bird, and add the water/ 
broth. Bring the pot to a boil slowly, spoon-
ing off any fat or scum that rises to the 
surface. When the pot boils, reduce the heat 
to a very slow simmer and let everything 
burble away for about 2 hours or so. When 
the bird is done (the thigh meat will feel 
tender when you prod it with a fork), re- 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 
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ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC' (EXTRA LIGHT, BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI & BOLD) 
ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC OBLIQUEg(EXTRA LIGHT BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI & BOLD) 

eef Broth:  You can't cook a soup with- 
out soup! This is the first step for many 
of the recipes contained here. Take 

your time and do it right. It's important. 
EXTRA LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 cups of broth) 2 lbs. 
of lean beef (9604; a carrot an 
onion; a stalk of celery; 6 cups (la) 
of water; salt and pepper to taste 
when finished. The technique Put 
everything into a pot to fit and heat it 

BOOK 

very gently. When the water comes 
to the boil turn down the heat and 
carefully remove any scum that 
comes to the surface. Then cover 
the pot and continue cooking very 
gently, so that the liquid barely 

MEDIUM 

moves. Cook for 5 or 6 hours. Strain 
the resulting broth and allow it to 
cool at room temperature until you 
can easily remove all the fat that 
accumulates on the surface. This 
broth should be perfectly clear (if 

DEMI 

you didn't let it boil) and will be 
perfect to use in soup recipes or 
for cooking of pasta, sauces or 
risotto. If you want a concentrated 
consommé, simply reduce the 
broth by boiling it until it has 

BOLD 

halved. The beef can be used as 
boiled beef or chili. es, Ingredients 
(for 6 cups of broth): 2 lbs. of lean 
beef (960g); a carrot; an onion; a 
stalk of celery; 6 cups (1 1/2L) of 
water; salt and pepper to taste 

EXTRA LIGHT OBLIQUE 

when finished. The technique.. Put ev-
erything into a pot to fit and heat it 
very gently When the water comes 
to the boil turn down the heat and 
carefully remove any scum that 
comes to the surface. Then cover 

BOOK OBLIQUE 

the pot and continue cooking very 
gently, so that the liquid barely 
moves. Cook for 5 or 6 hours. Strain 
the resulting broth and allow it to 
cool at room temperature until you 
can easily remove all the fat that 

MEDIUM OBLIQUE 

accumulates on the surface. This 
broth should be perfectly clear (if 
you didn't let it boil) and will be 
perfect to use in soup recipes or 
for cooking of pasta, sauces or 
risotto. If you want a concentrated 

DEMI OBLIQUE 

consommé, simply reduce the 
broth by boiling it until it has 
halved. The beef can be used as 
boiled beef or chili. ea,  Ingredients 
(for 6 cups of broth): 2 lbs. of lean 
beef (960g); a carrot; an onion; a 

BOLD OBLIQUE 

stalk of celery; 6 cups (11/2L) of 
water; salt and pepper to taste 
when finished. The technique: 
Put everything into a pot to fit 
and heat it very gently. When the 
water comes to the boil turn 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 
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BOOK CONDENSED 

Ingredients (for 4 to 6 servings): Corn oil; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of V16x1 inch julienned fresh 
ginger; 4 oz. (1dL) bok choy leaves (the 
smaller the better) or spinach leaves; 8 oz. 
(1dL) of fresh thin noodles; 2 lbs. (960g) 
of chicken breasts; 6 cups (11/2L) of rich 
homemade chicken stock; salt and pepper 
to taste; 3/4 cup (1 3/4dL) of fresh cilantro 

DEMI CONDENSED 

ginger strips in a wok using the corn oil, 
until the strips are crisp. Drain them on 
paper towels. Blanch the bok choy in 
boiling water for 10 seconds, rinse, drain 
and squeeze dry. In a large pot of boiling 
water, cook the noodles until firm, drain 
and arrange them in the center of each 
serving bowl. Put the bok choy around 

MEDIUM CONDENSED 

leaves or parsley; V3 cup ( 3/4dL) of slivered 
almonds, toasted. The technique: Blanch 
the chicken breasts in enough water to 
cover, adding one 8-point star anise or 
Y8 tsp (.63mL) of Szechuan peppercorns. 
Simmer them for 5 minutes. Let sit in the 
poaching liquid for 2 hours. Cool and slice 
the breasts into'/8-inch thick pieces. Fry the 

BOLD CONDENSED 

them and place the chicken over all. 
Heat the chicken stock, salt and pepper 
to taste, and ladle into the bowls with 
the other ingredients. Sprinkle the 
ginger strips, cilantro and nuts over 
everything and start chopsticking and 
slurping away. ait_, Ingredients (for 4 to 
6 servings): Corn oil; 1/4 cup (V2dL) of 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

This is a good light lunch. Drink a California Chablis and finish the meal with a goat cheese course or a dessert or fruit. 
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ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC CONDENSED® (BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI & BOLD) 

Chinese Chicken Soup:  Lots of good stuff in 
a rich chicken broth that you eat with chop-
sticks and slurp from your bowl to finish it 

off. A nice lunch just as it is, or more. 



ITC BARCELONA' (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, HEAVY & ITALICS) 
	 •■••■•■•■ 

Forget shelling peas. 
This cold soup uses the whole pod 
along with other goodies for a really 

different first course. Very healthy, too. 
11111111111= 

BOOK 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 1/2 cup 
(225g) of sweet butter; 2 lbs. (9608) 
of peas in their pods; 8 scallions; 
2 quarts (1 3/4L) of homemade 
chicken broth; 2tb. (30mL) of 
minced fresh tarragon; 16 romaine 
lettuce leaves; 1/2 cup of crème 
fraiche; fresh tarragon sprigs. The 

MEDIUM 

technique: Snap off the ends and 
remove the strings from the pea 
pods. Slice the scallions into thin 
slices. Gently melt the butter in a 
heavy large saucepan. In it sauté 
the pea pods and the scallions for 
about 5 minutes. Then add the 
broth and the minced tarragon. 

BOLD 

Bring it all to the boil and then 
lower the heat to a simmer for 15 
minutes. Add the romaine leaves 
and simmer 5 minutes more. Add 
this soup to the food processor in 
batches and purée as finely as pos-
sible. Strain the purée through a 
fine sieve into a large bowl. Plop in 

HEAVY 

the half cup of crème fraiche and 
mix it all up. You can also add 
some salt and pepper, lemon juice 
and sugar to taste if you like, but 
they're not really necessary. Cool 
the soup to room temperature 
and bury it in the refrigerator for 
21 hours (or up to a day) before you 

BOOK ITALIC 

serve it. When you serve cold Pea Pod 
Soup, ladle it into individual bowls 
and drop a sprig of fresh tarragon on 
each. 	Ingredients (for 8 servings): 
1/2 cup (225g) of sweet butter; 2 lbs. 
(960g) of peas in their pods; 8 scal-
lions; 2 quarts (PAL) of homemade 
chicken broth; 2tb. (30mL) of minced 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

fresh tarragon; 16 romaine lettuce 
leaves; 1/2  cup of creme fraiche; 
fresh tarragon sprigs. The tech-
nique: Snap off the ends and 
remove the strings from the pea 
pods. Slice the scallions into thin 
slices. Gently melt the butter in a 
heavy large saucepan. In it sauté 

BOLD ITALIC 

the pea pods and the scallions for 
about 5 minutes. Then add the 
broth and the minced tarragon. 
Bring it all to the boil and then 
lower the heat to a simmer for 15 
minutes. Add the romaine leaves 
and simmer 5 minutes more. Add 
this soup to the food processor in 

HEAVY ITALIC 

batches and purée as finely as 
possible. Strain the purée 
through a fine sieve into a large 
bowl. Plop in the half cup of 
creme fraiche and mix it all up. 
You can also add some salt and 
pepper, lemon juice and sugar to 
taste if you like, but they're not 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a bottle of California Sauvignon Blanc with the soup and follow it with a grilled chicken and California Cabernet Sauvignon. 
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ITC NEW BASKERVILLETM (ROMAN, SEMI BOLD, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

omato Soup:  This hot-or-cold soup 
is very simple and quickly made. But 
don't let that fool you. Its speed and 

freshness are its secrets. It's good, good! 
ROMAN 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 11/2 lbs. 
(675g) of plum tomatoes; 'A cup 
( 5/4dL) of good olive oil; a crushed 
garlic clove; ltb. (15m1,) of chopped 
fresh parsley, basil or marjoram; 
21/2 cups (6dL) of homemade beef or 
chicken stock; salt and pepper to 
taste; sugar. The technique: Place the 

SEMI BOLD 

tomatoes in a pot of boiling water for 
about 20 seconds each, and run them 
under cold water to stop the cooking. 
Cut out the stem cores and peel each. 
Slice each tomato across the middle 
and push out the exposed seed with 
your index finger. Chop the toma-
toes, and put them in a large heavy 

BOLD 

saucepan with the olive oil. Cook 
them over a moderate heat until they 
melt into the oil, add the garlic and 
the green herb and cook it all for 
5 minutes. Then add the stock, a 
pinch of sugar and any salt or pep-
per you want, let it cook 5 minutes 
more and serve either hot or cold. 

BLACK 

To make a full luncheon of this 
great soup add some crostini (slices 
of Italian bread saturated with 
melted butter, spread thickly with 
grated Parmesan cheese and then 
cooked in a 325 degree [165°C.] 
oven for 10 minutes). es. Ingredients 
(for 4 servings): 11/2 lbs. (675g) of 

ITALIC 

plain tomatoes; 'A cup ( 3/01.) of good olive 
oil; a crushed garlic clove; Mr (151111) of 
chopped fresh parsle y , basil or marjoram; 
2'/2 cups (6(114 of homemade beef or chicken 

.stock; salt and pepper to taste; sugar. /lie 
technique: Place the tomatoes in a pot of 
boiling wetter tor about 20 ,seconds each 

and run them under cold water to stop the 

SEMI BOLD I TALIC 

cooking. Cut out the stem cores and peel 
each. Slice each tomato across the middle 
and push out the exposed seed with your 
index finger. Chop the tomatoes, and put 
them in a large heavy saucepan with the 
olive oil. Cook them over a moderate 
heat until they melt into the oil, add the 
garlic and the green herb and cook it all 

BOLD ITALIC 

for 5 minutes. Then add the stock, a 
pinch of sugar and any salt or pepper 
you want, let it cook 5 minutes more 
and serve either hot or cold. To make 
a full luncheon of this great soup add 
some crostini (slices of Italian bread 
saturated with melted butter, spread 
thickly with grated Parmesan cheese 

BLACK ITALIC 

and then cooked in a 325 degree 
[165°C.] oven for 10 minutes). ea , 

 Ingredients (for 4 servings): 
11/2 lbs. (675g) of plum tomatoes; 
1/3 cup ( 3/4dL) of good olive oil; a 
crushed garlic clove; ltb. (15mL) 
of chopped fresh parsley, basil or 
marjoram; 21/2 cups (6dL) of home- 
All (I the %etting,,,sPown are 10111 point 

Serve a Grignohno from Italy with the hot soup andfillow with a roast of veal or pork and a bottle of Chianti Classico Riserva. Finish with a cheese or dessert. 
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ITC BAUHAUS®  (LIGHT, MEDIUM DEMI, BOLD & HEAVY) 

Here's a cool treat for a 
hot coy that will start o meal or even Finish 
it sweetly. \o Fuss makes it a oerfect hot 

day's snack. Try a sweet muscat wine with it. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 to 8 servings): 6 large 
ripe peaches; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of sugar; 
1 cup (AL) of sour cream; 'A cup ( /2dL) 
of lemon juice;  'A cup (1/2dL) of sweet 
sherry; 2tb. (30mL) of thawed orange 
juice concentrate; peach leaves. The 
technique: Carefully peel and pit the 
peaches. Quarter 5 of them and thinly 

MEDIUM 

slice the sixth and put it aside. Put the 
quartered peaches, the sugar, the sour 
cream, the lemon juice, the sherry and 
the concentrate into a processor or 
blender. Process them until they are 
creamy and smooth. Pour this soup into 
a large bowl and hide it in the refrig-
erator until it gets very cold. To serve 

DEMI 

Cold Peach Soup, ladle it into individual 
soup bowls and garnish each with a few 
slices of peach and a leaf or two for nice 
color. 	Ingredients (for 6 to 8 servings): 
6 large ripe peaches; 1/4 cup ('/2d1) of 
sugar; 1 cup (1/41) of sour cream; 1/4 cup 
(1/2d1) of lemon juice; 1/4 cup (1/2c11) of 
sweet sherry; 2tb. (30mL) of thawed or- 

BOLD 

ange juice concentrate; peach leaves. 
The technique: Carefully peel and pit 
the peaches. Quarter 5 of them and 
thinly slice the sixth and put it aside. 
Put the quartered peaches, the sugar, 
the sour cream, the lemon juice, the 
sherry and the concentrate into a pro-
cessor or blender. Process them until 

HEAVY 

they are creamy and smooth. Pour 
this soup into a large bowl and hide 
it in the refrigerator until it gets 
very cold. To serve Cold Peach 
Soup, ladle it into individual soup 
bowls and garnish each with a few 
slices of peach and a leaf or two for 
nice color. z'a Ingredients (for 6 to 8 
Dii of the settings shown ore 10/11 point 

Drink a sweet Riesling From Cal irarnio or uerrnony or try a Muscat wine from Fronce or California 
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ITC BENGUIAT ®  (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD& ITALICS) 

otato and Leek Soup:A simple, 
homey and satisfying soup. 
No cream in this one, only the 

textures of lovely leeks and potatoes. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 4 me-
dium-sized potatoes (about 1 lb. 
or 450g); 5 leeks (about 1 lb. or 
450g); 2 quarts (1 3/4L) of boiling 
water; salt to taste; 3tb. (45mL) of 
sweet butter. The technique: Peel 
the potatoes, quarter them length-
wise and slice them finely. Remove 

MEDIUM 

the tough green parts of the leeks, 
open them to clean away the sand 
and slice them thinly. Then add 
both to the boiling water and cook, 
covered, at a slow boil until the po-
tatoes are cooked completely 
(when they begin to come apart or 
can be crushed easily with a 

BOLD 

wooden spoon). Allow 15 to 
20 minutes. Remove the soup 
from the heat and stir in the but-
ter, serve and enjoy. 4.‘ Ingredi-
ents (for 6 servings): 4 medium-
sized potatoes (about 1 lb. or 
450g); 5 leeks (about 1 lb. or 
450g); 2 quarts (13/4L) of boiling 

BON PALK, 

water; salt to taste; 3tb. (45mL) of 
sweet butter. The technique: Peel 
the potatoes, quarter them length-
wise and slice them finely. Remove 
the tough green parts of the leeks, 
open them to clean away the sand 
and slice them thinly. Then add 
both to the boiling water and cook, 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

covered, at a slow boil until the 
potatoes are cooked completely 
(when they begin to come apart or 
can be crushed easily with a 
wooden spoon). Allow 15 to 
20 minutes. Remove the soup from 
the heat and stir in the butter, 
serve and enjoy. NI ,  Ingredients 

BOLD ITALIC 

(for 6 servings): 4 medium-sized 
potatoes (about 1 lb. or 450g); 
5 leeks (about 1 lb. or 450g); 
2 quarts (1 3/4L) of boiling water; 
salt to taste; 3tb. (45mL) of 
sweet butter. The technique: Peel 
the potatoes, quarter them 
lengthwise and slice them finely. 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a chilled Beaujolais and follow with a meat or chicken course with which you'll drink a California Pinot Noir or French Rh6ne wine. 
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ITC BENGUIAT CONDENSED (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD & ITALICS) 

It takes a deft hand with a 
sauté pan to produce a sweetly pungent 
onion soup. Top it with a slice of bread 

and some Gruyere all broiled crispy and browned. 
BOOK CONDENSED 

Ingredients (for 12 servings): 9 large 
yellow onions; 6tb. (90mL) of sweet but-
ter; 3 quarts (2 3/4L) of boiling beef or 
chicken broth. 12 slices of firm Italian 
bread; 1 cup (1/4L) of Gruyere cheese; fino 
sherry. The technique: Peel the onions and 
slice them very thinly. Melt the butter over 
a very low heat in a heavy saucepan large 

MEDIUM CONDENSED 

enough to hold the onions and broth. Add 
the onions, cover and cook slowly, stirring 
every 10 minutes until the onions are 
cooked but not browned. Figure about 40 
minutes. Then uncover the pan and in-
crease the heat a bit, stir the onions regu-
larly and continue the cooking for another 
30 minutes until the onions take on a 

BOLD CONDENSED 

rich caramel color. Pour in the boil-
ing broth, bring the liquid back to the 
boil and simmer everything for 10 
minutes more to blend the flavors. La-
dle the soup into individual ovenproof 
bowls, top with a slice of bread and a 
layer of cheese and place the bowls un-
der the broiler until the cheese begins 

BOOK CONDENSED ITALIC 

to bubble and brown. It's done. Add a 
teaspoon of lino sherry to each bowl be-
fore you add the bread if you like that 
extra rich flavor. 	Ingredients (for 12 
servings): 9 large yellow onions; 6tb. 
(90mL) of sweet butter; 3 quarts (2 3/4L) of 
boiling beef or chicken broth. 12 slices 
of firm Italian bread; 1 cup (1/4L) of 

MEDIUM CONDENSED ITALIC 

Gruyere cheese; lino sherry. The tech-
nique: Peel the onions and slice them 
very thinly. Melt the butter over a very 
low heat in a heavy saucepan large 
enough to hold the onions and broth. 
Add the onions, cover and cook slowly, 
stirring every 10 minutes until the 
onions are cooked but not browned. Fig- 

BOLD CONDENSED ITALIC 

ure about 40 minutes. Then uncover 
the pan and increase the heat a bit, 
stir the onions regularly and con-
tinue the cooking for another 30 
minutes until the onions take on a 
rich caramel color. Pour in the boil-
ing broth, bring the liquid back to 
the boil and simmer everything for 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a Fino Sherry or a Beaujolais with the soup and then follow with a hearty bistro dish and a bottle (or two) of a young Bordeaux or California Zinfandel. 
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ITC BENGUIAT GOTHIC®  (5001c, MEDIUM, BOLD, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

This 
is it! When you've finished this soup 
you won't want to eat for a while. But 

it's so good you won't miss anything later. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 3 cups 
( 5/4L) of dried white beans; a half lb. 
(225g) of lean, boneless, diced 
smoked ham; 1 lb. (450g) of fresh 
pork shoulder; 1 turnip; 1/4 lb. (115g) of 
chopped pork fat; 3 sliced potatoes; 
3 sliced carrots; 1 diced celery rib; one 
large bouquet garni; 1 onion laced with 

MEDIUM 

two whole cloves; 2 finely chopped 
garlic cloves; 2 tsp. (10mL) of chopped 
fresh parsley; salt and pepper to taste; 
thinly sliced country bread. The tech-
nique: Soak the beans in a pot of cold 
water for 8 hours. Drain them and put 
them into a large soup pot. Cover 
them with water. Add the ham and 

BOI 

pork, bring to the boil. Saute half of 
the turnip in the chopped pork fat 
until it turns a golden color. Add to 
the beans along with the remaining 
turnip, the potatoes, carrots, celery, 
bouquet garni, onion, garlic and the 
parsley. Season. Pour in 11/2 quarts 
(11/2L) of boiling water and bring ev- 

HEAVY 

erything back to the boil. Cover the pot 
and reduce the heat to a slow simmer. 
After 21/2 hours the soup will have 
thickened and reduced. It's ready! Line 
a large soup tureen with the bread 
slices and ladle in the soup. Serve. 
ea. Ingredients (for 6 servings): 3 cups 
(3/4L) of dried white beans; a half lb. 

BOOK ITALIC 

(225g) of lean, boneless, diced smoked 
ham; 1 lb. (450g) of fresh pork shoul-
der; 1 turnip; 1/4 lb. (115g) of chopped 
pork fat; 3 sliced potatoes; 3 sliced car-
rots; 1 diced celery rib; one large 
bouquet garni; 1 onion laced with two 
whole cloves; 2 finely chopped garlic 
cloves; 2 tsp. (10mL) of chopped fresh 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

parsley; salt and pepper to taste; 
thinly sliced country bread. The tech-
nique: _Soak the beans in a pot of cold 
water for 8 hours. Drain them and put 
them into a large soup pot. Cover 
them with water. Add the ham and 
pork, bring to the boil. Saute half of 
the turnip in the chopped pork fat until 

1)01 D ITALIC 

it turns a golden color. Add to the 
beans along with the remaining 
turnip, the potatoes, carrots, celery, 
bouquet garni, onion, garlic and the 
parsley. Season. Pour in 11/2 quarts 
(11/21.) of boiling water and bring ev-
erything back to the boil. Cover the 
pot and reduce the heat to a slow 

HEAVY ITALIC 

simmer. After 21/2 hours the soup 
will have thickened and reduced. It's 
ready! Line a large soup tureen with 
the bread slices and ladle in the 
soup. Serve. Ingredients (for 
6 servings): 3 cups (3/4L) of dried 
white beans; a half lb. (225g) of 
lean, boneless, diced smoked ham; 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a French Cotes du Rhone, a big one, with this and go to sleep immediately That's all you'll be fit for! 
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ITC BERKELEY OLDSTYLE ® (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

inestrone Soup:  A soup/dinner filled 
with lots of good things: beans, spinach, 
onions, peas, tomatoes, leeks, herbs, 

carrots, even pasta. A real mouth/stomach full. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 quarts 
(PAL) of beef or chicken stock; 1/2 lb. 
(225g) of cooked kidney beans; a small 
head of celery; a small zucchini; 1/4 lb. 
(115g) of spinach; a small onion; 10 oz. 
(285g) of fresh peas; 1/4 lb. (115g) of 
bacon; 2 carrots; a small cabbage;''/ lb. 
(225g) of tomatoes; 2 leeks; 2 sprigs of 

MEDIUM 

parsley; 6 sage leaves; a clove of garlic; 
4tb. (60mL) of Parmesan cheese; salt and 
pepper to taste; hot toast squares or 
cooked pasta. The technique: Chop the 
bacon and celery. Put them in a large 
saucepan and add the stock. Bring it all 
to the boil and add the peas. Reduce the 
heat and simmer for 30 minutes. Add the 

BOLD 

other vegetables, chopped, and con-
tinue to simmer for 30 minutes more. 
Add the kidney beans and simmer for 
5 minutes more. Add salt and pepper to 
taste, and some Parmesan cheese. Ladle 
the soup into individual serving bowls 
and add either the hot toast squares or 
some pasta to each. 	Ingredients (for 

BLACK 

6 servings): 2 quarts (11/4L) of beef or 
chicken stock; 1/2 lb. (225g) of cooked 
kidney beans; a small head of celery; a 
small zucchini; 1/4 lb. (115g) of spinach; 
a small onion; 10 oz. (285g) of fresh 
peas; 1/4 lb. (115g) of bacon; 2 carrots; 
a small cabbage; 1/2 lb. (225g) of toma-
toes; 2 leeks; 2 sprigs of parsley; 

BOOK ITALIC 

6 sage leaves; a clove of garlic; 4tb. (60mL) of 
Parmesan cheese; salt and pepper to taste; hot 
toast squares or cooked pasta. The technique: 
Chop the bacon and celery. Put them in a large 
saucepan and add the stock. Bring it all to the 
boil and add the peas. Reduce the heat and 
simmer for 30 minutes. Add the other vegeta-
bles, chopped, and continue to simmer for 30 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

minutes more. Add the kidney beans and 
simmer for 5 minutes more. Add salt and 
pepper to taste, and some Parmesan 
cheese. Ladle the soup into individual 
serving bowls and add either the hot toast 
squares or some pasta to each. z's,  Ingre-
dients (for 6 servings): 2 quarts (13/4L) of 
beef or chicken stock; 1/2 lb. (225g) of 

BOLD ITALIC 

cooked kidney beans; a small head of 
celery; a small zucchini; 1/4 lb. (115g) of 
spinach; a small onion; 10 oz. (285g) of 
fresh peas; 1/4 lb. (115g) of bacon; 2 car-
rots; a small cabbage; 1/2 lb. (225g) of 
tomatoes; 2 leeks; 2 sprigs of parsley; 
6 sage leaves; a clove of garlic; 4tb. 
(60mL) of Parmesan cheese; salt and 

BLACK ITALIC 

pepper to taste; hot toast squares or 
cooked pasta. The technique: Chop the 
bacon and celery. Put them in a large 
saucepan and add the stock. Bring it all 
to the boil and add the peas. Reduce the 
heat and simmer for 30 minutes. Add 
the other vegetables, chopped, and con-
tinue to simmer for 30 minutes more. 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink afresh, chilled Italian Ghemme or a Grumello with this soup and follow with a very simple roast chicken main course and a Barbera. 
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DEMI 

parsley root and leeks, and slice 
them into thin rounds. Melt the 
butter in a 3-quart pot and add the 
vegetables to cook over a low heat 
for 5 minutes. Add the water, beef, 
peppercorns, bay leaf and salt. 
Bring to the boil and reduce the 
heat to a simmer. Remove the 

BOLD ITALIC 

5 minutes. Add the water, beef, 
peppercorns, bay leaf and 
salt. Bring to the boil and re-
duce the heat to a simmer. 
Remove the meat after 2 hours, 
slice it and place it in a soup 
tureen. Add the shredded cab-
bage to the soup, and continue 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

ITC BOOKMAN®  (LIGHT, MEDIUM, DEMI, BOLD & ITALICS) 

13  orscht (Beet Soup):  Simple, and 
colorful too. Serve it cold or hot 
and plop in some sour cream. 

This Ukrainian version also includes beef. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 2 
medium-sized carrots; 6 medium-
sized fresh beets (or canned or 
frozen equivalent); 1 rib of celery; 
1 parsley root; the white parts of 
2 leeks; 3tb. (45mL) of butter; 
2 quarts of water (a little less than 
2 litres); 11/2 lbs. (720g) of beef bris- 

MEDIUM 

ket; 6 whole peppercorns; 1 bay 
leaf; 2tsp. (10mL) of salt; 2 cups 
(1/2L) of shredded cabbage; ltsp. 
(5mL) of vinegar; chopped fresh 
dill; cheesecloth. The technique: 
Peel the carrots and the beets. Cut 
the carrots and 4 beets into 
julienne strips. Wash the celery, 

BOLD 

meat after 2 hours, slice it and 
place it in a soup tureen. Add the 
shredded cabbage to the soup, 
and continue simmering. Grate 
the other 2 beets. Wrap them in a 
cheesecloth and squeeze the juice 
into the vinegar. Add to the soup. 
Pour the soup over the meat into 

LIGHT ITALIC 

the tureen and sprinkle with dill. 
Serve the sour cream in a sauce-
boat. Good cold, too — especially 
the next day! Ingredients (for 8 
servings): 2 medium-sized carrots; 
6 medium-sized fresh beets (or 
canned orfrozen equivalent); 1 rib 
of celery; 1 parsley root; the white 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

parts of 2 leeks; 3tb. (45mL) of 
butter; 2 quarts of water (a little 
less than 2 litres); 11/2 lbs. (720g) 
of beef brisket; 6 whole pepper-
corns; 1 bay leaf; 2tsp. (10mL) of 
salt; 2 cups (1/2L) of shredded cab-
bage; ltsp. (5mL) of vinegar; 
chopped fresh dill; cheesecloth. 

DEMI ITALIC 

The technique: Peel the carrots 
and the beets. Cut the carrots 
and 4 beets into julienne strips. 
Wash the celery, parsley root 
and leeks, and slice them into 
thin rounds. Melt the butter in a 
3-quart pot and add the vegeta-
bles to cook over a low heatfor 

This soup is really afull meal in itself. You may want to add some bread, cheeses and a dessert to round it out. 
Drink an Alsatian Traminer or a light Zinfandel from California. 
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ITC CASLON NO. 224®  (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

This soup is 
also called Potage Germiny. Try to 
serve it before a veal or fish dish and 

garnish it with some chopped chervil. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 1h cup 
(1dL) of fresh sorrel leaves; 11/2 cups 
(31/2dL) of leaf lettuce; 2tb. (30mL) 
of butter; 5 cups (1 1/4L) of chicken 
stock, boiling; 1/2 cup (1dL) of cream; 
3 beaten egg yolks; chopped chervil. 
The technique: Clean the sorrel and 
lettuce leaves, cut out the ribs and 

MEDIUM 

chop them. In a large enameled 
saucepan, sauté the sorrel and lettuce 
in the butter until they wilt. Add the 
stock, bring it back to the boil and 
simmer for about 3 minutes. Remove 
the pan from the heat and add the 
cream and egg yolks. Mix it all to-
gether and return to the heat until 

BOLD 

the soup thickens. Don't let it boil! 
Serve in individual soup plates gar-
nished with the chopped chervil. al, 
Ingredients (for 6 servings): 1/2 cup 
(1dL) of fresh sorrel leaves; 11/2 cups 
(31/2dL) of leaf lettuce; 2tb. (30mL) 
of butter; 5 cups (1'/4L) of chicken 
stock, boiling; 1/2 cup (1dL) of cream; 

BLACK 

3 beaten egg yolks; chopped chervil. 
The technique: Clean the sorrel and 
lettuce leaves, cut out the ribs and 
chop them. In a large enameled 
saucepan, saute the sorrel and let-
tuce in the butter until they wilt. Add 
the stock, bring it back to the boil 
and simmer for about 3 minutes. Re- 

BOOK ITALIC 

move the pan from the heat and add 
the cream and egg yolks. Mix it all to-
gether and return to the heat until the 
soup thickens. Don't let it boil! Serve 
in individual soup plates garnished 
with the chopped chervil. Ingredi-
ents for 6 servings): 1/2 cup (1dL) of 
fresh sorrel leaves; 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

leaf lettuce; 2tb. (30mL) of butter; 
5 cups (1'/4L) of chicken stock, boil-
ing; 1/2 cup (1dL) of cream; 3 beaten 
egg yolks; chopped chervil. The 
technique: Clean the sorrel and let-
tuce leaves, cut out the ribs and 
chop them. In a large enameled 
saucepan, sauté the sorrel and let- 

BOLD ITALIC 

tuce in the butter until they wilt. 
Add the stock, bring it back to the 
boil and simmer for about 3 min-
utes. Remove the pan from the heat 
and add the cream and egg yolks. 
Mix it all together and return to the 
heat until the soup thickens. Don't 
let it boil! Serve in individual soup 

BLACK ITALIC 

plates garnished with the chopped 
chervil. Ingredients (for 6 serv-
ings): '/2 cup (1dL) of fresh sorrel 
leaves; 1 1/2 cups (31/2dL) of leaf let-
tuce; 2tb. (30mL) of butter; 5 cups 
(1'/4L) of chicken stock, boiling; 
1/2 cup (1dL) of cream; 3 beaten 
egg yolks; chopped chervil. The 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a simple white Chablis from California and follow with a veal or fish dish done simply 
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ITC CENTURY®  (LIGHT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

ILIentil Soup:  Here's a hearty soup that 
only needs some crisp crusted bread, a 
tossed salad, cheese, fruit and a simple 

country wine to satisfy any gourmand. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 11/2 cups 
(31/2dL) of lentils; a ham bone; an onion 
stuck with 2 cloves; a bay leaf; 2 sprigs 
of parsley; 2 quarts (1 3/4L) of water; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of chopped parsley; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of finely chopped onion 
and scallion with greens; a garlic sau-
sage. The technique: Wash off the 

BOOK 

lentils and check them over for any 
dirt. Put them into a deep soup pot 
with the ham bone, the onion with the 
cloves, the bay leaf and the parsley 
sprigs. Add the 2 quarts of water and 
bring it all to the boil. Reduce the heat 
and simmer for 4 hours. Then remove 
the ham bone and the onion. Taste and 

BOLD 

adjust seasonings. Stir in the 
chopped parsley and onion/scallion 
mixture. While you cook the soup, 
simmer the garlic sausage in some 
water for 30 minutes and slice it 
thinly. Add some to each individual 
serving bowl of soup. 4, Ingredients 
(for 6 servings): 1 1/2 cups (3 1/2dL) 

ULTRA 

of lentils; a ham bone; an 
onion stuck with 2 cloves; a 
bay leaf; 2 sprigs of parsley; 
2 quarts (1%L) of water; 
'/4 cup ( 1/2dL) of chopped pars-
ley; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of finely 
chopped onion and scallion 
with greens; a garlic sausage. 

LIGHT ITALIC 

The technique: Wash off the lentils and 
check them over for any dirt. Put them 
into a deep soup pot with the ham 
bone, the onion with the cloves, the bay 
leaf and the parsley sprigs. Add the 2 
quarts of water and bring it all to the 
boil. Reduce the heat and simmer for 4 
hours. Then remove the ham bone and 

BOOK ITALIC 

the onion. Taste and adjust season-
ings. Stir in the chopped parsley and 
onion/scallion mixture. While you 
cook the soup, simmer the garlic sau-
sage in some water for 30 minutes 
and slice it thinly. Add some to each 
individual serving bowl of soup. 
4,  Ingredients (for 6 servings): 

BOLD ITALIC 

1 1/2 cups (3 1/2dL) of lentils; a ham 
bone; an onion stuck with 
2 cloves; a bay legf; 2 sprigs of 
parsley; 2 quarts (13/4L) of water; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of chopped parsley; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) offinely chopped 
onion and scallion with greens; 
a garlic sausage. The technique: 

ULTRA ITALIC 

Wash off the lentils and 
check them over for any dirt. 
Put them into a deep soup pot 
with the ham bone, the onion 
with the cloves, the bay leaf 
and the parsley sprigs. Add 
the 2 quarts of water and 
bring it all to the boil. Reduce 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a cooled California Zinfandel or French Beaujolais. 
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ITC CENTURY CONDENSED°  (LIGHT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

Cold Mussel Soup:  A great first course 
or the basis of a light lunch. A chance to 
flex your "mussels" for two hungry couples 

and enjoy the results of your exercise. 
LIGHT CONDENSED 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 1/2 stick (VAL) 
of sweet butter; 1/2  cup (1dL) of flour; 
2 large shallots, finely chopped; 1 cup (1/4L) 
of dry white wine; Ys cup (1dL) of finely 
chopped parsley; another 1/2  stick of butter; 
a large pinch of freshly ground white pep-
per; 38 small fresh mussels, cleaned and 
debearded; 4 cups (1L) of whipping cream; 

BOOK CONDENSED 

salt and pepper to taste; Worcestershire 
sauce. The technique: In a small sauce-
pan, melt the butter over a low heat and 
whisk in the flour. Continue cooking until 
the roux is a light brown (about 8 min-
utes). Combine the shallots, wine, pars-
ley, butter and pepper in a 6-quart (51/2.L) 
saucepan and bring to the boil. Add the 

BOLD CONDENSED 

mussels, cover and cook as you shake 
the pan gently until all the mussels 
open. Throw away those that don't. Re-
move the mussels from their shells and 
cooking liquid, put them in a bowl, cov-
ered, and chill them in the refrigerator. 
Reduce the cooking liquid from the mus-
sels to 2 cups (1/2L), blend in the roux 

ULTRA ( ONI)I NSE I) 

and the cream and cook over a 
medium-low heat for 30 minutes. 
Cover the soup and refrigerate it 
for at least 4 hours. Before serv-
ing, put the mussels into 4 serving 
bowls, season the soup to taste 
with salt, pepper and Worcester-
shire sauce and ladle the soup 

LIGHT CONDENSED ITALIC 

over the mussels. Garnish with a few shells. 
?a, Ingredients (for 4 servings): 1/2 stick 
(1/2dL) of sweet butter; 1/2 cup (1dL) of flour; 
2 large shallots, finely chopped; 1 cup 
(AL) of dry white wine; 1/2 cup (1dL) of 
finely chopped parsley; another 1/2 stick of 
butter; a large pinch of freshly ground 
white pepper; 38 small fresh mussels, 

BOOK CONDENSED ITALIC 

cleaned and debearded; 4 cups (1L) of 
whipping cream; salt and pepper to 
taste; Worcestershire sauce. The tech-
nique: In a small saucepan, melt the 
butter over a low heat and whisk in the 
flour. Continue cooking until the roux is 
a light brown (about 8 minutes). Com-
bine the shallots, wine, parsley, butter 

BOLD CONDENSED ITALIC 

and pepper in a 6-quart (51/2L) sauce-
pan and bring to the boil. Add the 
mussels, cover and cook as you shake 
the pan gently until all the mussels 
open. Throw away those that don't. 
Remove the mussels from their shells 
and cooking liquid, put them in a 
bowl, covered, and chill them in the 

ULTRA CONDENSED ITALIC 

refrigerator. Reduce the cook-
ing liquid from the mussels to 
2 cups ('/2L), blend in the roux 
and the cream and cook over a 
medium-low heat for 30 min- 
utes. Cover the soup and refrig-
erate it for at least 4 hours. 
Before serving, put the mussels 
All of the settings shown. are 10111 point 

Drink a French Muscadet, add some crusty bread and butter cheese or a dessert and you've done it! 
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ITC CHELTENHAM ®  (LIGHT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

Clam Chowder: Here's a soup you 
can whip up at the last minute so you 
won't have to clam up when the group 

drops in for a quick supper or snack. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 11/2 cups 
(31/2dL) of canned minced clams or 
about 2 cups ( 1/2L) of fresh shucked 
clams, any kind; 4 slices of bacon cut 
into cubes; 2 medium potatoes peeled 
and diced; 1 onion peeled and chop-
ped; salt and pepper to taste; 2 cups 
(1/2L) of light cream; a pinch of thyme; 

BOOK 

paprika. The technique: Use the can-
ned clams as they are, but the fresh 
clams must be put through a coarse 
grinder after you wash them. Save their 
liquor. Fry the bacon and cook the po-
tatoes in boiling water to cover for 
25 minutes. Remove the browned 
bacon and sauté the chopped onion 

BOLD 

in the fat. Remove the potatoes and 
let the water boil down a little. 
In a large saucepan, combine the 
bacon, the sautéed onion, the 
cooked potatoes, the potato water, 
the liquor from the clams and bring 
it all to the boil. Reduce the heat 
and simmer for 10 minutes. Season 

ULTRA 

to taste. Add the cream slowly 
and the clams. Heat the soup to 
the boiling point, but don't boil 
it! Stir in the pinch of thyme and 
ladle the chowder into individual 
serving bowls. Dust the top of 
each with some paprika. es In-
gredients (for 6 servings): 

LIGHT ITALIC 

11/2 cups (31/2dL) of canned minced 
clams or about 2 cups (1/2L) of fresh 
shucked clams, any kind; 4 slices of ba-
con cut into cubes; 2 medium potatoes 
peeled and diced; 1 onion peeled and 
chopped; salt and pepper to taste; 
2 cups (1/2L) of light cream; a pinch of 
thyme; paprika. The technique: Use the 

BOOK ITALIC 

canned clams as they are, but the 
fresh clams must be put through a 
coarse grinder after you wash them. 
Save their liquor. Fry the bacon and 
cook the potatoes in boiling water 
to cover for 25 minutes. Remove 
the browned bacon and saute the 
chopped onion in the fat. Remove the 

BOLD ITALIC 

potatoes and let the water boil 
down a little. In a large saucepan, 
combine the bacon, the sauteed 
onion, the cooked potatoes, the 
potato water, the liquor from the 
clams and bring it all to the boil. 
Reduce the heat and simmer for 
10 minutes. Season to taste. Add 

ULTRA ITALIC 

the cream slowly and the 
clams. Heat the soup to the 
boiling point, but don't boil it! 
Stir in the pinch of thyme and 
ladle the chowder into indi-
vidual serving bowls. Dust the 
top of each with some paprika. 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
All of the settings shown are 10111 point 

Drink a white Bordeaux from France or an Orvieto from Italy and follow with a grilled flank steak and a robust Petite Sirah from California. 
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ITC CHELTENHAM CONDENSED® (LIGHT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

Rich! Rich! Not your 
run-of-the-mill, everyday soup, but a special 
treat worth building a whole meal around. Try to 

purchase the freshest-picked corn you can find. 
LIGHT CONDENSED 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 cups (11/4L) of 
chicken or beef broth; 1 cup (1/4L) of either of 
the following vegetables, finely chopped (as-
paragus, carrots, celery, broccoli, onions, or 
chopped spinach, or peas); 1 cup (1/4L) of 
corn kernels; 1 onion, minced or grated; 
IA cup (AL) of chopped parsley; salt and pep-
per to taste; 1 cup (1/4L) of cream; 2 egg yolks. 

BOOK CONDENSED 

The technique: Pour the broth into a sauce-
pan and add the finely cut vegetable you 
choose. Add the grated onion and chopped 
parsley. When the vegetables are tender, 
put them and the broth in a blender or food 
processor and mix thoroughly. Add salt and 
pepper to taste. Put this mixture in the top 
half of a double boiler over hot, but not boil- 

BOLD CONDENSED 

ing, water. Beat the egg yolks and add 
the cream to them, beating more until 
mixed. Add the corn. Slowly add this 
mixture to the soup in the double boiler 
and stir until thickened. Don't Boil! It's 
finished. ea,  Ingredients (for 6 serv-
ings): 2 cups (1VA) of chicken or beef 
broth; 1 cup (1/4L) of either of the fol- 

ULTRA CONDENSED 

lowing vegetables, finely chopped (as-
paragus, carrots, celery, broccoli, 
onions, or chopped spinach, or peas); 
1 cup (1/4L) of corn kernels; 1 onion, 
minced or grated; 1/4 cup ('/zdL) of 
chopped parsley; salt and pepper to 
taste; 1 cup (1/4L) of cream; 2 egg 
yolks. The technique: Pour the broth 

LIGHT CONDENSED ITALIC 

into a saucepan and add the finely cut vegetable 
you choose. Add the grated onion and chopped 
parsley. When the vegetables are tender, put them 
and the broth in a blender or food processor and 
mix thoroughly. Add salt and pepper to taste. Put 
this mixture in the top half of a double boiler 
over hot, but not boiling, water. Beat the egg 
yolks and add the cream to them, beating more 

BOOK CONDENSED ITALIC 

until mixed. Add the corn. Slowly add this 
mixture to the soup in the double boiler and 
stir until thickened. Don't Boil! It's finished. 
za, Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 cups 
(11/2L) of chicken or beef broth; 1 cup ( 7/1) 
of either of the following vegetables, finely 
chopped (asparagus, carrots, celery, broc-
coli, onions, or chopped spinach, or peas); 

BOLD CONDENSED ITALIC 

1 cup (1/41,) of corn kernels; 1 onion, 
minced or grated; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of 
chopped parsley; salt and pepper to 
taste; 1 cup (1/4L) of cream; 2 egg yolks. 
The technique: Pour the broth into a 
saucepan and add the finely cut vegeta-
ble you choose. Add the grated onion 
and chopped parsley. When the vegeta- 

ULTRA CONDENSED ITALIC 

bles are tender, put them and the 
broth in a blender or food processor 
and mix thoroughly. Add salt and 
pepper to taste. Put this mixture in 
the top half of a double boiler over 
hot, but not boiling, water. Beat the 
egg yolks and add the cream to 
them, beating more until mixed. Add 
All of the settings shown are 10111 point 

Drink a white Burgundy or a California Chardonnay. Make the rest of the meal simple and drink a very good Bordeaux. 
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ITC CLEARFACE ®  (REGULAR, BOLD, HEAVY, BLACK Si ITALICS) 

A whole meal as well as 
a whole new taste if you know what 
garlic is now The cooking and the 

broth sweeten the pungent cloves. Good! 
REGULAR 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 20 crushed 
cloves of garlic; 3tb (45mL) of olive oil; 
2 large boneless slices of smoked ham 
hocks; ltb. (15mL) of flour; 21/2 quarts 
(3/4L) of beef or chicken broth; 2 large 
sieved tomatoes; salt and pepper to taste; 
1 sprig of thyme; 3 egg yolks; 'A cup 
(Y4dL) of olive oil; thick slices of country 

BOLD 

bread; grated Gruyere cheese. The tech-
nique: In a large saucepan, sauté the 
ham slices in the olive oil until they are 
golden on both sides. Put the ham aside, 
covered with foil. Place the crushed 
garlic in the same pan and sauté it slowly, 
not letting it brown. Add the flour, mix 
and continue sauteeing until it absorbs. 

HEAVY 

Pour in the broth and the tomatoes, add 
a little salt and a lot of pepper, the thyme 
and bring the soup to the boil for 15 
minutes. Beat the egg yolks in a tureen 
with the olive oil and gradually pour in 
the hot soup, stirring as you do. Serve 
the soup with the bread slices on the 
side, to which you have added the cheese 

BLACK 

and browned in a 375°F (190°C) oven. 
Slice the ham and arrange it with the 
bread. 4- Ingredients (for 4 serv-
ings): 20 crushed cloves of garlic; 3tb 
(45mL) of olive oil; 2 large boneless 
slices of smoked ham hocks; ltb. 
(15mL) of flour; 2 1/2 quarts ( 3/4L) of 
beef or chicken broth; 2 large sieved 

REGULAR ITALIC 

tomatoes; salt and pepper to taste; 1 sprig 
of thyme; 3 egg yolks; 1/2 cup (3/4dL) of 
olive oil; thick slices of country bread; 
grated Gruyere cheese. The technique: In 
a large saucepan, saute the ham slices in 
the olive oil until they are golden on both 
sides. Put the ham aside, covered with 
foil. Place the crushed garlic in the same 

BOLD ITALIC  

pan and saute it slowly, not letting it 
brown. Add the flour, mix and continue 
sauteeing until it absorbs. Pour in the 
broth and the tomatoes, add a little salt 
and a lot of pepper, the thyme and bring 
the soup to the boil for 15 minutes. Beat 
the egg yolks in a tureen with the olive 
oil and gradually pour in the hot soup, 

HEAVY ITALIC 

stirring as you do. Serve the soup with 
the bread slices on the side, to which 
you have added the cheese and 
browned in a 375°F (190°C) oven. 
Slice the ham and arrange it with the 
bread. 4-, Ingredients (for 4 servings): 
20 crushed cloves of garlic; 3tb 
(45mL) of olive oil; 2 large boneless 

BLACK ITAI IC 

slices of smoked ham hocks; ltb. 
(15mL) of flour; 2 1/2 quarts ( 3/4L) of 
beef or chicken broth; 2 large 
sieved tomatoes; salt and pepper to 
taste; 1 sprig of thyme; 3 egg yolks; 
1/3 cup (3/4dL) of olive oil; thick 
slices of country bread; grated 
Gruyere cheese. The technique: In 
All of the settings shown are 10111 point 

Drink a California Merlot wine or a French Chinon with the soup and finish with a salad and some cheese with a Bordeaux. 
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HEAVY ITALIC 

essor or blender, add the garlic, bread 
cubes, salt and the vinegar. Blend to a 
paste. Add 3 tomatoes, a half of the cu-
cumber and blend again. Mix the purée 
with the remaining tomato and cucum-
ber pieces and the diced pepper. Bury it 
in the refrigerator until it gets very 
cold. Just before serving this gazpacho, 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

BOLD 

tomato and cucumber pieces and the 
diced pepper. Bury it in the refrig-
erator until it gets very cold. Just be-
fore serving this gazpacho, stir in the 
oil, water and tomato juice and taste 
for seasoning. Garnish the bowls with 
the scallions and croutons. is ,  Ingre-
dients (for 6 servings): 4 medium- 

ITC CUSHINGTM (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

Gazpacho:  Some call this soup a cold 
salad that's wet. Whatever you call it, 
it's a perfect cool lunch or dinner 

followed by a mixed grill and some cheeses. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 4 medium-
sized ripe tomatoes, peeled and chopped; 
2 garlic cloves; salt and pepper to taste; 
1 cup ( 1/4L) of soft bread cubes; 1/4 cup 
(VAL) of red wine vinegar; 1 medium-
sized cucumber, peeled, seeded and 
chopped; 1 large green pepper, halved, 
seeded, deribbed and diced; 1/4 cup (VAL) 

MEDIUM 

of olive oil; 2 cups (1/2L) of cold water; 
2 cups (1/2L) of tomato juice; chopped 
scallions, croutons. The technique: 
In a food processor or blender, add the 
garlic, bread cubes, salt and the vin-
egar. Blend to a paste. Add 3 tomatoes, 
a half of the cucumber and blend again. 
Mix the purée with the remaining 

HEAVY 

sized ripe tomatoes, peeled and chop-
ped; 2 garlic cloves; salt and pepper to 
taste; 1 cup ('/4L) of soft bread cubes; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of red wine vinegar; 
1 medium-sized cucumber, peeled, 
seeded and chopped; 1 large green pep-
per, halved, seeded, deribbed and 
diced; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of olive oil; 2 cups 

BOOK ITALIC 

(1/2L) of cold water; 2 cups (1/2L) of tomato 
juice; chopped scallions, croutons. The tech-
nique: In a food processor or blender, add the 
garlic, bread cubes, salt and the vinegar. 
Blend to a paste. Add 3 tomatoes, a half of 
the cucumber and blend again. Mix the purée 
with the remaining tomato and cucumber 
pieces and the diced pepper. Bury it in the 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

refrigerator until it gets very cold. Just be-
fore serving this gazpacho, stir in the oil, 
water and tomato juice and taste for sea-
soning. Garnish the bowls with the 
scallions and croutons. w Ingredients 
(for 6 servings): 4 medium-sized ripe 
tomatoes, peeled and chopped; 2 garlic 
cloves; salt and pepper to taste; 1 cup 

BOLD ITALIC 

(1/4L) of soft bread cubes; 1/4 cup e/2dL) 
of red wine vinegar; 1 medium-sized 
cucumber, peeled, seeded and chopped; 
1 large green pepper, halved, seeded, de-
ribbed and diced; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of olive 
oil; 2 cups (1/2L) of cold water; 2 cups 
(1/2L) of tomato juice; chopped scallions, 
croutons. The technique: In a food proc- 

Drink a chilled Beaujolais and follow with a London Mixed Grill and a California Cabernet Sauvignon. 
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ITC ERAS®  (LIGHT, BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI, BOLD, ULTRA) 

An 
unappreciated fish that has fine texture 
and taste when cooked with care. This 

soup has body and richness to satisfy a fish lover. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 11/2 lbs. (675g) 
of mackerel; 11/2 quarts (11/2L) of water; 
ltb. (15mL) of salt; the juice of half a 
lemon; 10 white peppercorns; a small 
bunch of fresh dill; 2 cups /1/20 of milk; 
6 small boiling potatoes, peeled. The 
technique: Clean the mackerel and re-
move the heads. Cut them into 11/4 inch 

BOOK 

sections (3cm). In a large pot, bring the 
water, salt, lemon juice, peppercorns, 
potatoes and the dill to a boil. Add the 
fish pieces with the heads and let the 
water roll for 12 minutes. Then add the 
milk and boil for 10 minutes more. 
Remove the fish heads and serve in indi-
vidual bowls with a sprig of fresh dill on 

MEDIUM 

each. ea. Ingredients (for 4 servings): 11/2 
lbs. (675g) of mackerel; 11/2 quarts (11/20 
of water; ltb. (15mL) of salt; the juice of 
half a lemon; 10 white peppercorns; a 
small bunch of fresh dill; 2 cups (1/20 of 
milk; 6 small boiling potatoes, peeled. 
The technique: Clean the mackerel and 
remove the heads. Cut them into 11/4 

DEMI 

inch sections (3cm). In a large pot, 
bring the water, salt, lemon juice, 
peppercorns, potatoes and the dill 
to a boil. Add the fish pieces with 
the heads and let the water roll for 
12 minutes. Then add the milk and 
boil for 10 minutes more. Remove 
the fish heads and serve in indi- 

BOLD 

vidual bowls with a sprig of 
fresh dill on each. ea- Ingredients 
(for 4 servings): 11/2 lbs. (675g) 
of mackerel; 11/2 quarts (11/214 of 
water; 1tb. (15mL) of salt; the 
juice of half a lemon; 10 white 
peppercorns; a small bunch of 
fresh dill; 2 cups (1/2L) of milk; 

ULTRA 

6 small boiling potatoes, 
peeled. The technique: Clean 
the mackerel and remove the 
heads. Cut them into 1• inch 
sections (3cm). In a large pot, 
bring the water, salt, lemon 
juice, peppercorns, potatoes 
and the dill to a boll. Add the 

All of the settings shown are 10/1 I point 

Drink a Sauvignon Blanc from California or a Sancerre from France. 
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EEC HART ® (I,IG HT, REGULAR, I301,n, tlETRA & ITALICS) 

Don't use the water from the 
Ganges; a chicken stock is better. This is a spicy 
cold soup like you've never tried before... 

unless you are from Senegal! Drink a big white wine. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (lbr 6 servings): 2tb. (30m1,) 
of chopped onion; 2tb. (30m1,) of sweet 
butter; 2tsp. (10mL) of good curry powder; 
itb. (30mL) of flour: 3%2 cups ( V51,) of 
homemade chicken stock; 4 egg yolks; 
2 cups ( 1/2) of heavy cream: / cup (V2dL) 
of peeled, cooked shrimp. The technique: 
In a large saucepan, saute the onion until 

REGULAR 

wilted, not browned, and add Lhe curry 
powder and flour. Cook them slowly for 
about 5 minutes. Pour in the stock and 
bring everything to the boil while you 
stir to keep it smooth. Add a few Lb. of 
this stock to the egg yolks and stir. 
Pour this mix back into the soup and 
stir steadily for a minute, but don't boil 

BOLD 

it! Pour the soup through a sieve 
into a tureen. Chill it very thor-
oughly. Then add the shrimp and 
pour into cold bowls to serve. 4*,  
Ingredients (for 6 servings): 21b. 
(30m1,) of chopped onion; 2tb. 
(30m1,) of sweet butter; 2tsp. 
(10m1,) of good curry powder; 11b. 

UITRA 

(30m13 of flour; 	cups (4/11,) of 
homemade chicken stock:4 egg 
yolks; 2 cups (1/2I,) of heavy 
cream: 1/4 cup (1/2(113 of peeled. 
cooked shrimp. The technique: 
In a large saucepan, saute the 
onion until wilted, not browned. 
and add the curly powder and 

LIGHT ITALIC 

flour. Cook them slowly for about 5 minutes. 
Pour in the stock and bring everything to 
the boil while you stir to keep it smooth. 
Add a few tb. of this stock to the egg yolks 
and stir. Pour this mix back into the soup 
and stir steadily for a min ute. but don't boil 
it! Pour the soup through a sieve into a 
tureen. Chill it very thoroughly. Then add 

REGULAR ITALIC 

the shrimp and pour into cold bowls to 
serve. ux,  Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
21h. (30mL) of chopped onion; 21b. 
(30mL) of sweet butter; 2tsp. (10mL) 
of good curry powder; ltb. (30mL) of 
flour; 3'/2 cups (4/5L) of homemade 
chicken stock; 4 egg yolks; 2 cups 
(1/2L) of heavy cream; 1/4 cup (1/2dI) of 

BOLD ITALIC 

peeled, cooked shrimp. The 
technique: In a large saucepan, 
sauté the onion until wilted, not 
browned, and add the curry powder 
and flour. Cook them slowly for 
about 5 minutes. Pour in the stock 
and bring everything to the boil 
while you stir to keep it smooth. 

ULTRA ITALIC 

idd a few lb. of this stock to 
the egg yolks and stir. Pour this 
mir back into the soup and stir 
steadily for a minute. but don't 
boil it! Pour the soup through a 
sieve into a tureen. Chill it very 
thoroughly. Then add the 
shrimp and pour into cold 
Ill of 1110 	tong slum n tin e 10/ll poin t 

Drink a white Chin cauncul du Pape and follow with a chicken sate and a Red Cheteauneuf du Pape. 
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ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC®  (BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

Fresh or frozen aspar- 
agus, eggs, garlic, olive oil, and cheese, 
all make an Italian soup you'll happily 

sop up with its own bread. Mangia! Mangia! 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 lbs. of 
fresh (960g) or 2 10-oz. packages of 
frozen cut asparagus; 1 garlic clove; 
1/3 cup of olive oil ( 3/4dL); freshly 
ground pepper; 7 cups of water (1 3/4 
litres); 11/2tsp. of salt (6mL); 4 me-
dium eggs or 3 extra-large; 6tb. of 
grated Parmesan cheese (90mL); 

MEDIUM 

6 slices of toasted Italian bread. The 
technique: Wash the asparagus and 
break off the stems where they turn 
white. Discard the white parts. Cut 
the stems into bite-sized pieces. 
Frozen asparagus needs only thawing 
at room temperature. Chop the garlic 
very fine. In a 2-quart pot sauté the 

DEMI 

garlic and asparagus over a medium 
heat for about 8 minutes, or until the 
asparagus are tender enough to eat. 
Add 5 twists of pepper, the water and 
salt, and bring to the boil for 5 min-
utes. Beat the eggs into the cheese 
and drop into the boiling soup. 
Quickly stir it all with a wire whisk. 

HEAVY 

The soup will return to the boil and 
the eggs will be cooked in shreds. 
Ladle the soup into 6 bowls over the 
bread slices. Eat it while it's hot! ea-
Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 lbs. 
of fresh (960g) or 2 10-oz. packages 
of frozen cut asparagus; 1 garlic 
clove; 1/3 cup of olive oil ( 3/4dL); 

BOOK ITALIC 

freshly ground pepper; 7 cups of water 
(1 3/4 litres); 1 1/2tsp. of salt (6mL); 
4 medium eggs or 3 extra-large; 6tb. 
of grated Parmesan cheese (90mL); 
6 slices of toasted Italian bread. The 
technique: Wash the asparagus and 
break off the stems where they turn 
white. Discard the white parts. Cut the 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

stems into bite-sized pieces. Frozen 
asparagus needs only thawing at 
room temperature. Chop the garlic 
very fine. In a 2-quart pot sauté the 
garlic and asparagus over a medium 
heat for about 8 minutes, or until the 
asparagus are tender enough to eat. 
Add 5 twists of pepper, the water and 

DEMI ITALIC 

salt, and bring to the boil for 5 min-
utes. Beat the eggs into the cheese 
and drop into the boiling soup. 
Quickly stir it all with a wire whisk. 
The soup will return to the boil and 
the eggs will be cooked in shreds. 
Ladle the soup into 6 bowls over the 
bread slices. Eat it while it's hot! eiv 

HEAVY ITALIC 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 lbs. 
of fresh (960g) or 210-oz. pack-
ages of frozen cut asparagus; 
1 garlic clove; 1/3 cup of olive oil 
(3/4dL); freshly ground pepper; 
7 cups of water (13/4 litres); 1 1/2 
tsp. of salt (6mL); 4 medium eggs 
or 3 extra-large; 6tb. of grated 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

This is a good starter for a big meal on a cold evening. Drink a Fino sherry or a simple, dry Soave Riserva with it. A good main course to follow would be 
something grilled or roasted and accompanied by a Chianti Classico Riserva or a Barolo, followed by a cheese course. 
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REGULAR 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 1 lb. 
(450g) of eggplant, peeled and cut 
into 1-inch (21/2cnn) cubes; 6tb. 
(90mL) of olive oil; a green pepper, 
halved, seeded, deribbed and cut into 
chunks; 1/2 cup (1dL) of water; salt and 
pepper to taste; 1 sliced garlic clove; 
ltsp. (5mL) of fresh mint; 3 cups ( 3/4L) 
of plain yogurt; '/z cup (1dL) of milk; 
2tb. (30mL) of finely cut fresh chives. 
The technique: In a large pan, heat the 
olive oil and add the eggplant and 

BOLD 

green peppers, mixing to coat them 
with the oil. Cover the pan and sim-
mer the contents for a minute or so. 
Add the water, some salt and pepper 
and the garlic. Simmer for 15 min-
utes. Purée the cooked vegetables 
and their liquid in a food processor. 
Add the mint leaves and yogurt and 
process again. For a thinner soup, 
add the milk. Chill the soup for 
4 hours and serve in individual 
bowls sprinkled with the chives. 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

FRIZ QUADRATA (REGULAR, BOLD) 

mplant Soup:  Here's a great way to 
make use of all those shiny black 
eggplants that show up in the 

markets in early summer. This is Greek. 

Drink an Italian Frascati with the soup and follow with some grilled butterflied leg of lamb and a bottle of Chianti Classico Riserva from a great year. 
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ITC GALLIARDTM (ROMAN, BOLD, BLACK, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

Shitake 
mushrooms give this soup its unusual 
taste, and to help it all along include 

lemon zest and a vegetable assortment. 
ROMAN 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 21/2 cups 
(6dL) of homemade chicken stock; 
1 carrot, cut into 1/2-inch (1 1/4cm) slices; 
half a celery rib, cut into the same 
lengths; a small onion, sliced; 4 sprigs 
of flat parsley; 1 oz. (30g) of dried Jap-
anese Shitake mushrooms; ltb. (15mL) 
of sake; 2tsp. (10mL) of Terriyake 

BOLD 

sauce; 6 small spinach leaves; 18 long 
slivers of lemon zest; ltb. (15mL) of 
thinly sliced scallions. The technique: 
In a saucepan, combine the stock, car-
rot, celery, onion and parsley with 
21/2 cups (6dL) of water. Bring all to 
the boil, reduce the heat and simmer 
for 10 minutes. Wash the mushrooms 

BLACK 

very carefully and add them to the 
stock and simmer, partially covered, 
for 10 more minutes. Remove the 
vegetables (not the mushrooms). 
Lightly season the broth with the 
sake and Terriyake sauce. Remove 
the middle stem from the spinach 
leaves and place the two parts at the 

ULTRA 

bottom of each of the 6 serving 
bowls. Ladle the soup over the 
leaves and garnish each bowl with 
3 strips of zest and a big pinch of 
the scallions. Ingredients (for 
6 servings): 21/2 cups (6dL) of 
homemade chicken stock; 1 carrot, 
cut into V2-inch (1V4cm) slices; 

ITALIC 

halfa celery rib, cut into the same lengths; 
a small onion, sliced; 4 sprigs of flat parsley; 
1 oz. (30g) of dried Japanese Shitake mush-
rooms; ltb. (15mL) ofsake; 2tsp. (10mL) 
of Terriyake sauce; 6 small spinach leaves; 
18 long slivers of lemon zest; ltb. (15mL) of 
thinly sliced scallions. The technique: In a 
saucepan, combine the stock, carrot, celery, 

BOLD ITALIC 

onion and parsley with 21/2 cups (6dL) 
of water. Bring all to the boil, reduce 
the heat and simmer for 10 minutes. 
Wash the mushrooms very carefully and 
add them to the stock and simmer, par-
tially covered, for 10 more minutes. 
Remove the vegetables (not the mush-
rooms). Lightly season the broth with 

BLACK ITALIC 

the sake and Terriyake sauce. Remove 
the middle stem from the spinach 
leaves and place the two parts at the 
bottom of each of the 6 serving bowls. 
Ladle the soup over the leaves and 
garnish each bowl with 3 strips of zest 
and a big pinch of the scallions. 4, In-
gredients (for 6 servings): 21/2 cups 

ULTRA ITALIC 

(6dL) of homemade chicken stock; 
1 carrot, cut into 1/2-inch (11/4cm) 
slices; half a celery rib, cut into the 
same lengths; a small onion, sliced; 
4 sprigs offiat parsley; 1 oz. (30g) 
ofdried Japanese Shitake mush-
rooms; ltb. (15mL) ofsake; 2tsp. 
(10mL) of Terriyake sauce; 6 small 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

1) k a Fino Sherry 	the soup and plow with an herbed pork roast, a N.:getable and a bottle of Calgin ga Chardonnay. 
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ITC GARAMOND® ( LIGI IT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS ) 

11  lack Bean Soup: \ of your usual 
bean soup, but a rich and satisfying 
pot of country culinary pleasure. It's 

very earthy and direct. Drink a Fino Sherry. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 cups ('Al,) 
of dried black beans; V, lb. ( 115g) of salt 
pork; 3 cups ( 	of beef broth; 3 cups 
(s/I) of water; V lb. 115g) of bacon; 
1 ham bone (if you happen to have it); 
2th. (30m1.) of sweet butter; I medium 
onion, peeled and chopped; 2 leeks, 
whites only, cleaned and chopped; 

BOOK 

'A cup (1/2dL) of chopped celery tops; 
1/2tsp. (2mL) of freshly ground black 
pepper; a large pinch of dried thyme; 
1 bay leaf; salt to taste; 4th. (60mL) 
of Fino Sherry; 2 hard-boiled eggs, 
minced; lth. (15mL) of minced parsley. 
The technique: Wash the beans and re-
move any dirt. Soak them overnight in 

BOLD 

cold water to cover. Drain them and 
pour them into a 6-quart (51/2L) pot. 
In a 1-quart (1L) saucepan, boil the 
salt pork in water for 4 minutes, 
drain and rinse it and add it to the 
beans. Also add the broth, water, 
bacon, and the ham bone. Bring it 
all to the boil, lower to a simmer, 

ULTRA 

cover and cook for 3 hours. Mean-
while, in a saucepan, saute the 
onion in the butter for 5 minutes. 
Then add the leeks, carrot and cel-
ery tops and continue to sauté for 
3 minutes more. Put these vege-
tables into the simmering bean 
pot along with the pepper, thyme 

LIGHT ITALIC 

and bay leaf After; hours, retnotu the 
pork and bacon and reserve the in. Throw 
away the ham hone and bay leaf Puree 
all the heap pot contents and return to 
the pot. Dice the bacon and pork and re-
turn them 10 the pot. Neat the soup again, 
adding some beef broth if it gets too thick 
to be soup. Add the sherry and ladle the 

BOOK ITALIC 

soup into serving bowls. Sprinkle a 
little mixture of minced parsley and 
egg over each as a garnish. e& Ingre-
dients (for 6 servings): 2 cups (1/21) 
of dried black beans; lb. (115g) of 
salt pork; 3 cups (3/4I) of beef broth; 
3 cups (-'AL) of water; 'A lb. (115g) of 
bacon; 1 ham bone (if happen to 

B01 D ITALIC 

have it); 2tb. (30mL) of sweet but-
ter; 1 medium onion, peeled and 
chopped; 2 leeks, whites only, 
cleaned and chopped; 1/4 cup 
('/2dL) of chopped celery tops; 
1/2tsp. (2mL) offreshly ground 
black pepper; a large pinch of 
dried thyme; 1 bay leaf;  salt to 

ULTRA ITALIC 

taste; 4tb. (6OmL) of Fino 
Sherry; 2 hard-boiled eggs, 
minced; ltb. (15mL) of minced 
parsley. The technique: Wash 
the beans and remove any dirt. 
Soak them overnight in cold 
water to cover. Drain them and 
pour them into a 6-quart 
A 1 1 of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink Fino Sherry or red or white Rioju with the soup. Add some crusty bread, cheese and a salad or maybe a dessert and you've got a great meal! 
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ITC GARAMOND CONDENSED ®  (LIGHT, BOOK, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

illnhood Goulash soup:  No, this soup isn't made 
from the rainy weather foot gear, but it is a perfect 
body warmer for that kind of weather. It'll stick to 

your ribs and warm your heart (and various other parts). 
LIGHT CONDENSED 

Ingredients (for 10 servings): 6 medium onions; 4tb. 
(60mL) of sweet butter; 3tb (45mL) of cider vinegar; 
2tb. (30mL) of Hungarian sweet paprika; 2 lbs. 
(900g) of boneless shin beef, cut into 3/4-inch (2cm) 
pieces; 12 cups (23/4L) of homemade beef stock; ltsp. 
(5mL) of caraway seeds; a big pinch of dried mar-
joram; 4tb. (60mL) of flour; salt to your taste; ltsp. 
(5mL) of freshly ground black pepper; 6 medium 

BOOK CONDENSED 

all-purpose potatoes. The technique: Chop the 
peeled onions coarsely and sauté them in the 
butter in an 8-quart (7 1/21,) saucepan or pot 
for about 6 minutes. Stir often. Add the pap-
rika and the vinegar to the onions. Add the 
beef, 2 cups (VA) of the stock, the caraway 
seeds and the marjoram. Stir, bring to the boil, 
reduce the heat to a simmer, cover and cook 

BOLD CONDENSED 

for 45 minutes. In a small bowl, whisk 
the flour with a little of the stock until it is 
a smooth paste. Add this to the soup pot 
and stir in the remaining broth and pep-
per. Bring it all to the boil, lower the heat 
and simmer for another 45 minutes. Peel 
and cube the potatoes into 1/2-inch (2cm) 
pieces. Add them to the soup and simmer, 

ULTRA CONDENSED 

covered, for 15 minutes more. 4,  Ingre-
dients (for 10 servings): 6 medium 
onions; 4tb. (60mL) of sweet butter; 3tb. 
(45mL) of cider vinegar; 2tb. (30mL) of 
Hungarian sweet paprika; 2 lbs. (900g) 
of boneless shin beef, cut into 1/2-inch 
(2cm) pieces; 12 cups (2 3/4L) of home-
made beef stock; ltsp. (5mL) of caraway 

LIGHT CONDENSED ITALIC 

seeds; a big pinch of dried marjoram: 4tb. 
(60mL) of Ilour: salt to your taste; ltsp. (5mL) 
of:freshly ground black pepper; 6 medium all-
purpose potatoes. The technique: Chop the peeled 
onions coarsely and saute them in the butter in 
an 8-quart (7/21,) saucepan or pot for about 
6 minutes. Stir often. Add the paprika and the 
vinegar to the onions. Add the beet 2 cups (1/2L) 

BOOK CONDENSED ITALIC 

of the stock, the caraway seeds and the mar-
joram. Stir, bring to the boil, reduce the heat 
to a simmer, cover and cook for 45 minutes. 
In a small bowl, whisk the flour with a little 
of the stock until it is a smooth paste. Add 
this to the soup pot and stir in the remain-
ing broth and pepper. Bring it all to the boil, 
lower the heat and simmer for another 

BOLD CONDENSED ITALIC 

45 minutes. Peel and cube the potatoes 
into 1/2-inch (2cm) pieces. Add them to 
the soup and simmer, covered, for 15 
minutes more. 4 ,  Ingredients (for 
10 servings): 6 medium onions; 4tb. 
(60mL) of sweet butter; 3tb. (45mL) of 
cider vinegar; 2tb. (30mL) of Hungarian 
sweet paprika; 2 lbs. (900g) of boneless 

ULTRA CONDENSED ITALIC 

shin beef cut into 1/2-inch (2cm) 
pkces; 12 cups (23/4L) of homemade 
beef stock; ltsp. (5mL) of caraway 
seeds; a big pinch of dried mar-
joram; 4 tb. (60mL) of flour; salt to 
your taste; ltsp. (5mL) of freshly 
ground black pepper; 6 medium all-
purpose potatoes. The technique: 
All of the.settings chow?. are 10/11 point 
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To match the fullness of this soup, drink a red Egri Bikaner from Hungary and make altill meal out of it with a salad and a dessert afterwards. 
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ITC ISBELL' (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

portuguese  Scallop Soup:  Two 
stocks,unusual white Port wine, clam 
juice and fresh scallops give this 

simple soup a very special taste and style. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 3 cups 
(3/4L) of homemade chicken stock; 
I'/2 cups (31/2dL) of homemade beef 
stock; 1/5 cup ( 5/AL) of bottled clam 
juice; '/3 cup (3/4dL) of dry white Port; 
fresh white pepper; 4 oz. (115g) of 
uncooked sea scallops, washed; 3tb. 
(45mL) of chopped chives. The tech- 

MEDIUM 

nique: Ina saucepan, bring the 
chicken and beef stocks and the clam 
juice to a boil. Grind in some white 
pepper. Divide the uncooked scallops 
evenly between the 4 soup bowls and 
pour in the broth over each bowlfull. 
Sprinkle some chives over each serv-
ing. 4-,  Ingredients (for 4 servings): 

BOLD 

3 cups ( 3/4L) of homemade chicken 
stock; 1 1/2 cups (3'/2dL) of home-
made beef stock; 1/3 cup ( 3/4dL) of 
bottled clam juice; 1/3 cup ( 3/4dL) of 
dry white Port; fresh white pepper; 
4 oz. (115g) of uncooked sea scal-
lops, washed; 3tb. (45mL) of chop-
ped chives. The technique: In a 

HEAVY 

saucepan, bring the chicken and 
beef stocks and the clam juice to a 
boil. Grind in some white pepper. 
Divide the uncooked scallops 
evenly between the 4 soup bowls 
and pour in the broth over each 
bowlful!. Sprinkle some chives 
over each serving. as- Ingredients 

BOOK ITALIC 

(for 4 servings): 3 cups ( 3/4L) of home-
made chicken stock; 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of 
homemade beef stock; '/3 cup ( 3/4dL) of 
bottled clam juice; I/3 cup (5/4dL) of dry 
white Port; fresh white pepper; 4 oz. 
( 115g) of uncooked sea scallops, 
washed; 3tb. (45mL) of chopped chives. 
The technique: In a saucepan, bring the 

MEDIUM IIALIC 

chicken and beef stocks and the clam 
juice to a boil. Grind in some white 
pepper. Divide the uncooked scallops 
evenly between the 4 soup bowls and 
pour in the broth over each bowlfull. 
Sprinkle some chives over each serv-
ing. 4, Ingredients (for 4 servings): 
3 cups (5/41,) of homemade chicken 

BOLD ITALIC  

stock; 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of home-
made beef stock; '/3 cup ( 3/4dL) of 
bottled clam juice; '/3 cup (3/4dL) 
of dry white Port; fresh white pep-
per; 4 oz. (II5g) of uncooked sea 
scallops, washed; 3tb. (45mL) of 
chopped chives. The technique: In 
a saucepan, bring the chicken and 

HEAVY ITALIC 

beef stocks and the clam juice to 
a boil. Grind in some white pep-
per. Divide the uncooked scal-
lops evenly between the 4 soup 
bowls and pour in the broth over 
each bowlful!. Sprinkle some 
chives over each serving. as-In-
gredients (for 4 servings): 3 cups 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a Portuguese Vinho Verde with the soup and follow with a piece of beef done in the Portuguese style and a bottle of Dew or Colares red. 
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ITALIA (BOOK, MEDIUM & BOLD) 

One of the world's great 
blue cheeses made in a famous French 
mountain cave from sheep's milk gives 

an unusual soup. Doric be sheepish. Try it. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 3tb. (45mL) 
of sweet butter ;  11/2 cups (1/2dL) of 
minced onions; 1 cup (1L) of minced 
celery ribs; 1'/2 cups (31/2dL) of minced 
carrots; 6 cups (1 1/2L) of homemade 
chicken stock ;  1/2 cup ( ldL) of finely 
diced potatoes; 3 oz. (85g) of Roquefort 
cheese; 3tb. (45mL) of heavy cream; 
2 egg yolks; salt and pepper to taste;  

MEDIUM 

ltb. (15mL) of minced celery leaves. The 
technique: In a large saucepan, melt the 
butter over a low heat and add the onion, 
celery and carrots. Cook slowly, stirring 
periodically, until the onions wilt. Pour in 
the stock and the potato, bring up to the 
boil over a high heat, reduce to a simmer 
for 15 minutes. Mash the Roquefort and 
the cream together in a small bowl. Then 

BOI D 

mix in the yolks, and a quarter-cup of 
the hot soup. Take the soup off heat 
and stir in the cheese mixture. Return 
the soup to a low heat for a minute. 
Don't boil it! Season with salt and pep-
per to your taste. Ladle hot soup 
plates full and sprinkle some celery 
leaves over each. Ut,  Ingredients (for 
8 servings): 3tb. (45mL) of sweet 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a big California Chardonnay with the soup. Follow with a roasted chicken and a bottle of Bordeaux 
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ITC KABEL''' (BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI, BOLD & ULTRA) 

ed Cabbage Soup:  A slightly pungent 
soup. You'll get a chance here to practice 
your shredding, dicing and mincing 

and enjoy the results of your cutting. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 4tb. (60mL) 
of sweet butter; a large red onion, sliced 
very thin; a large garlic clove, minced; 
1tsp. (5mL) of sugar; ltb. (15mL) of flour; 
6 cups (11/2L) of shredded red cabbage; 
a large pinch of dried thyme leaves; 
6 cups (11/20 of homemade beef stock; 
Y4 cup (1/2dL) of red wine; 2tb. (30mL) of 

MEDIUM 

red wine vinegar; salt and pepper to 
taste. The technique: In a large sauce-
pan, melt the butter over a low heat, 
add the onion and saute for 10 min-
utes. Then stir in the garlic and cook 
slowly, covered, for 3 minutes more. 
Add the sugar and flour, stir and cook 
for a minute. Add the cabbage, thyme, 

DEMI 

stock, wine, 1tb. (15mL) of the vinegar, 
season to taste and cook over a moder-
ate heat for 2 minutes, stirring. Bring 
the soup to the boil and reduce to a 
simmer for 2 hours. Stir in the remaining 
vinegar and ladle the soup into warm 
bowls. You may want to garnish this 
soup with a few slices of sauteed 

oin 
kielbasa sausage and a plop of sour 
cream. ak Ingredients (for 6 serv-
ings): 4tb. (60mL) of sweet butter; a 
large red onion, sliced very thin; a 
large garlic clove, minced; ltsp. 
(15mL) of sugar; ltb. (15mL) of flour; 
6 cups (1 1/2L) of shredded red cab-
bage; a large pinch of dried thyme 

HI Ho,  
leaves; 6 cups (1 1/2L) of homemade 
beef stock; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of red 
wine; 2tb. (30mL) of red wine vin-
egar; salt and pepper to taste. 
The technique: In a large saucepan, 
melt the butter over a low heat, add 
the onion and sauté for 10 minutes. 
Then stir in the garlic and cook 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink an Alsatian Traminer with the soup. Follow with a stew and a bottle of California Pinot Noir 
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ITC KORINNA®  (REGULAR, BOLD, EXTRA BOLD, HEAVY & KURSIVS) 

This is a 
Gazpacho that managed to miss the 
food processor. Use a fork for the 

vegetables and a spoon for the soup. 
REGULAR 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 8 scallions, 
thinly sliced; 5 medium tomatoes, 
diced; a large green pepper, diced; 
1 cup ( 1/4L) of thinly sliced radishes, cut 
into half rounds; 1 cup ( 1/4L) of diced 
celery with some leaves; 3 cups ( 3/4L) of 
romaine lettuce, finely shredded and 
cut into 2-inch (5cm) lengths; salt and 

BOLD 

pepper to taste; 4tsp. (20mL) of 
sugar; 4tb. (60mL) of cider vinegar; 
1 cup (1/4L) of cold water; 1 medium 
cucumber, seeded and diced. The 
technique: In a large bowl, combine the 
first five ingredients and then stir in 
the lettuce. In a small bowl, combine 
everything else (except the cucumber), 

EXTRA BOLD 

and stir until the sugar dissolves. 
Pour the liquid over the soup, 
mix gently but well, cover and 
chill for 4 hours. Serve in shallow 
bowls and sprinkle with cucumbers. 
?a,  Ingredients (for 8 servings): 
8 scallions, thinly sliced; 5 medium 
tomatoes, diced; a large green pep- 

HEAVY 

per, diced; 1 cup ('/4L) of thinly 
sliced radishes, cut into half 
rounds; 1 cup ('/4L) of diced cel-
ery with some leaves; 3 cups 
( 3/4L) of romaine lettuce, finely 
shredded and cut into 2-inch 
(5cm) lengths; salt and pepper to 
taste; 4tsp. (20mL) of sugar; 4tb. 

REGULAR KURSIV 

(60mL) of cider vinegar; 1 cup (1/4L) of 
cold water; 1 medium cucumber, 
seeded and diced. The technique: In a 
large bowl, combine the first five ingre-
dients and then stir in the lettuce. In a 
small bowl, combine everything else 
(except the cucumber), and stir until the 
sugar dissolves. Pour the liquid over the 

BOLD KURSIV 

soup, mix gently but well, cover and 
chill for 4 hours. Serve in shallow 
bowls and sprinkle with cucumbers. 
w Ingredients (for 8 servings): 
8 scallions, thinly sliced; 5 medium 
tomatoes, diced; a large green pep-
per, diced; 1 cup (1/4L) of thinly 
sliced radishes, cut into half rounds; 

EXTRA BOLD KURSIV 

1 cup ('/4L) of diced celery with 
some leaves; 3 cups ( 3/4L) of ro-
maine lettuce, finely shredded 
and cut into 2-inch (5cm) lengths; 
salt and pepper to taste; 4tsp. 
(20mL) of sugar; 4tb. (60mL) of 
cider vinegar; 1 cup (1/4L) of cold 
water; 1 medium cucumber, 

HEAVY KURSIV 

seeded and diced. The technique: 
In a large bowl, combine the first 
five ingredients and then stir in 
the lettuce. In a small bowl, com-
bine everything else (except the 
cucumber), and stir until the 
sugar dissolves. Pour the liquid 
over the soup, mix gently but 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink an Amontillado Sherry or a German Riesling with the soup/salad and then a Spanish Rioja with some grilled or roasted lamb. 
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MEDIUM 

black. Put the pepper in a pa-
per bag and close the top. Let it 
rest for 5 minutes, then remove 
the pepper and scrape off the 
blackened skin, cut out the ribs 
and seeds and mince it. Put the 

DEMI OBLIQUE 

soup for 5 hours. Serve in indi-
vidual bowls sprinkled with the 
scallion greens. es ,  Ingredients 
(for 4 servings): A large red 
bell pepper; salt and pepper 
to taste; 1/2tsp. (2mL) of sugar; 

BOLD OBLIQUE 

11/2 cups (3'/2dL) of plain 
whole-milk yogurt; 2 small cu-
cumbers, peeled, seeded and 
grated; 2tb. (mL) of finely 
sliced scallion greens. The 
technique: Place the pepper 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

DEMI 

pepper in a bowl, add the yogurt, 
sugar and cucumber. Gradually 
stir in the water until you get the 
consistency you like and cover 
and chill the soup for 5 hours. 
Serve in individual bowls sprin- 

ITC LUBALIN GRAPH®  (EXTRA LIGHT, BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI & BOLD) 
ITC LUBALIN GRAPH OBLIGUE ®  (EXTRA LIGHT, BOOK, MEDIUM, DEMI & BOLD) 

Roasted red bell peppers mix 
well with the bite of the yogurt, 

and the fruity cucumber tempers it all. 
EXTRA LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 4 servings) 
large red bell pepper; salt and 
pepper to taste; 1/2tsp. (2mL) of 
sugar; 11/U cups (31/2dL) of plain 
whole-milk yogurt; 2 small cu-
cumbers, peeled, seeded and 

BOOK 

grated; 2tb. (mL) of finely sliced 
scallion greens. The technique: 
Place the pepper over a gas 
flame (or under an electric 
broiler) and turn it every minute 
until it is completely charred and 

BOLD 

kled with the scallion greens. 
Ingredients (for 4 servings): A 
large red bell pepper; salt and 
pepper to taste; 1/2tsp. (2mL) of 
sugar; 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of plain 
whole-milk yogurt; 2 small cu- 

EXTRA LIGHT OBLIQUE 

cumbers, peeled, seeded and 
grated; 2tb, (mL) of finely sliced 
scallion greens. The technique: 
Place the pepper over a gas 
flame (or under an electric 
broiler) and turn it every minute 

BOOK OBLIQUE 

until it is completely charred 
and black. Put the pepper in a 
paper bag and close the top. 
Let it rest for 5 minutes, then re-
move the pepper and scrape off 
the blackened skin, cut out the 

MEDIUM OBLIQUE 

ribs and seeds and mince it. 
Put the pepper in a bowl, add 
the yogurt, sugar and cucum-
ber. Gradually stir in the water 
until you get the consistency 
you like and cover and chill the 

Drink a white Zinfandel from California with the soup and follow with a red Zinfandel and Italian sausages and beans. 
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ITC MODERN NO. 2161" (LIGHT, MEDIUM, BOLD, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

rilearocull SO1 1 rio:  This is a recipe 
from Burgundy and it's meant to 
match the wines from that part of 

France: Macon, Beaujolais, Chablis, etc. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 1 large 
carrot, cut into'/4-inch (lcm) dice; 
3 celery ribs, cut into 1/4-inch (1cm) 
dice; 1 onion, finely chopped; the 
white and light green part, of a leek, 
finely chopped; a 2-lb. (900g) red 
snapper or striped bass, boned with 
the frame reserved, and filets cut 

MEDIUM 

into'/2-inch (2cm) squares; 1 cup 
('/,L) of dry white wine; 4 crushed 
garlic cloves; 6 sprigs of parsley; 
2 cups (1/2L) of heavy cream; 3tb. 
(45mL) of sweet butter; 8 oz. (225g) 
of bay scallops; salt and pepper to 
taste; 2 tomatoes, peeled, seeded 
and coarsely chopped; cayenne pep- 

BOLD 

per; 1/4 cup (VAIL) of finely shred-
ded basil. The technique: Put aside 
4 cups of the combined carrot, 
celery, onion and leek. Place the 
remainder into a stockpot to make 
a fish stock. Add the fish frames, 
wine, garlic, parsley and 4 cups 
(1L) of water. Bring to the boil, 

HEAVY 

then reduce the heat to a simmer 
for 20 minutes. In a large sauce-
pan, reduce the cream over a 
moderate heat to half. In a large 
skillet, melt the butter, add the 
fish and scallops and stir and 
saute for 4 minutes. Add salt and 
pepper to your taste and put the 

LIGHT ITALIC 

fish aside. Slew in the fish stock 
rough 	e sie ve  and return, it to 

the pot. ildd the reserved vegetables 
andbri ng to the boil. Reduce the heat 
and sitomer uncovered, for 4 min-
utes. Add the red need cream, the 
tomatoes anal 	sa u teed seafood. 
Syr,* nide iu a pi nett qf the cayenne 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

pepper. Put a large pinch of basil 
in each bowl and ladle the soup 
over it. Ingredients (for 6 serv-
ings): 1 large carrot, cut into 
1/2-inch (1cm) dice; 3 celery ribs, 
cut into 1/4-inch (1cm) dice; 
1 onion, finely chopped; the white 
and light green part of a leek, 

BOLD ITALIC 

finely chopped; a 2-pound (900g) 
red snapper or striped bass, 
boned with the frame reserved, 
and filets cut into 1/2-inch (2cm) 
squares; 1 cup ('/4L) of dry white 
wine; 4 crushed garlic cloves; 
6 sprigs of parsley; 2 cups ('/2L) 
of heavy cream; 3tb. (45mL) of 

HEAVY ITALIC 

sweet butter; 8 oz. (225g) of 
bay scallops; salt and pepper 
to taste; 2 tomatoes, peeled, 
seeded and coarsely chopped; 
cayenne pepper; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) 
of finely shredded basil. The 
technique: Put aside 4 cups of 
the combined carrot, celery, 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a White Burgundy with the soup and follow with a platter of g ri llcd veal chops and a bottle of Volnay Santenots. 
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ITC NEWTEXT' (LIGHT, BOOK, REGULAR, DEMI & ITALICS) 

Four green, spiky 
beauties from Castroville, 
California, combine with leeks, 

potatoes, beef broth, and more. 

LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 

4 medium artichokes, peeled, 

choked and cut into 4 wedges 

each; 1 lemon rind; 2 leeks; 1 large 

Idaho potato; 2 celery ribs; 1/4 cup 

(1/2dL) of olive oil; salt and pepper 

to taste; 4 cups (1 L) of beef 

broth; 1 egg yolk; 2tb. (3OmL) of 

BOOK 

lemon juice. The technique: Clean 

the leeks, removing the green 

tops. Cut the whites into'/4-inch 

(1cm) rounds. Peel the potato 

and mince '/4th of it, dicing the 

rest. Clean and dice the celery. In 

a soup pot, add the oil, vegetables 

and any salt or pepper you like. 

REGULAR 

Sauté everything over a high heat 

for 2 minutes and add the broth. 

Add the lemon rind, bring every-

thing to a boil, reduce to a strong 

simmer, cover and cook for 20 

minutes. Remove the cover and 

cook 10 minutes more. Mix the 

egg yolk with the lemon juice and 

DL MI 

stir them into the soup. Ladle into 

bowls and put out some crusty, 

hot Italian bread. A-,  Ingredients 

(for 6 servings): 4 medium arti-

chokes, peeled, choked and cut 

into 4 wedges each; 1 lemon rind; 

2 leeks; 1 large Idaho potato; 2 cel-

ery ribs; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of olive oil; 

LIGHT ITALIC 

salt and pepper to taste; 4 cups 

(1 L) of beef broth; 1 egg yolk; 2tb. 

(3OmL) of lemon juice. The tech-

nique: Clean the leeks, removing the 

green tops. Cut the whites into 

1/4-inch Cl cm) rounds. Peel the po-

tato and mince 1/4th of it, dicing the 

rest. Clean and dice the celery. In a 

(4, 

BOOK ITALIC 

soup pot, add the oil, vegetables 

and any salt or pepper you like. 

Sauté everything over a high heat 

for 2 minutes and add the broth. 
Add the lemon rind, bring every-

thing to a boil, reduce to a strong 

simmer, cover and cook for 20 

minutes. Remove the cover and 

REGULAR ITALIC 

cook 10 minutes more. Mix the 
egg yolk with the lemon juice and 
stir them into the soup. Ladle into 

bowls and put out some crusty, 

hot Italian bread. A,  Ingredients 

(for 6 servings): 4 medium 
artichokes, peeled, choked and 
cut into 4 wedges each; 1 lemon 

DEMI ITALIC 

rind; 2 leeks; 1 large Idaho po-

tato; 2 celery ribs; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) 

of olive oil; salt and pepper to 

taste; 4 cups (1L) of beef broth; 
1 egg yolk; 2tb. (3OmL) of lemon 
juice. The technique: Clean the 
leeks, removing the green tops. 
Cut the whites into'/4-inch 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink an Italian Galestro with the soup and follow with a platter of sautéed pork chops with sage butter and a bottle of Barbera d'Alba. 
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ITC NOVARESE (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, ULTRA & ITALICS) 

Celery? Yes, celery; and 
a pear, too! Don't tell anyone what 
you're serving and then just sit and 

watch them try to guess the name of this one. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): I large, 
peeled garlic clove; 1 lb. (450g) of celery 
with the leaves, cut into I-inch (2 1/2cm) 
pieces: 2 medium onions, peeled and 
quartered; I large ripe pear, peeled, 
cored and quartered ;  6tb. (90mL) of 
sweet butter; 4 cups (IL) of chicken 
broth; salt and pepper to taste. The 

MEDIUM 

technique: Finely chop the garlic, cel-
ery, onions and the pear. Melt the 
butter in a large saucepan, add the 
chopped vegetables, and gently cook 
them for 30 minutes. Don't let them 
brown, though. Then add the broth, 
cover and cook for 40 minutes more. 
Strain the broth into a smaller sauce- 

BOLD 

pan, puree the vegetables, and add 
them at the same time. Season to 
your taste and serve, adding more 
hot broth if the soup is too thick. 
Sprinkle a bit of chopped parsley on 
top. ut,  Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
I large, peeled garlic clove; I lb. 
(450g) of celery with the leaves, cut 

ULTRA 

into 1-inch (21/2cm) pieces: 2 me-
dium onions, peeled and quar-
tered; 1 large ripe pear, peeled, 
cored and quartered; 6tb. (90mL) 
of sweet butter; 4 cups (1L) of 
chicken broth; salt and pepper 
to taste. The technique: Finely 
chop the garlic, celery, onions 

BOOK ITALIC 

and the pear. Melt the butter in a large sauce-
pan, add the chopped vegetables, and gently 
cook them for 30 minutes. Don't let them 
brown, though. Then add the broth, cover and 
cook for 40 minutes more. Strain the broth 
into a smaller saucepan, puree the vegetables, 
and add them at the same time. Season to 
your taste and serve, adding more hot broth if 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

the soup is too thick. Sprinkle a bit of chopped 
parsley on top. 4, Ingredients (for 6 serv-
ings): I large, peeled garlic clove; I lb. (450g) 
of celery with the leaves, cut into I-inch 
(21/2cm) pieces: 2 medium onions, peeled and 
quartered; I large ripe pear, peeled, cored 
and quartered; 6tb. (90mL) of sweet butter; 
4 cups (IL) of chicken broth; salt and pepper 

BOLD ITALIC 

to taste. The technique: Finely chop the 
garlic, celery, onions and the pear. Melt 
the butter in a large saucepan, add the 
chopped vegetables, and gently cook 
them for 30 minutes. Don't let them 
brown, though. Then add the broth, 
cover and cook for 40 minutes more. 
Strain the broth into a smaller sauce- 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a California Sauvignon Blanc with the soup and follow with some sauteed chicken breasts and some Merlot. 
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ITC QUORUM®  (LIGHT, BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK) 

arvest Soup:  When the dew is on the 
pump/Kin, ah, that's the time to rnaKe this 

Ir.  soup! Just to spice it up a 	 this tasw 
recipe calls for curry. It will curry your favor! 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 4tb. (60mL) of 
sweet butter:1 large onion, chopped: 1 leek, 
white part only, cleaned and chopped: 1 lb. 
(450g) of canned pumpkin purée: 4 cups 
(1 L) of homemade chicken stock: salt and 
white pepper to your taste: 1/2tsp. (3rnL) of 
curry powder: a large pinch each of grated 
nutmeg and ground ginger: 1 bay leaf: 

BOOK 

1 cup (1/4L) of light cream; chopped chives. 
The technique: In a large saucepan, melt 
the butter and sauté the onion and leek 
for about 8 minutes. Add the pumpkin, 
stock and spices. Bring it all to the boil, 
reduce the heat and simmer, uncovered, 
for 15 minutes. Take out the bay leaf and 
purée the soup in a processor. Return the 

MEDIUM 

purée to the saucepan and add the 
cream over moderate heat, stirring, until 
it heats and thickens a little. Ladle the 
soup into bowls and sprinkle with chives. 
aie, Ingredients (for 6 servings): 4tb. 
(60mL) of sweet butter; 1 large onion, 
chopped; 1 leek, white part only, cleaned 
and chopped; 1 lb. (450g) of canned 

BOL D 

pumpkin purée; 4 cups (1L) of home-
made chicken stock; salt and white 
pepper to your taste; 1/2tsp. (3mL) of 
curry powder; a large pinch each of 
grated nutmeg and ground ginger; 
1 bay leaf; 1 cup ('/4L) of light cream; 
chopped chives. The technique: In a 
large saucepan, melt the butter and 

BLACK 

sauté the onion and leek for about 
8 minutes. Add the pumpkin, stock 
and spices. Bring it all to the boil, re-
duce the heat and simmer, uncovered, 
for 15 minutes. Take out the bay leaf 
and purée the soup in a processor. 
Return the purée to the saucepan and 
add the cream over moderate heat, 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a white Chateauneuf du Pape with the soup and follow with some sautéed turkey breasts and a Rhone red. 
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ITC SERIF GOTHIC ®  (LIGHT, REGULAR, BOLD, EXTRA BOLD, HEAVY, BLACK) 

This is a very 
fresh, easy-to-make summer version 
of the regular pea soup (usually 

made from dried peas). Make this one fresh. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2rb. (30mL) 
of sweet butter;  3 whole scallions, sliced ; 

 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of freshly shelled peas ; 
 3 cups (3/4L) of homemade chicken 

broth ;  1/4 cup (1/2dL) of minced parsley; 
1 cup (1/4L) of light cream ;  salt and pepper 
to your rage. The technique: Sauté the 
scallions in the butter for two minutes. 

REGULAR 

Add a cup CAL) of the peas and coat 
them in the butter. Add the broth and 
simmer everything for 10 minutes. 
Remove from the heat and add the 
minced parsley. Purée the mixture in a 
processor and put the soup back into 
the saucepan, add the reserved peas 
and cook until they are just tender. 

BOLD 

Then add the cream, stirring, over 
moderate heat until the soup is hot 
but not boiling. Serve it in bowls with 
a sprig of fresh mint as a garnish. at , 

 Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2tb. 
(30mL) of sweet butter; 3 whole scal-
lions, sliced; 11/2 cups (31/2dL) of 
freshly shelled peas; 3 cups ( 3/4L) of 

EXTRA BOLD 

homemade chicken broth; 1/4 cup 
(1/2dL) of minced parsley; 1 cup (1/40 
of light cream; salt and pepper to 
your taste. The technique: Sauté the 
scallions in the butter for two minutes. 
Add a cup (1/40 of the peas and coat 
them in the butter. Add the broth and 
simmer everything for 10 minutes. 

HEAVY 

Remove from the heat and add the 
minced parsley. Purée the mixture 
in a processor and put the soup back 
into the saucepan, add the reserved 
peas and cook until they are just 
tender. Then add the cream, stirring, 
over moderate heat until the soup is 
hot but not boiling. Serve it in bowls 

BLACK 

with a sprig of fresh mint as a gar-
nish. ak,  Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
2tb. (30mL) of sweet butter; 
3 whole scallions, sliced; 11/2 cups 
(31/2dL) of freshly shelled peas; 
3 cups (%L) of homemade chicken 
broth; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of minced pars-
ley; 1 cup ( 1/4L) of light cream; salt 
All of the serrings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a California Sauvignon Blanc or o Chenin Blanc with the soup and follow with a plorrer of sauteed duck breast slices and a fancy bottle of red Bordeaux. 
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ITC SOUVENIR® (LIGHT, MEDIUM, DEMI, BOLD, BOLD OUTLINE & ITALICS) 

Simplicity 
itself. But it must be made from fine, 
fresh ingredients and served quickly. 

Practice your slicing, julienning, mincing, etc. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 5 cups 
(11/4L) of clear homemade chicken 
stock; 1/2 cup (1dL) each of julienned 
carrots, fresh peas and finely shredded 
spinach leaves; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of finely 
sliced scallions; 2tb. (30mL) of minced 

MEDIUM 

parsley; salt and pepper to your taste. 
The technique: In a large saucepan, 
heat the stock to the simmer and 
cook the peas and carrots in it for 10 
minutes. Then add the spinach, scal-
lions and parsley and simmer for 

DEMI 

3 minutes longer. Season to taste 
with salt and pepper and serve in 
individual bowls, dividing the vege-
tables evenly among them. ea 
Ingredients (for 6 servings): 5 cups 
(11/4L) of clear homemade chicken 

BOLD 

stock; 1/2 cup (1dL) each of 
julienned carrots, fresh peas 
and finely shredded spinach 
leaves; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of finely 
sliced scallions; 2tb. (30mL) of 
minced parsley; salt and pepper 

[CliM 
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LIGHT ITALIC 

minutes longer. Season to taste with 
salt and pepper and serve in individual 
bowls, dividing the vegetables evenly 
among them. za ,  Ingredients (for 
6 servings): 5 cups (11/4L) of cleiv 
homemade chicken stock; 1/2 cup (1dL) 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

each of julienned carrots, fresh peas 
and finely shredded spinach leaves; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of finely sliced scal-
lions; 2tb. (30mL) of minced parsley; 
salt and pepper to your taste. The 
technique: In a large saucepan, heat 

DEMI ITALIC 

the stock to the simmer and cook 
the peas and carrots in it for 10 
minutes. Then add the spinach, 
scallions and parsley and simmer 
for 3 minutes longer. Season to 
taste with salt and pepper and 

BOLD I TALIC 

serve in individual bowls, divid-
ing the vegetables evenly 
among them.4 ,  Ingredients (for 
6 servings): 5 cups (1 1/4L) of 
clear homemade chicken stock; 
1/2 cup (1dL) each of julienned 

All of the settings shown are 10111 point 

Drink a California Riesling with the soup and follow with a rack of Chinese grilled spareribs with a bottle of Amador Zinfandel. 
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ITC SYMBOLTM (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

3  . he-Crab Soup:  The he-crabs will 
be happy if you make this soup; so 
will you. She-crab eggs are what give 

this bowlful its elegant taste and texture. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 cups ( 1/2dL) 
of fresh picked crabmeat and crab eggs; 
ltb. (15mL) of sweet butter; 1 tsp. (5mL) 
of flour; 1 quart (1 L) of milk; 1 tb. (15mL) 
of onion juice; a large pinch each of mace 
and ground white pepper; 1/2tsp. (3mL) of 
Worcestershire sauce; salt to your taste; 
4tb. (60mL) of dry sherry, warmed; 1/4 cup 

MEDIUM 

( 1AL) of heavy cream; 1/2 cup (1 dL) of 
finely chopped parsley. The technique: 
Remove any cartilage and shell from 
the crabmeat. In the top portion of a 
double boiler, melt the butter and stir 
in the flour for 2 minutes. Whisk in the 
milk and add the onion juice, mace, 
white pepper, Worcestershire and salt 

BOLD 

to your taste. Add the crabmeat and 
eggs and cook slowly in the double 
boiler for 20 minutes. In individual 
serving bowls, add equal amounts of 
the sherry and then add the soup. 
Top with a scoop of whipped cream if 
you like and sprinkle on some parsley 
for color. ea,  Ingredients (for 6 serv- 

BLACK 

ings): 2 cups (VAIL) of fresh picked 
crabmeat and crab eggs; 1 tb. 
(15 mL)ofsweetbutter; 1 tsp. (5mL) 
of flour; 1 quart (1 L) of milk; 1 tb. 
(15mL) of onion juice; a large pinch 
each of mace and ground white 
pepper; '/2tsp. (3mL) of Worcester-
shire sauce; salt to your taste; 

BOOK ITALIC 

4tb. (60mL) of dry sherry, warmed; 
'A cup (1/2dL) of heavy cream; 1/2 cup 
(1dL) of finely chopped parsley. The tech-
nique: Remove any cartilage and shell 
from the crabmeat In the top portion of 
a double boiler, melt the butter and stir in 
the flour for 2 minutes. Whisk in the milk 
and add the onion juice, mace, white pep- 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

per, Worcestershire and salt to your 
taste. Add the crabmeat and eggs and 
cook slowly in the double boiler for 20 
minutes. In individual serving bowls, 
add equal amounts of the sherry and 
then add the soup. Top with a scoop of 
whipped cream if you like and sprinkle 
on some parsley for color. Z'a, Ingredients 

BOLD ITALIC 

(for 6 servings): 2 cups (1/2dL) of fresh 
picked crabmeat and crab eggs; ltb. 
(15mL) of sweet butter; 1 tsp. (5mL) 
of flour; 1 quart (1L) of milk; 1 tb. 
(15mL) of onion juice; a large pinch 
each of mace and ground white pep-
per; 7/Asp. (3mL) of Worcestershire 
sauce; salt to your taste; 4tb. (60mL) 

BLACK ITALIC 

of dry sherry, warmed; 1/4 cup 
(1/2dL) of heavy cream; 1/2 cup 
(1dL) of finely chopped parsley. 
The technique: Remove any carti-
lage and shell from the crabmeat. 
In the top portion of a double 
boiler, melt the butter and stir in 
the flour for 2 minutes. Whisk in 
All of the settings shown are 10 11 point 

Drink a Fino Sherry or a California Chardonnay. Follow with some broiled mackerel filets in red wine and a bottle of Napa Zinfandel, slightly chilled. 
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HEAVY ITALIC 

flesh of the melons. Add to it 
the vermouth, Cointreau, 
limejuice, salt and pepper to 
taste, nutmeg, sugar and 
cream. Process again, taste 
and correct the seasonings. 
Chill very well and serve in 
individual bowls topped with 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

DEMI 

nutmeg, sugar and cream. Process 
again, taste and correct the sea-
sonings. Chill very well and serve 
in individual bowls topped with the 
slivers of fresh melon. Ingre-
dients (for 6 servings): 2 ripe 
honeydew melons; Y21 cup (Y2dL) of 
dry vermouth; '/4 cup (Y2dL) of 

ITC TIFFANY (LIGHT, MEDIUM, DEMI, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

'6-""v1 	 Enkiit Soup t  Make 
sure your honeydews are ripe 
(soft skinned, greenish-white or 

ivory) and then start your meal with a treat. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 2 ripe 
honeydew melons; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of 
dry vermouth; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of Coin-
treau; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of fresh lime 
juice; salt and freshly ground white 
pepper to taste; a large pinch of 
ground nutmeg; 3tsp. (15mL) of 
sugar; % cup (11/2dL) of light cream. 

MEDIUM 

The technique: Halve the melons 
and scoop out the seeds with a 
spoon. Slice six very thin slivers of 
melon for the garnish. Cut off the 
rinds and, in a processor, puree the 
sweet flesh of the melons. Add to it 
the vermouth, Cointreau, lime 
juice, salt and pepper to taste, 

HEAVY 

Cointreau; '1/4 cup (1/2dL) of 
fresh lime juice; salt and 
freshly ground white pepper 
to taste; a large pinch of 
ground nutmeg; 3tsp. (15mL) of 
sugar; % cup (11/2t1L) of light 
cream. The technique: Halve 
the melons and scoop out the 

LIGHT ITALIC 

seeds with a spoon. Slice six very thin 
slivers ofmelon for the garnish. Cut off 
the rinds and, in a processor, puree 
the sweet flesh of the melons. Add to it 
the vermouth, Cointreau, limejuice, salt 
and pepper to taste, nutmeg, sugar and 
cream. Process again, taste and correct 
the seasonings. Chill very well and 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

serve in individual bowls topped 
with the slivers of fresh melon. 
?a. Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
2 ripe honeydew melons; 1/4 cup 
(g2dL) of dry vermouth; 1/4 cup 
(1/2dL) of Cointreau; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) 
of fresh limejuice; salt and freshly 
ground white pepper to taste; a 

DEMI ITALIC 

large pinch of ground nutmeg; 
3tsp. (15mL) of sugar; 2/3 cup 
(11/2dL) of light cream. The tech-
nique: Halve the melons and scoop 
out the seeds with a spoon. Slice 
six very thin slivers of melon for 
the garnish. Cut off the rinds and, 
in a processor, purée the sweet 

Drink a sweet Chenin Blanc or a Loupiac from France with the soup and follow with a platter of grilled Italian sausages 
with peppers, onions and basil. Serve a bottle of California Barbera or Comas from France. 
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ITC USHERWOODTM (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

hort Rib Soup:  Any vegetable will 
go with this basic meat soup, but the 
short ribs are a must. Each season will 

present you with the proper fresh contents. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 6 servings): 5 cups (11/4L) 
of water; 1/2 cup (1dL) of diced onion; 
1 bay leaf; ltb. (15mL) of minced fresh 
celery leaves; 1 lb. (900g) of short ribs, cut 
into 3-inch (8cm) pieces; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of 
barley; 3/4 cup (1 3/4dL) of diced potatoes; 
3/4 cup (1 3/4dL) of diced carrots; 3/4 cup 
(1 3/4dL) of diced celery; 1 cup (1/4L) of 

MEDIUM 

chopped cabbage; 1 cup (1/4L) of canned 
tomatoes; salt and pepper to taste; 
minced chives. The technique: In a large 
saucepan, add the water, onion, bay leaf 
and celery leaves and bring it all to the 
boil. Add the short ribs and lower to a 
simmer for 11/2 hours. Remove the meat 
and degrease the soup. Then add the 

BOL D 

barley and continue simmering for 
1/2 hour. Add the potatoes, carrots, 
celery, cabbage, tomatoes, and salt 
and pepper. At this point, put the 
meat into a flat baking dish and 
place it into a 350°F (177°C) oven to 
crisp while the soup cooks. Then 
cover the soup and continue sim- 

BLACK 

mering for 25 minutes more. Put the 
meat in a separate serving dish and 
the soup into a large tureen, sprin-
kling it with the chives to garnish. 
z-a,  Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
5 cups (1 1/4L) of water; Y2 cup (1dL) of 
diced onion; 1 bay leaf; ltb. (15mL) of 
minced fresh celery leaves; 1 lb. 

BOOK ITALIC 

(900g) of short ribs, cut into 3-inch 
(8cm) pieces; 'A cup (1/2dL) of barley; 
3/4 cup (13/4dL) of diced potatoes; 3/4 cup 
(13/4dL) of diced carrots; 3/4 cup (13/4dL) of 
diced celery; 1 cup (1/4L) of chopped cab-
bage; 1 cup (JAL) of canned tomatoes; 
salt and pepper to taste; minced chives. 
The technique: In a large saucepan, add 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

the water, onion, bay leaf and celery 
leaves and bring it all to the boil. Add 
the short ribs and lower to a simmer 

for 11/2 hours. Remove the meat and 
degrease the soup. Then add the 
barley and continue simmering for 
1/2 hour. Add the potatoes, carrots, cel-
ery, cabbage, tomatoes, and salt and 

BOLD ITALIC 

pepper. At this point, put the meat 
into aflat baking dish and place it 
into a 350°F (177°C) oven to crisp 
while the soup cooks. Then cover 
the soup and continue simmering 
for 25 minutes more. Put the meat in 
a separate serving dish and the soup 
into a large tureen, sprinkling it 

BLACK ITALIC 

with the chives to garnish. eik 
Ingredients (for 6 servings): 
5 cups (11/4L) of water; 1/2 cup 
(1dL) of diced onion; 1 bay leaf; 
1 tb. (15mL) of minced fresh cel-
ery leaves; 1 lb. (900g) of short 
ribs, cut into 3-inch (8cm) 
pieces; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of barley; 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a young California Cabernet Sauvignon and add a crusty bread, a salad and some cheese for a grand meal. 
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ITC VELJOVIC im  (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

The big bird makes a 
big soup. Cook the turkey stock the 
same wayyou do a chicken stock. 

Your guests will "gobble" this soup up! 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 8 servings):' cup 
(1/2dL) of sweet butter; 2 ribs of celery, 
chopped; 1 large onion, chopped; 
2 medium potatoes, peeled and chop-
ped; 2 quarts (1 3/ L) of homemade 
turkey stock; 2tsp. (10mL) of chopped 
fresh dill; IA cup (1/2dL) of light cream; 
salt and pepper to taste; ltb. (15mL) of 

MEDIUM 

chopped parsley. The technique: In a 
large saucepan, melt the butter, stir 
in the celery, onion and potatoes, 
cover and cook slowly for 15 minutes. 
Stir once or twice so the vegetables 
don't burn. Pour in half the turkey 
stock and continue simmering for 10 
minutes. Then purée the vegetables 

BOLD 

in a processor and add in the rest 
of the stock. Add the dill, salt and 
pepper to taste and reheat it all. 
Thin the soup with some of the 
cream and reheat it to simmering. 
Pour into a large tureen and sprin-
kle with the chopped parsley e-s.,  
Ingredients (for 8 servings): 1/4 cup 

BLACK 

('/2dL) of sweet butter; 2 ribs of 
celery, chopped; l large onion, 
chopped; 2 medium potatoes, 
peeled and chopped; 2 quarts 
(11/40 of homemade turkey stock; 
2tsp. (10mL) of chopped fresh 
dill; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of light cream; 
salt and pepper to taste; ltb. 

BOOK ITALIC 

(15mL) of chopped parsley. The tech-
nique: In a large saucepan, melt the 
butter, stir in the celery, onion and pota-
toes, cover and cook slowly for 15 min-
utes. Stir once or twice so the vegetables 
don't burn. Pour in half the turkey stock 
and continue simmering for 10 minutes. 
Then puree the vegetables in a processor 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

and add in the rest of the stock. Add 
the dill, salt and pepper to taste and 
reheat it all. Thin the soup with some 
of the cream and reheat it to simmer-
ing. Pour into a large tureen and 
sprinkle with the chopped parsley. 
?a,  Ingredients (for 8 servings): 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of sweet butter; 2 ribs 

BOLD ITALIC 

of celery, chopped; 1 large onion, 
chopped; 2 medium potatoes, 
peeled and chopped; 2 quarts 
(11/4L) of homemade turkey stock; 
2tsp. (10mL) of chopped fresh dill; 
1/4 cup (1/2dL) of light cream; salt 
and pepper to taste; ltb. (15mL) of 
chopped parsley. The technique: In 

BLACK ITALIC 

a large saucepan, melt the butter, 
stir in the celery, onion and po-
tatoes, cover and cook slowly for 
15 minutes. Stir once or twice so 
the vegetables don't burn. Pour in 
half the turkey stock and con-
tinue simmering for 10 minutes. 
Then purée the vegetables in a 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink a chilled Italian Valpolicella and Pillow with a platter of breaded pork cutlets and a bottle of Gattinaro 
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ITC VVEIDEMANN" (BOOK, MEDIUM, BOLD, BLACK & ITALICS) 

This is like an onion soup 
except that it's made from sauerkraut, 
etc. Of course, you'll drink an Alsatian 

wine as well as put it in the soup for flavor. 
BOOK 

Ingredients (for 8 servings): 1 lb. (450g) of 
sauerkraut;'/ lb. (115g) of smoked slab 
bacon cut into 1/4-inch (1/2cm) dice; 1 large 
Spanish onion, quartered and thinly sliced; 
1 bay leaf; a large pinch of dried thyme; 
2 cups (1/2L) of Alsatian Riesling or Syl-
vaner; 1 quart (1L) of beef stock; 2 cups 
(1/2L) of chicken stock; 4 red potatoes, 

MEDIUM 

peeled and cut into small cubes; 2tb. 
(30mL) of sweet butter; freshly ground 
pepper. The technique: Rinse the sau-
erkraut in several changes of fresh water. 
In a large casserole, cook the bacon until 
it's crisp and browned. Remove it and 
drain on paper towels. Add the onion to 
the casserole and cook slowly until it's 

BOLD 

wilted and slightly browned. Add the 
bay leaf:, thyme, sauerkraut and wine. 
Cover and cook over a low heat for 
45 minutes. Add the stocks and po-
tatoes, cover and simmer for 25 min- 
utes. Add the butter and the bacon and 
pepper to taste. Serve in large bowls 
with crusty bread. ?-4 ,  Ingredients (for 

BLACK 

8 servings): 1 lb. (450g) of sauerkraut; 
1/4 lb. (115g) of smoked slab bacon cut 
into'/4-inch (1/2cm) dice; 1 large Span-
ish onion, quartered and thinly sliced; 
1 bay leaf; a large pinch of dried 
thyme; 2 cups (1/2L) of Alsatian Ries-
ling or Sylvaner; 1 quart (1L) of beef 
stock; 2 cups (1/2L) of chicken stock; 

BOOK ITALIC 

4 red potatoes, peeled and cut into small 
cubes; 2tb. (30mL) of sweet butter; freshly 
ground pepper. The technique: Rinse the 
sauerkraut in several changes of fresh water. 
In a large casserole, cook the bacon until 
it's crisp and browned. Remove it and drain 
on paper towels. Add the onion to the cas-
serole and cook slowly until it's wilted and 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

slightly browned. Add the bay leaf, 
thyme, sauerkraut and wine. Cover and 
cook over a low heat for 45 minutes. 
Add the stocks and potatoes, cover and 
simmer for 25 minutes. Add the butter 
and the bacon and pepper to taste. 
Serve in large bowls with crusty bread. 
as,  Ingredients (for 8 servings): 1 lb. 

BOLD ITALIC 

(450g) of sauerkraut; 1/4 lb. (115g) of 
smoked slab bacon cut into 1/4-inch 
(1/4cm) dice; 1 large Spanish onion, 
quartered and thinly sliced; I bay 
leaf; a large pinch of dried thyme; 
2 cups (1/40 of Alsatian Riesling or 
Sylvaner; 1 quart (1L) of beef stock; 
2 cups (1/4L) of chicken stock; 4 red 

BLACK ITALIC 

potatoes, peeled and cut into small 
cubes; 2tb. (30mL) of sweet butter; 
freshly ground pepper. The tech-
nique: Rinse the sauerkraut in 
several changes offresh water. In a 
large casserole, cook the bacon un-
til it's crisp and browned. Remove it 
and drain on paper towels. Add the 
All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink an Alsatian Riesling or Sylvaner With the bread, a salad and cheese; you've got a meal. 
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ITC ZAPF BOOK°  (LIGHT; MEDIUM, DEMI, HEAVY &, ITALICS) 

VV .  Dron Sow  Dropping an egg 
creates the desired effect and gives 
this soup its taste and consistency. 

As easy as saying "Open sesame (seed oil)!" 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 4 servings): 4 dried 
Chinese mushrooms; 4 cups (1L) of 
chicken stock; ltb. (15mL) of corn-
starch; 1/4 cup (1/2dL) of chopped 
scallions; 1/4 cup ( 1/2dL) of sliced water 
chestnuts; a big pinch of ground 
white pepper; 1 egg, slightly beaten; 
1/2tb. (7mL) of Oriental sesame oil. 

MEDIUM 

The technique: Clean the mush-
rooms under cold water and put 
them in a cup of cold water for an 
hour. Then squeeze them out over 
another bowl. Save the liquid. Cut the 
caps into a small dice, but save the 
stems. Boil the mushroom liquid and 
the stems in a small pot and let them 

DEMI 

reduce to 2tb. (30mL). Strain and 
reserve this liquid; discard the 
stems. In a large saucepan, bring 
the chicken stock up to the sim-
mer, add the mushrooms and 
continue to simmer for 2 minutes. 
In a small bowl, mix the mushroom 
liquid and the cornstarch and 

HEAVY 

gradually stir into the simmering 
soup. Give it a minute to thicken and 
add the scallions, water chestnuts 
and white pepper. Take the soup off 
the heat and slowly pour in the egg, 
stirring constantly. Then add the 
sesame oil and stir again. Serve 
immediately. ea,  Ingredients (for 

LIGHT ITALIC 

4 servings): 4 dried Chinese mush-
rooms; 4 cups (11,) of chicken stock; lib. 
(15rriL) of cornstarch; 1/4 cup (1/26IL) of 
chopped scallions; 1/4 cup (1/2d1,) of 
sliced water chestnuts; a big pinch of 
ground white pepper; 1 egg, slightly 
beaten; 1/21b. (7mL) of Oriental sesame 
oil. The technique: Clean the mush- 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

rooms under cold water and put 
them in a cup of cold water for an 
hour: Then squeeze them out over 
another bowl. Save the liquid. Cut the 
caps into a small dice, but save the 
stems. Boil the mushroom liquid and 
the stems in a small pot and let them 
reduce to 2tb. (30mL). Strain and re- 

DEMI ITALIC 

serve this liquid; discard the stems. 
In a large saucepan, bring the 
chicken stock up to the simmer, add 
the mushrooms and continue to 
simmer for 2 minutes. In a small 
bowl, mix the mushroom liquid and 
the cornstarch and gradually stir 
into the simmering soup. Give it a 

HEAVY ITALIC 

minute to thicken and add the 
scallions, water chestnuts and 
white pepper. Take the soup off 
the heat and slowly pour in the 
egg, stirring constantly. Then add 
the sesame oil and stir again. 
Serve immediately. 4 ,  Ingredients 
(for 4 servings): 4 dried Chinese 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 

Drink an Alsatian Traminer or Riesling with the soup andlidlow with an herb-roasted (llicken or pork loin with a good bottle of Bordeaux. 
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ITC ZAPF CHANCERY (LIGHT, MEDIUM, DEMI, BOLD & ITALICS) 

419f
effiectTamato Consomme:  Here's a soup 
you cut into pieces b4:oreyou serve it! Its cook 
and rOres ftiruj as weff as _fun to eat. This 

consomme can also garnish a co a chicken or beef platter. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 2 servings): 1 cup (AL) of 
chicken stock; 1 cup (1/4L) of tomato juice; 
1 small onion, peeled and coarsely chopped; ltb. 
(15mL) of coarsely chopped celery; ltb. (15mL) 
of chopped chives; 2 cloves of garlic, peeled and 
crushed; 2 whole cloves; 1/2tsp. (3mL) of 
Worcestershire sauce; ltsp . (5mL) of sugar; lt6. 
(15mL) of lemon juice; 2tb. (30mL) of beet 

MEDIUM 

juice. Salt and pepper to your taste; 2tsp. 
(10mL) of unffavoredgefatin; ltb. (15mL) of 
water. The technique: In a saucepan, combine 
the stock, tomato juice, onion, ceCery, chives, 
garlic, cloves, Worcestershire sauce and sugar to 
simmer, uncovered, for 45 minutes. Then add 
the lemon juice, beet juice, salt and pepper to 
taste and stir well. Strain the consomme and dis- 

DEMI 

card the vegetables. in a small saucepan, 
soften the gelatin in water and dissolve it 
over low heat. Add it to the consomme, 
cover and refrigerate until it sets. Then 
scoop out the consomme, now jellied, onto 
a cutting board and slice it into small cubes 
with a sharp knife. Serve the consomme in 
individual bowls with a sprig of freshly cut 

BOLD 

basil in each. a- Ingredients (for 2 serv-
ings): 1 cup ('/414 of chicken stock; 
1 cup (1/4L) of tomato juice; 1 small 
onion, peeled and coarsely chopped; 
lt6. (I 5mL) of coarsely chopped celery; 
itb. 5mL) of chopped chives; 2 cloves 
of garlic, peeled and crushed; 2 whole 
cloves; 1/2tsp. (3mL) of Worcestershire 

LIGHT ITALIC 

sauce; 1tsp. (5mL) of sugar; ltb. (15mL) of 
lemon juice; 2tb. (30mL) of beet juice. Salt and 
pepper to your taste; 2tsp. (10tnt) of unflavored 
gelatin; 1tb. (15mL) of water. The technique: 
In a. saucepan, combine the stock, tomato juice, 
onion, celery, chives, garlic, cloves, Worcester-
shire sauce and sugar to simmer, uncovered, for 
45 minutes. Then add the lemon juice, beet 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

juice, salt and pepper to taste and stir well. 
Strain the consommé and discard the vegeta-
bles. In a small saucepan, soften the gelatin in 
water and dissolve it over low heat. Add it to 
the consommé, cover and refrigerate until it 
sets. Then scoop out the consomme, now 
jellied, onto a cutting board and slice it into 
small-  cubes with a shiny knife.  Serve the con- 
A11 of the settings shown are 10;11 point 

Drinka Beaujolais with the soup aruffollow with a baked; staffed striped bass and a bottle of Corton-Charlemagne. 
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ITC ZAPF INTERNATIONAL®  (LIGHT, MEDIUM, DEMI, HEAVY & ITALICS) 

Ifyou don't have a 
chicken or a cow, start this recipe by 
killing some vegetables. Nice for a 

change and it's light. Use it for making pasta. 
LIGHT 

Ingredients (for 3 quarts [31/4L] of 
broth): 4 leeks; 4 onions; 4 cabbage 
leaves; 2 heads of lettuce; 4 stalks of 
celery with leaves; 8 carrots; 8 full 
sterns of flat-leafed parsley; ltb. 
(15mL) of thyme; 2 bay leaves; 
3 quarts (3 1/4L) of water. The tech-
nique: Thinly slice the leeks, onions, 

MEDIUM 

cabbage leaves and lettuce heads. 
Remove the cores from the lettuce first. 
Then chop the celery, carrots and 
parsley. Put it all into a heavy pot and 
slowly bring the contents to a boil. 
Skim the surface, lower the heat to a 
simmer, partially cover and come back 
in 45 minutes. Strain your broth 

DEMI 

through a sieve and discard the 
vegetables. Use the broth for inter-
esting variations on beef and 
chicken broth recipes, for making 
pasta or risotto, or for poaching 
fish, chicken or beef. et Ingredi-
ents (for 3 quarts [3 1/4L] of broth): 
4 leeks; 4 onions; 4 cabbage  

HEAVY 

leaves; 2 heads of lettuce; 4 stalks 
of celery with leaves; 8 carrots; 
8 full stems of flat-leafed parsley; 
ltb. (15mL) of thyme; 2 bay 
leaves; 3 quarts (31/4L) of water. 
The technique: Thinly slice the 
leeks, onions, cabbage leaves and 
lettuce heads. Remove the cores 

LIGHT ITALIC 

from the lettuce first. Then chop the cel-
ery, carrots and parsley. Put it all into a 
heavy pot and slowly bring the contents 
to a boil. Skim the surface, lower the 
heat to a simmer, partially cover and 
come back in 45 minutes. Strain your 
broth through a sieve and discard the 
vegetables. Use the broth for interesting 

MEDIUM ITALIC 

variations on beef and chicken broth 
recipes, for making pasta or risotto, 
or for poaching fish, chicken or beef 
es,  Ingredients (for 3 quarts (31/41,] of 
broth): 4 leeks; 4 onions; 4 cabbage 
leaves; 2 heads of lettuce; 4 stalks of 
celery with leaves; 8 carrots; 8 full 
stems ofiflat-leafed parsley; ltb. 

DEMI ITALIC 

(15mL) of thyme; 2 bay leaves; 
3 quarts (31/4L) of water. The tech-
nique: Thinly slice the leeks, 
onions, cabbage leaves and let-
tuce heads. Remove the cores 
from the lettucefirst. Then chop 
the celery, carrots and parsley. 
Put it all into a heavy pot and 

HEAVY ITALIC 

slowly bring the contents to a 
boil. Skim the surface, lower 
the heat to a simmer, partially 
cover and come back in 45 min-
utes. Strain your broth through 
a sieve and discard the vegeta-
bles. Use the broth for inter-
esting variations on beef and 

All of the settings shown are 10/11 point 
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ITC DISPLAY TYPEFACES 

ITC/LSC BOOK X BOLD ITALIC 

Water 
ITC/LSC CASLON BOLD NO. 223 ®  

Pears 
ITC AMERICAN TYPEWRITER BOLD OUTLINE 	 ITC BOOKMAN OUTLINE WITH SWASH® 

r D  

D3ffc)[(11  
IC BAl ∎ HAL,s HEAVY 	 ITC BOOKMAN CONTOUR WITH SWASH® 

Radishes Beef  
;IC BAL,HAliS HEAVY OUTLINE' 	 ITC BUSORAMA LIGHT' 

MeiBpez, 
IIC BERNASE ROMAN' 	 ITC BUSORAMA MEDIUM' 

Spoons 	SALT 
TC BOLT BOLD" 	 ITC BUSORAMA BOLD` 

Carrots PEPPER 
ITC-LSC BOOK REGULAR ROMAN' 	 ITC CASLON HEADLINE 

Asparagus Thyme 
ITC'LSC BOOK BOLD ROMAN" 	 ITC/LSC CASLON LIGHT NO. 223 ®  

Pasta 	Basil 
ITC•LSC BOOK X.BOLD ROMAN' 	 ITC/LSC CASLON REGULAR NO. 223®  

Stringbean Artichokes 
ITC,LSC BOOK REGULAR ITALIC' 

Peas 

ITC/LSC CASLON X-BOLD NO. 223`®  

Stripers 
ITC/LSC CASLON LIGHT NO. 223 ITALIC ®  

Snappers 
ITC/LSC CASLON REGULAR NO. 223 ITALIC® 

Oysters 
ITC/LSC CASLON BOLD NO. 223 ITALIC ®  

Codfish 
ITC/LSC CASLON X-BOLD NO. 223 ITALIC ®  

Crabs 
ITC CHELTENHAM OUTLINE ®  

alyenllle 
ITC CHELTENHAM OUTLINE SHADOW ®  

)E1411 Ptpp tTZ 
ITC CHELTENHAM CONTOUR* 

Chablis 

ITC CLEARFACE OUTLINE SHADOW ®  l[3aybe ad  
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ITC , HEL CONTOL 

Bo  

ITC DISPLAY TYPEFACES 

EARFACE CONTOUR 

Chickens 
ITC/LSC CONDENSED 

Cream 
ITC/LSC CONDENSED ITALIC' 

Pemi Like 
ITC DIDI" 

Shredded 
ITC ERAS OUTLINE" 

ai)G5TrytiOGCJ 
ITC ERAS CONTOI: 

Leeks  
ITC FAT FACE °  

0111PSINI 1 
ITC FIRENZE' 

Lemon 
ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC OUTLINE' 

O [w© 
ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC OUTLINE SHADOW' 

lSfSiS AOht 
ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC CONTOUR" te Sau  

ITC GORILLA" 

Simmer 
ITC GRIZZLY' 

Boil 
ITC GROUCH 

Dice 
Slices 

ITC KORINNA BOLD  OUTLINE' 

aMig@PInniA 
ITC MACHINF 

SCALLIONS 
ITC MACHINE BOLD' 

SAGE 

ITC/LSC  MAHNATTAN'' 

113uttur 
ITC  MILANO ROMAN' 

Parsley 
ITC NEON" 

ET 

0I.o °NDALcGHTesser 
ITC 

	Starch 
ITC RONDA  BOLD 

Chestnuts 

ITC/LSC  STYMIE HAIRLINE' 

esa 
TOMS  ROMAN  " 

Roquefort 
,IC  UPTIGHT  REGULAR 

Spinach 
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110172 110173 	110174 ITC175 	ITC176 110177 ITC 178 	ITC 179 110180 	110181 	ITC182 110183 ITC184 110185 	170186 	110187 110188 ITC 189 110190 	110191 

ITC196 110197 ITC198 110199 ITC199A 1T0199B ITC1990 1101990 1701996 RCIAF 110199G ITC199H ITC1993 1101996 110199L I10199M. RCI990 1T0199P 1T01990 110199R 

110214 1TC215 30216 30217 110218 110219 	10220 	ITC221 	170222 	110223 
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170238 170239 110240 170241 10242 R0243 	110244 	10245 	110246 	11024 7 

ITC200 ITC201 111202 110203 110204 110205 110206 110207 ITC208 110209 ITC210 110211 	170212 1TC213 

VVXX>)41**** Or* 

110224 ITC225 1T0226 110227 110228 11 -0229 170230 110231 110232 110233 110234 170235 110236 110237 

ITC ZAPF DINGBATS ®  SERIES 100, 200, 300 

 

100 SERIES  

 

   

ogrilungxwM>•1 -0• 11C4 9 101 ® ©(] v ,40 
ITC100 	110101 	ITC102 ITC103 	110104 	ITC105 	acios 	110107 	110108 110109 	ITCilo 	110111 	110112 	110113 	10114 	ITCI15 	ITC116 	110117 	11C118 	110119 	11C120 	110121 	110122 	110123 

R0124 110125 a0126 	110127 ITC 128 ITC 129 ITC 130 	ITC 131 ITC132 ITC 133 	110134 170135 	ITC 136 ITC137 110138 110139 30140 	ITC 141 110142 30143 110144 110145 ITC146 	10147 * TZ(DEDS©TS0804@0@0300060 
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200 SERIES 

110192 ITC 193 1T0194 ITC 195 

1101995 ITC199T 1101996 11-C199V 
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TEDC=CD0®S*06)@0@00@Claj 
ITC248 1TC249 170250 	10251 110252 30253 110254 11C255 110256 1 T0257 110258 170259 1T0260 11C261 110262 1TC263 110264 110265 110266 190267 110268 110269 110270 	J0271 
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110272 110273 30274 30275 110276 110277 1TC278 110279 110280 110281 110282 110283 10284 110285 110286 110287 110288 30289 110290 30291 10292 I1C293 110294 30295 

110296 1TC297 110298 1TC299 1T02998 1102998 1112990 ITC299D 11C299E 110299F 1TC299G 1102999 ITC299J ITC2996 ITC299L 110299M 1102990 ITC299P 1702990 1102991 1102999 1102991 110299U 1102999 

300 SERIES  

Wi TiA'-)AfCro69911,,@@( 
110300 110301 170302 110303 170304 30305 30306 30307 110308 30309 30310 110311 	110312 30313 30314 110315 30316 30317 110318 110319 ITC320 110321 ITC322 170323 

• 

0 111+ 1 111* * Ali 
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110324 170325 110326 110327 ITC328 30329 110330 110331 110332 10333 1T0334 1TC335 30336 110337 30338 110339 30340 	110341 170342 170343 110344 170345 ITC346 110347 

110348 10349 110350 170351 170352 110353 110354 110355 110356 110357 110358 110359 110360 110361 110362 110363 110364 110365 110366 10367 30368 110369 10370 110371 

XV#-D'(=D[>= E pli p4V+4 
110372 11-0373 110374 ITC375 110376 110377 ITC 378 110379 170380 110381 170382 170383 110384 30385 110386 ITC387 1TC388 110389 110390 110391 110392 170393 110394 1T0395 

Ni4P4c+t 
110396 111397 110398 11-039911- C399A 11-03998 11-03990 1103990 1103996 110399F 303996 1T03990 110399J R0399K 1103991 11 -0399M 1103990 1103991. 1103990 1103991 11C3996 ITC3991 1103996 110399V 
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10 ITC Benguiat Potato and Leek Soup 
11 ITC Benguiat Condensed Onion Soup 
12 ITC Benguiat Gothic Beans, Pork and Vegetable Soup 
13 ITC Berkeley Oldstyle Minestrone Soup 
14 ITC Bookman Borscht 

15 ITC Caslon No. 224 Cream of Sorrel Soup 
16 ITC Century Lentil Soup 
17 ITC Century Condensed Cold Mussel Soup 
18 ITC Cheltenham Clam Chowder 
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20 ITC Clearface Garlic Soup 
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22 ITC Eras Swedish Mackerel Soup 

23 ITC Fenice India Soup 
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26 ITC Gaillard Japanese Mushroom Soup 
27 ITC Garamond Black Bean Soup 
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31 ITC Kabel Red Cabbage Soup 
32 ITC Korinna Summer Salad Soup 

33 ITC Lubalin Graph Yogurt/Pepper/Cucumber Soup 
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35 ITC Newtext Artichoke Soup 
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37 ITC Quorum Harvest Soup 
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41 ITC Tiffany Honeydew Melon Soup 
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Above: A 

cicada kite; the sound of the cicadon  a summers day 

	

le to the 
is enjoyab 

Japanese, and it Makes it a f avorite motif . Opposite:The 'Tsugaru kite the onl y Japanese 
kite rnade with "bones" other than bamboo.ln this kite the bones are made of heavy 
cypress for flying in a strong Windlhe design is usually of a fierce,f amous warrior. 

ALL 
COLORS:,_ 

SHAPES AND 
SIZES 

Almost all of the kites used in Japan today trace their heritage 
to the sumptuous kites of the Edo period. They come in all sizes, 
shapes, designs and colors: dragon kites, lion kites, kites with 
flying cranes (for 100 years of life), kites with tortoise designs 
(for 1,000 years of life). A favorite, still, is the nishikie-dako, the 
brocade-like, allover pattern with warrior images; also the ki-
mono-shaped yakko-dako which depicts a warrior's servant 
with arms outstretched. Many kites represent legendary he-
roes; others celebrate folk characters or take the form of comic 
masks. Some are simply bold, geometric designs in brilliant 
color, resembling flags and banners. 

Many kite enthusiasts are more concerned with the form of 
the kite than with the decoration, and they choose kites that 
resemble birds, insects or marine life. The centipede is an espe-
cially popular form, with independent undulating sections that 
cavort in the wind. There are also the standard variety of 
shapes—squares, ovals, hexagonals, oblongs, box kites, linked 
kites, tube kites and freeforms. Some are built to ride and buck 
in the wind, spin in circles, roll and twist. Others are engineered 
to create flapping, snapping sounds, deep thundering rumbles 
or high-pitched whines. During World War II, one popular kite 
emitted a sound that so much resembled the approach of a 
bomber, it was banned for the duration of hostilities. 

Probably the most spectacular aspect of Japanese kites is the 
range of sizes. They come postage-stamp size, and smaller. And 
they come giant size, the largest of which approaches the di-
mensions of a tennis court. 

Just as the kites range in size and complexity, there is a fairly 
wide range in quality as well. The finest kites are still made by 
hand by highly skilled artists who learned the craft from their 
fathers before them. Some of them still draw and paint the 
decoration completely by hand. Some use wood-block patterns 
to stamp the design and then fill in the colors by hand. Commer-
cially produced kites are silkscreened or printed on a press; 
and this is possibly a wave of the future. For kite making, like all 
handicrafts, is a vastly diminished art. In the middle of the 
eighteenth century, there were more than one hundred kite 
artists in Tokyo. After World War II, there were thirty-five. Recent-
ly, only one could be found. The same statistics probably hold 
true for the rest of the country, but some hundred-plus kite 
makers scattered throughout Japan seem to have stabilized in 
the past several decades. 

But, if the old artists are on the wane, the enthusiasm for kite 
festivals grows in several regions of Japan. You have only to 
witness or participate in a kite festival to know the true meaning 
of tako 

HEADLINE ITC LUBALIN GRAPH BOLD OBLIQUE TEXT. BOLD CAPTIONS. ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC HEAVY 
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A. A red lantern kite mimics the red paper lantern often hung at the entrance to public 
drinking houses. B. A hawk kite; it has a three-dimensional head, only one bridle, and 
flies easily. C. A harukoma or spring colt design made famous by a Japanese artist ad- 

mired for his graceful line and economy of drawing. D. A kimono kite with human figure, 
carp, water and landscape motifs. E,F,G. The cover (F) and pages (E,G) from Nagasaki 
kite-maker Shigeyoshi Morimoto's pattern book of 1931. 

In this age of satellites and space ships, rockets and missiles, kitefying may 
seem just a childish indulgence. But there are few things invading the heavens 
these days so innocent in purpose and so rewarding in pleasure. Who wouldn't 
gladly indulge in a good old archaic kite battle instead of an up-to-the-minute 
star war? There is much to be said forgoing tako 	Marion Muller 

The photographs in this article were allprovided by Tal Streeter,  and the 
information was gleaned-from his book,The Art of the Japanese Kite, 
published by John Weatheriff, New York and Tokyo, and from other of his 
writings on Japanese kites. 

On the cover: A typvnlyakko-cfako kite portraying a footman to a Japanese warrior. 
COVER: ITC NOVARESE SOLD ITALIC TEXT' ITC ZAPF CHANCERY LIGHT ITALIC CAPTIONS: ITC FRANKON GOTHIC HEAVY 
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I ou Dorfsman described his friend and 

He physically seemed to move slowly. 
But his mind leaped with agility. His 

colleague most eloquently: 

contradictions. 
"Herb Lubalin was a man of awesome 

	 left hand glided effortlessly across the 
tracing pad, spewing forth a profusion of 
brilliance. 

He loved words too much to waste them on 
mere small talk. Yet on paper he caressed words, 
gave them form and color, taught them to play 
and to show us what they said even as they 
told us. 

Herb was quiet and gentle. But his decency 
did not prevent him from being a fierce de= 
fender of his judgment... ferocious, unyield-
ing, and if need be, stubborn in his pursuit 
of excellence." 

Herb Lubalin redefined the standards our 
industry lives by. Although he died three years 
ago, his work and his influence remain ingeni-
ous. He was a great designer. But was also a 
great teacher. Those of us who were close to 
Herb know that the countless hours he served 
as a mentor to young designers were as pre-
cious to him as his work. 

He taught and lectured at almost two dozen 
institutions here and abroad. And his close asso-
ciation with Cooper Union, his alma mater, 
spanned 45 years. 

It is for these reasons— to keep Herb's mem-
ory alive, and perhaps more importantly, to 
advance the spirit of design leadership he stood 
for to present and future generations— that we 
are honored to announce the creation of The 
Herb Lubalin Study Center of Design and Typog-
raphy at Cooper Union. 

A MUSEUM FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS. 
AN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE 

WITHOUT EQUAL. 
Located in Cooper Union's landmark Foun-

dation Building, the Lubalin Center will be much 
more than a memorial. (Herb wouldn't have 
wanted a shrine.) 

It will be the world's first study center for the 
graphic arts; honoring the great names and  

works in design, advertising, photography, typog-
raphy and illustration. 

It will also be an international educational re-
source of unprecedented magnitude, depth and 
potential. 

Initially The Lubalin Center will house Herb's 
vast archive of work In the near future, the work 
of the most prominent names in our industry 
will be added to form a permanent collection. 

The Lubalin Center will offer a wide variety of 
educational programs and services for design 
students and professionals throughout the world 
and will also be , open to the public. 

It will contain individual study facilities where 
slides and printed materials as well as video-
taped interviews with leading professionals can 
be reviewed. 

It will become a major forum for symposia, 
r• NEN 	=NI NM 	 MEI IM 

The Herb Lubalin Study Center of Design 
I and Typography at Cooper Union 
I Cooper Square, New York, N.Y. 10003 

I I have enclosed a check for $ 	 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Address 	  

payable to The Herb Lubalin Study Center 
of Design and Typography. 

Name 	  

Company 	  

I 
I 
I L__ 

lectures, seminars, discussions and debates on 
contemporary issues of relevance in design, 
typography and technology. 

The Lubalin Center will sponsor frequent mini-
exhibitions on specific subjects or specific 
designers and typographers. And it will organize 
travelling exhibits and lectures. 

The Herb Lubalin Study Center will, in effect, 
provide an important and heretofore unavailable 
source of pioneering work in the fields of de-
sign and typography through which the entire 
design community can study the innovative 
work and ideas produced by leading communi-
cators of our time. 

WE NEED YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT. 
At present, there are few facilities where stu-

dents and professionals can thoroughly explore 
the work and genius of our industry's leaders. 
And none has the scope of The Herb Lubalin 
Study Center of Design and Typography at 
Cooper Union. 

But for The Lubalin Center to achieve its 
goals, it is going to need your help. 

Generous contributions have already been 
received from Cooper Union and a number of 
private individuals and businesses, and plans for 
the refurbishment of the physical space are in 
the works. 

But an endowment of $750,000 must be 
raised to purchase equipment, bring to life the 
various programs and exhibitions that will 
challenge, strengthen and enrich our industry, 
pay the salaries of full-time administrators 
and assure the financial health of the Center and 
its resources. 

Your contribution is, of course, tax deductible, 
and any amount will be greatly appreciated. 

In return for your contribution of $250 or 
more, you will receive a stunning Limited Edi-
tion Portfolio of Herb's Posters. Some never 
before reproduced. Each poster is 19 x 23, 
printed on beautiful stock. (Only 1000 available.) 

Herb Lubalin is no longer with us, but the 
ideals he stood for can live on. 

Please help. 
We owe it to our industry. We owe it to future 

generations of designers. We owe it to Herb. 
* Does your company match your gift? 

If so, please enclose the proper form. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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WANT A 
WELL-BALANCED 
WAY TO SET 
IDEAS OFF 
RIGHT? 

In the United States 
Arizona 
Arizona Typographers, Inc./Phoenix (602) 263-1166 
Morneau Typographers/Phoenix (602) 258-5741 
Progress Litho Service/Phoenix (602) 258-6001 
California 
Aldus Type Studio Ltd./Los Angeles (213) 933-7371 
Alfa Type Studio/San Francisco (415) 885-0553 
Arrowgraphics Inc./San Francisco (415) 543-5700 
A.T. Composition/Berkeley (415) 548-3192 
Blakeley Graphics/Santa Clara (408) 739-8202 
Bold Faces/Los Angeles (213) 938-9160 
Brekas Typesetting, Inc./Berkeley (415) 849-4900 
Cass Montgomery Typography/San Francisco (415) 398-2395 
Context/Sunnyvale (408) 747-1055 
D & J Typographers, Inc./Santa Clara (408) 727-0991 
Display Lettering And Copy/San Francisco (415) 777-0831 
Future Studio/Los Angeles (213) 660-0620 
Headliners/Identicolor/San Francisco (415) 781-0463 
Hester Typography/San Francisco (415) 861-4538 
Koala-T Typesetting/Lafayette (415) 283-5360 
Lance Graphics/Oakland (415) 653-1758 
Linda Graphics/Santa Barbara (805) 962-2142 
Nicholas Composition/Los Angeles (213) 385-3258 
Omnicomp/San Francisco (415) 398-3377 
PM Graphics/Costa Mesa (714) 556-2890 
Rapid Typographers/San Francisco (415) 982-6071 
Reardon & Krebs Typography/San Francisco (415) 986-1725 
Repro Typographers/San Francisco (415) 362-3971 
Santa Barbara Typography, Inc./Santa Barbara (805) 962-9128 
Taurus Phototypography/Los Angeles (213) 382-8244 
Typografx/Chico (916) 895-3280 
Waldo Graphics/Redwood City (415) 365-8700 
Colorado 
Photocomp Phototypographers/Colorado Springs (303) 475-1122 
Connecticut 
Fairfield County Typographers Inc./Westport (203) 226-9338 
Production Typographers Inc. (Pro Type)/Greenwich 

(203) 531-4600 
Professional Type Service/Greenwich (203) 629-4365 
Type Source Inc./South Norwalk (203) 852-9262 
District of Columbia 
Graftec Corporation/D.C. (202) 337-1555 
Florida 
Commercial ArtType, Inc./West Palm Beach (305) 684-8752 
etCETRA/Stuart (305) 628-2476 
International Typography Service/Ft. Lauderdale 

(305) 563-7667 
Typographical Service/Ft. Lauderdale (305) 772-4710 
Georgia 
Action Graphics, Inc./Atlanta (404) 351-1753 
Phototype/Atlanta (404) 873-1209 
Swift Tom & His Electric Type Shop Ltd./Atlanta (404) 874-1634 
Type Designs, Inc./Atlanta (404) 355-2135 
Illinois 
A-1 Composition Co., Inc./Chicago (312) 236-8733 
Alpha Design Ltd./Springfield (217) 544-2400 
Character Composition, Inc./Chicago (312) 648-9896 
Decatur Typesetting/Decatur (217) 429-9740 
House of Typography/Chicago (312) 263-1532 
J. M. Bundscho Inc./Chicago (312) 726-7292 
Master Typographers, Inc./Chicago (312) 661-1733 
Mobi Graphics/Chicago (312) 944-5585 

N & F Typographers, Inc./Elk Grove Village (312) 364-0722 
Publishers Typesetters Inc./Chicago (312) 283-3340 
RyderTypes, Inc./Chicago (312) 467-7117 
Shore Typographers, Inc./Chicago (312) 676-3600 
Superior Typesetting/Champaign (217) 352-4226 
The Typesmiths/Chicago (312) 787-8200 
The Typographers/Chicago (312) 644-7768 
Total Typography, Inc./Chicago (312) 421-4313 
Typeworks, Inc./River Grove (312) 625-2551 
Indiana 
Jackson-Zender Studios/Indianapolis (317) 639-5124 
Kentucky 
Action Print, Inc./Louisville (502) 585-3727 
Louisiana 
Forstall Typographers/New Orleans (504) 524-0822 
Martin/Greater Film Graphics, Inc./New Orleans 

(504) 524-1741 
Maryland 
Harlowe Typography, Inc./Brentwood (301) 277-8311 
Hodges Typographers, Inc./Silver Springs (301) 585-3601 
Massachusetts 
Fenway Photocomposition, Inc./Revere (617) 286-1314 
Michigan 
Acra Forms, Inc./Grand Rapids (616) 458-1161 
Alpha 21/Detroit (313) 532-9114 
A-Type, Inc./Dearborn (313) 336-2466 
Rudy Carr Co./Detroit (313) 535-2960 
The Thos. P. Henry Co./Detroit (313) 875-1950 
Marino & Marino Typographers/Detroit (313) 962-1777 
Minnesota 
Graph-Tronics/Minneapolis (612) 338-7171 
Great Faces, Inc./Minneapolis (612) 339-2933 
P & H Photo Composition/Minneapolis (612) 374-3213 
Type Tronics, Inc./Minneapolis (612) 339-5563 
Mississippi 
Prestige Typography/Jackson (601) 982-5525 
Missouri 
Commerce Litho Services Inc./St. Louis (314) 781-7702 
Master Typographers, Inc./St. Louis (314) 645-2878 
National Typographers, Inc./St. Louis (314) 241-8297 
Type House, Inc./St. Louis (314) 644-1404 
Nevada 
Alpha Typographers/Reno (702) 825-8677 
The Advertising Factory, Ltd./Las Vegas (702)733-7294 
New Hampshire 
Phototype N.E./Pelham (603) 898-7440 
New Jersey 
Computype Co./Garfield (201) 546-9267 
Tristin Typographers/Monmouth Junction (201) 329-8855 
New York 
Able Phototype Systems/White Plains (914) 946-5207 
Boro Typographers, Inc./New York (212) 475-7850 

Centers Composition/Pine Bush (914) 733-1063 
City Typographic Service, Inc./New York (212) 686 -2760 
Composition Corporation/Albany (518) 465-7575 
Cresset, Baxter & Spencer, Inc./New York (212) 766 -9432 
Euramerica/New York (212) 777-7878 
Farrington & Favia, Inc./New York (212) 431-9700 
Fototype Factory, Inc./New York (212) 889-7995 
Gryphon Typographers/New York (212) 697-2259 
Lincoln Typographers/New York (212) 679-7933 
Marvin Kommel Productions, Inc./New York (212) 682-3498 
Primar Typographers, Inc./New York (212) 269-7916 
Sheridan Associates/The Slide Center/Ossining (914) 941-4981 
Thorner-Sidney Press, Inc./Buffalo (716) 856-4500 
Total Typographers Inc./Mamaroneck (914) 381-2659 
Tribeca Typographers, Inc./New York (212) 925-8080 
Type/Graphics/Syracuse (315) 437-1101 
Typographix/Albany (518) 462-2923 
Unicomp/Albany (518) 463-2972 
M.A. White Typographers/Larchmont (914) 834-7389 
Word Management Corp./Typography Services/Albany 

(518) 482-8650 

North Carolina 
TypEsthetics/Raleigh (919) 832-1042 
Ohio' 
Bohme & Blinkmann, Inc./Cleveland (216) 621-5388 
Mid East Color Graphics/Marietta (800) 848-9752 
PhotoComp2/Toledo (419) 243-6196 
Typo-Set/Cincinnati (513) 751-5116 

Oklahoma 
Alphasource, Inc./Oklahoma City (405) 521-0310 
ED-BE Incorporated/Oklahoma City (405) 943-2391 
Pennsylvania 
ADVenture Inc./Allentown (215) 435-3233 
Armstrong Inc./Philadelphia (215) 574-8600 
Composing Room Inc./Philadelphia (215) 563-3440 
Davis & Warde/Pittsburgh (412) 261-1904 
Estelle Bair/Blue Bell (215) 542-7790 
Headliners of Pittsburgh/Pittsburgh (412) 391-3778 
Leon Segal Typesetting/Philadelphia (215) 236-5585 
Stallone Typography Service Inc./Philadelphia (215) 568-6310 
thtiComp/Wynnewood (215) 642-6355 
South Carolina 
D G & F Typography/Columbia (803) 799-9140 
Tennessee 
Graphic Arts Associates, Inc./Memphis (901) 345 -8973 
House of Typography, Inc./Memphis (901) 726-6961 
Texas 
Candlelight Type Print Corp./Austin (512) 476-0732 
Piz Graphic Arts/Beaumont (713) 842-2122 
Robert J. Hilton Co., Inc./Dallas (214) 637-2000 
Virginia 
Riddick Advertising Art/Richmond (804) 270-1811 
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ALPHATYPE'S A classic combination of bold and fine strokes in a 
highly distinctive face, Vladimir has the flexibility it 

EXCI ,USIVF4 
from 
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group that uses the Alphatype CRS digital phototypesetter. 

VI ,ADIMIR 
design that produces optimal letterform quality and unequalled 
This state-of-the-art typesetting system boasts size-for-size type 

IS JUST type clarity. Working with a Type Master also gives you access to something 
you can't get anywhere else: the enormous CRS Type Font Library. 

Vladimir is just one of an ever-growing library of new and exclusive R faces that are just your type. For sample sheets, drop us a note on your 
letterhead and include your typographer's name. Or better yet, call your CRS 

• Type Master today. 

alphat3pe. WE'RE JUST YOUR TYPE. 

Alphatype Corporation, a member of the Berthold group, 7711 N. Merrimac Avenue, Niles, IL 60648, 312/965-8800. Alphatype Canada, Inc., a 

member of the Berthold group, 190 Amber Street, Markham, Ontario L3R 3J8, 416/475-8570. 

YOU 
TYPE 

VLADIMIR AND ITALIC 
This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face avail 
able only from Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beau 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.,;:!?-"—) 

This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face avail 
able only from Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beau 
A B CDEFGHIJK LMNOPQ RS TUV W XY Z 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.,;:!?-"—) 

VLADIMIR BOLD AND BOLD ITALIC 
This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face availa 
ble only from Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beauti 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.,;:!?-"—) 

This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face availa 
ble only from Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beauti 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.4:17-"—) 

VLADIMIR CONDENSED AND BOLD CONDENSED 
This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face available only fr 
om Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face a 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.,;:!?-" — ) 

This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face available only fr 
om Alphatype. This is Vladimir, a beautifully balanced face a 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789 (.,;:!?-"— ) 
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Washington 
Art-foto Typography/Seattle (206) 622-0218 
Thomas & Kennedy Typographers, Inc./Seattle (206) 622-0918 
Western Typographers Inc./Seattle (206) 624-3642 
Wisconsin 
Graphic Composition, Inc./Menasha (414) 739-3152 
Peter A. Altenhofen Typographers/Milwaukee (414) 352-3590 
Schmitz Typographers/Milwaukee (414) 447-7337 
Zahn-Klicka-Hill Typographers Inc./Milwaukee (414) 276-0136 

...Canada 
Alberta 
Duffoto Process Co. Ltd./Calgary (403) 263-7160 
Manitoba 
B/W Type Service Ltd./Winnipeg (204) 947-0538 
Ontario 
Alpha Graphics Ltd./Toronto (416) 961-5600 
Canadian Composition/Toronto (416) 863-0742 
Eastern Typographers Inc./Toronto (416) 465-7541 
Fleet Typographers Ltd./Toronto (416) 532-2818 
Linotext/Toronto (416) 274-6395 
M & H Typography Ltd. (Tor.)/Toronto (416) 922-3194 
MonoLino Typesetting Co. Ltd./Toronto (416) 537-2401 
Prince and Smith Typographers/Toronto (416) 461-9204 
Protype/Toronto (416) 482-2599 
Shervill-Dickson/Toronto (416) 425-7408 
Techni-Process Ltd./Toronto (416) 363-2493 
Word for Word in Colour/Toronto (416) 960-5050 
Quebec 
Composition Quebec Inc./Quebec (418) 529-4927 
Gravel Photograveur Inc./Quebec (418) 683-1501 
M & H Typography, Ltd. (Mont.)/Montreal (514) 866-6736 
TypoGraphica 2000 Inc./Montreal (514) 933-3315 
Typolaser/Montreal P.A.T. (514) 642-2710 

...Europe 
Austria 
Grafostil GesmbH/Wien 222-55-4628 
Belgium 
Belgium Production +/Brussels 640-80-80 
Graphiproduction/Brussels 640-25-53 
Graphiservice SPRL/Brussels 538-02-21 
Denmark 
Everts Alfabet/Copenhagen 1-116320 
Typographen Aps/Vestergade 156589 
France 
Florian Paris/Paris 2975511 
Typogabor/Paris 229-19-90 
Italy 
Lino 5/Rome 6231165 
Luxembourg 
Imprimerie De La Cour/Luxembourg 494161-63 

Netherlands 
Ploeger Lettering BV/Amsterdam 020-276451 
Norway 
Norske Typografen A/S/Oslo 420230 
Spain 
Fotocomposici Tharrats S. L./Barcelona 2543990 
Ormograph/Barcelona 2252500 
Sweden 
Typografen AB/Malmoe 040-112650 
Typografen 2/Stockholm 08-349255 
United Kingdom 
Apex Photosetting Ltd./London 01-837-9369 
Apt PhotoSet/London 01-701-0477 
Baird Harris Ltd./London 01-437-6373 
Billington Press Ltd./London 01-987-8118 
Composite Graphics Ltd./London 01-242-9586 
Film Fount Services Ltd./Southampton 0703-332686 
Focus Photoset Ltd./London 01-251-4911 
H & P Graphics, Ltd./London 01-639-2828 
Headliners (UK) Ltd./London 01-580-7045 
Heavyweight Graphics/London 01-388-5451 
Image Communications Ltd./London 01-580-7017 
Image Services (Edinburgh) Ltd./Edinburgh 031-229-6345 
Inline Graphics Ltd./London 01-251-4341 
KAB Ltd./London 01-600-4391 
Libra Press/London 01-928-7081 
Modern Text Typesetting/Prittlewell/Essex 0702-45195 
Montage Filmsetting Co./London 01-251-3771 
Nova Graphics Ltd./London 01-251-3591 
Premlux Reproductions Ltd./London 01-236-6991 
Pressdata Ltd./London 01-251-6562 
Progress Filmsetting Ltd./London 01-729-5000 
PRT Offset/London 01-607-7535 
Sabrebrook Ltd./London 01-658-7336 
Sans Serif Ltd., Deritend/Birmingham 021-773-8466 
Sellars Phototype/Macclesfield 0625-612075 
Studio Press (Birmingham) Ltd./Birmingham 021-359-3151 
Text Typographies Ltd./London 01-251-3771 
The Setting Room/Tunbridge Wells, Kent 0892-39625 
Verbatim/London 01-837-2176 
Word Machine Ltd./London 01-609-1140 
West Germany 
Rudolf Eimannsberger/Munich 089-555765 
Frankische Landeszeitung GmbH/Ansbach 0981-5711 
Klaus Grimm-Fotosatz/Grafing near Munich 08092-6748 
Hans-Soldan-Stiftung/Essen 0201-231140 
Kreuzer/Munich 089-6372771 
Schmidt + Co./Weinstadt-Grossheppach 07151-64058 
Schmidt & Klaunig/Kiel 0431-62095 

And more to come! 

Alphatype Corporation 1984 



Comp/ Edit and Varityper are registered trademarks and 
Sprascan and type are trademarks of AM International, Inc 
tt 1984 AM International. Inc 



Ma4 coupon to . 

Varityper, 11 Mount Pleasant Ave. East Hanover, NJ 07936. 

O Please send me an actual sample of Varityper digital type. 

O Please send me more information on Varityper digital typesetters. 

0 I'd like a demonstration on the Varityper digital typesetters. 

City/State/Zip 

Phone ( 
	

U&Ic 

digital  type? 

There is a unique reason why Varityper digital type 
is the highest quality in the world. 

The reason is the Spirascan technology.  This 
patented process is based on the innovative Purdy & 
McIntosh spiral development. It assures the creation of 
high-precision images that are essential to perfectly 
formed characters in every size and style. 

And with Varityper digital, there are a lot of sizes 
and styles to choose from: 163 standard on-line sizes 
from 4 to 85 point (characters without descenders can 
be set as large as 99 point). Today, the growing Varityper 
digital library is one of the largest in the world. 

You get tremendous design versatility, too. You 
can expand or condense type, and slant it to the left or 
right in one-degree increments up to 45 degrees. 

With Varityper digital, the possibilities for outstanding 
work go to the very limits of your creative imagination. 

We'd like you to see for yourself just how outstand-
ing Varityper digital is. For an actual sample, return the 
coupon or call toll-free 800-526-0709 or 800-526-0767; 
in New Jersey, 800-452-9763; Canada, 416-298-2700. 
re mu  ow 	 INN ma MI5 	■I 	 NINE Mil MI mg 



Bauer Bodoni  
Bauer Bodoni Italic  
Bauer Bodoni Bold  
Bauer Bodoni Bold Italic  
Bauer Bodoni Black  
Bauer Bodoni Black Italic  
Bauer Bodoni Bold Condensed  
Bauer Bodoni Black Condensed 

BBauer • 
1 

el TM 
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At Compugraphic Corporation we realize that you require a 
wide variety of typefaces for diverse applications. And that's why 

we're totally committed to our type development program. 
We will continue to provide you with brand-new designs, as well 

as frequently specified faces such as these recent releases. 

Folio Light  
Folio Light Italic  
Folio Medium  
Folio Bold  
Folio Extra Bold 
Folio Bold Condensed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

S%f1V113 
TM 

ITC Symbol Book  
ITC Symbol Book Italic  
ITC Symbol Medium  
ITC Symbol Medium Italic  
ITC Symbol Bold  
ITC Symbol Bold Italic  
ITC Symbol Black  
ITC Symbol Black Italic 

ITC Velj °vie Book  
ITC Veljovio Book Italic  
ITC Velj °via Medium  
ITC Velj ovi6 Medium Italic 
ITC VeljoviC Bold  
ITC Veljovie Bold Italic  
ITC Veljovit Black  
ITC Veljorie Black Italic 

For more information on Bauer Bodoni, Folio, 
ITC Symbol, ITC Veljovie or our library of over 

1500 typefaces, simply contact your local Compugraphic 
type supplier or write to us at the address below. 

BAUER BODONI AND FOLIO ARE UNDER LICENSE FROM NEUFVILLE. ITC SYMBOL AND ITC VELJOVIO ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE INTERNATIONAL TYPEFACE CORPORATION. 

compugraphic° 
Compugraphic Corporation, Type Division, 66 Concord Street, Wilmington, MA 01887 



For immediate attention to your staffing needs, call 
Toll free (800) 245-0660 
(In Pennsylvania, call 800-322-6715.) 

Please contact me. I have a current 
(or future) job opening. 
Please send the free bulletin about 
The Design Schools graduates and your talent pool. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

 

BUS. PHONE 

 

CITY 	 STATE 
	

ZIP 

Send to: Edward A. Hamilton, Design Director 
The Design Schools 
101 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10178 
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QUE STION #4 

You may wonder: 
Why do so many graduates 
The Design Schools qualify 
so well for so many jobs? 

Answer: Because they combine individual talent with the skills, stamina and 
confidence that result from an intensive program of art and design studies. 

Here' 5 what some of the graduates have to say: 

"Everything I learned 
in school, I use on the 
job. Now I'm hiring 
freelancers from the 
Art Institute because 
they have the right 
training." 
Dolores Rice-Garay 
Graphic Designer 
AGS Management 
Systems 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

"When I started this 
job, I used all the basic 
production skills I 
learned at the school. 
The curriculum was 
well rounded—it even 
included video." 
Dale Smith 
Adv. & Public Relations 
Administrator 
Bendix Avionics 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla_ 

"So many employers 
told me that I was way 
beyond an entry-level 
job because of the 
courses I'd taken at the 
Art Institute." 
Cathy Marie Dunegan 
Designer 
Austin Interiors 
Austin, Tex. 

"...I love this job, 
designing brochures, 
logos, all sorts of 
graphics. The school 
prepared me techni-
cally for any kind of 
design situation." 
Pete Rundquist 
Graphic Designer 
Cohen & Company 
Atlanta, Ga. 

"I graduated on Friday, 
interviewed the next 
Thursday and started 
work on Monday. 
My portfolio really 
impressed the art 
director." 
Amy Hendrix 
Assistant to the Art 
Director 
Naegele Outdoor Adv. 
Duncan, S.C. 

"...attending the Art 
Institute changed my 
life. I used to draw for 
pleasure—but now, 
what was a hobby has 
turned into how I make 
my living." 
Leonard Freeman 
Illustrator 
Art City Inc. 
Houston, Tex. 

"What I learned at 
school is what I apply 
on the job. The Art 
Institute was a great 
start...it opened a lot of 
doors." 
Helen Strassner 
Designer 
Commercial Design and 
Furnishings 
Reading, Pa. 

We teach our students more than design and art.We teach work. 
Yes, success at an entry-level art or design job depends upon a 
combination of skills. Some are innate and some are learned. Talent 
is a gift of nature. But applying talent to the needs of the work world 
requires preparation—the kind offered by an excellent school program 
and faculty. The Design Schools prepare over a thousand students for 
the job market each year. A very high percentage are employed within 
months of graduation. And a new group of graduates are available every 
three months. If you are looking for entry-level art or design talent, 
please call the toll-free number at right, or send in the coupon. 

nstitute of Atlanta 
nstitute of Fort Lauderdale 
nstitute of Houston 
nstitute of Philadelphia 
nstitute of Pittsburgh 
nstitute of Seattle 

Colorado Institute of Art 

An 
Art 
Art 
Art 
Art 
Art 



Mergenthaler Linotype is 
typographic excellence. 

Nearly 100 years ago, Ottmar Mergenthaler demonstrated the first 
line-casting typesetter to the publisher of The New York Tribune. "Ottmar," 
he exclaimed, "you've done it. A line o' type!" Today, Mergenthaler 
Linotype continues to set the world's standard of excellence in typography. 

When you specify Mergenthaler type, you are selecting the world's most 
comprehensive library from Mergenthaler, Linotype, Stempel, Haas". We 
are the only typesetting equipment manufacturer in the United States who 
regularly commissions typeface designs. We have enlisted the services of 
the world's top typographic designers to enlarge our library and increase 
your productivity and creativity — names like Matthew Carter who designed 
ITC Ga'hard" and Snell Roundhand TM . In addition, we license the best 
typefaces from studios and foundries throughout the world. We offer 
original designs from Benguiat, Benton, Cassandre, Dwiggins, Excoffon, 
Gill, Goodhue, Goudy, Griffith, Glider, Hollenstein, Lubalin, Miedinger, 
Morison, Novarese, Renner, Ruzicka, Tracy, Tschichold, Weiss, Zapf 
and more. 

It was a Mergenthaler Linotype product that established the artistic 
credentials of each new typesetting technology. The Linotype, for 

VersafflesTM 
Versailles is an eight weight type family designed by Adrian 
Frutiger in 1982. Before he started working on it, Frutiger made 
a thorough study of the French Latin typefaces of the 19th cen-
tury. The common feature of these typefaces, which are the most 
popular in the-romance countries of Europe, are their so-called 
triangular serifs. In his Versailles, Frutiger gives the forms of last 
century's Latin typefaces a modern interpretation. A union of old 
and new in the most complete library of original typefaces. 

Versailles Light 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Light Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Bold 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Bold Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Black 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Versailles Black Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 

This ad was set on a Mergenthaler Linotype typesetter. Mergenthaler, Linotype, Stempel, Haas, Snell 
Roundhand, Linotron, Versailles and Expert are trademarks of the Allied Corporation. 
Copyright 1984 Allied Corporation.  

example, convinced typographic purists that machines could indeed set 
beautiful type. Our VIP proved that fine typography could be created 
photographically. And Mergenthaler's line of Linotron" CRT products 
moved the world into the era of invisible, digital fonts. 

Just as an artist needs a near-infinite palette of colors to select precisely 
the right hue for painting, an art director needs an enormous palette of 
typefaces. Mergenthaler Linotype continues to enhance your palette with 
new, high quality type designs. Two inspirational additions to our digital 
library, Versailles and Expert, appear below. 

Mergenthaler Linotype's commitment to 'excellence in type' means 
providing you, the high quality segment of the graphic arts community, 
with the faces, equipment and support needed to create fine typography. 

For information about these type designs or any of the faces in our library, 
call one of our type specialists. Toll free, 800-645-5764. In New York State, 
800-832-5288. In Canada, 800-268-2674. 

Expert' 
Expert is a six weight type family designed by Aldo Novarese in 1983. 
He found his inspiration in a successful typeface named Renaissance 
which, a long time ago, was part of the Haas typefoundry program. 
Novarese succeeded in lifting the feel of this old typeface into our pre- 
sent time. The italic version, in particular, shows him as an accomplished 
craftsman of contemporary typeface design. 

Expert Light 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Expert Light Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Expert 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Expert Italic 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 
Expert Bold 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 123456789 I 0 
Expert Black 

ABCDEFGHLIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghlikInutopqrstuvwxyz 12345678910 

44LLIED Mergenthaler 
Linotype 
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Ambassador Light 
AUGUSTEA OPEN 
Edwardian 
Extra Bold Italic 
Falstaff 
Goudy Old Style 
Goudy Old Style Italic 
ECLUTELEL 
Q5oppaxrisit 
Renate Bold 
Renate Eight 
Hank OutElle 
S11[ 11)\ 1E112 SC] 21 -_-'_\E 
Stadia 
Letraset's refreshing new typeface flavors-18 in 
the Standard range and 6 in the Letragraphica 
range —have been whipped up to tempt the 
appetite and satisfy demanding tastes. 

Freshness and diversity characterize the collec-
tion, with new scripts, new versions of old-fash-
ioned designs, and faces that convey the feeling 
and mood of contemporary design assignments, 
from nostalgic to hi-tech. 

s!--INCHRO s'AtirHRn 
Times New Roman 
Semi Bold 
Titus Light 
Titus Medium 
Univeresity Doman Italic 
VSTLEY 
MOM 

Musiscd 
Senator Display 
'Yves 

0 ESSELTE 

r  Learn more about all of Letraset's versatile new products. 
Send for your FREE copy of LetraGazette today! 

Name 

Company 

Address 
	

City 

State 
	

Zip 

Letraset USA 
40 Eisenhower Drive 

Please send coupon to: 
	

Letraset 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 

.Letraset USA 1984 
U&Ic 11/84 
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"I wish they all could be Ryder guys7 
Everyone knows the primary reason Gary Johns dashed off 

to L.A. was, of course, the weather. 
Oh, yeah, another very small reason was the chance to 

do explosive, award-winning work at one of the finest agencies 
in the country. 

"Ifs your typical L.A. agency. You know hot tub in the office, 
Est breaks. Not a bad life for an art director. With one exception, 
though. No Ryder here. 

"I miss working with them. I figure, if Ryder were here, I'd 
save about 12 hours a week that I could otherwise be 
spending on my surfboard. 

"Ryder was fast. And I could get type at any 
time of night. 

"After the guys got to know my style, they'd set 
type exactly the way I wanted it. Down to the 
smallest nuance. I could relax with Ryder around. 

"So now when I start to get uptight about 
a project, I just think about Ryder. It makes me very, 
very laid back": 

RyderTypes, Inc., 500 North Dearborn Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60610. Telephone (312) 467-7117 	= 	, 

Exclusive Chicago area agents for Headliners® and Identicolor® processes. Member Advertising Typographers Association 
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PRODUCTIVITY PLUS ,  
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extraordinary type of quality 
exclusively from Mergenthaler Linotype, of course! 

The Linotronic 300 character reproduced above 
is magnified 400%, yet the edges are crisp and 
sharp...no stairstepping, no jaggies. Try this with 
any competitive digital typesetter ... you'll be 
amazed. 

If you count yourself among the graphic industry's 
meticulous professionals, the Linotronic 300 was 
designed for you — an ingenious combination of 
new font technology, lasers and raster image pro-
cessing has resulted in a breakthrough in digital 
image quality. 

The Linotronic 300 is a perfect complement 
to the continually expanding CRTronic family. 
Flexibility and capacity for growth are built 

in...each Linotronic 300 will accommodate up to 
four workstations. You can use your existing 
CRTronic fonts with the Linotronic 300 plus 
Mergenthaler Linotype's exclusive new fonts. 
These fonts have been developed to maximize 
the exceptional capabilities of the Linotronic 300 
typesetter. 

Excellence in type...an easy to use system that 
grows with you...a century of innovation and 
leadership...Mergenthaler Linotype! 

If you'd like to know more, call us 
collect at (516) 673-4031 or write: Allied 
Mergenthaler Linotype, 201 Old Country Rd., 
Melville, NY 11747. 

	ALLIED Mergenthaler 
Linotype 
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Now We've Decided 
To MakeThis A 

Full Family Affair 
Ask a friend to name a type face, any type face. 

We'll bet the answer that comes up most often is 
Helvetica. 

Why? 
Well, why not? What other face past or present can 

lay claim to as much visibility and identification 
as this proud beauty? And project an image so sleek 
yet wholesome? So laidback yet spirited? So 
trendy yet brand new? 

The answer: no other face. Only Helvetica is all 
things to all people. 

Especially when those people happen to be 
designers whose basic typographic needs are fed 
by text tear-sheets, display-face catalog pages, and 
whatever brochures currently occupy their line of 
sight. 

To those board people (bored people?) we archly 
pose this question: Wouldn't it be nice if every-
thing you always wanted to know about Helvetica 
could be distilled into one entity? 

Well, boys and girls, relax. And don't be afraid 
to ask. Because that entity is here now and is yours 
for the asking. 

We modestly call it the "Headliners neo-Helvetica 
Wall Chart". It's a dandy. 

What we've got here is a 12"x27" white on black, 
trimmed in red, designer piece. Crisp and neat, 
clear as a bell, it's fashiony as well as functional. 

And how it functions! Here are 56 individually 
drawn Helvetica styles (our own "neo-"exclusives), 
presented in one-line display-size showings. So 
easy to spec from, they make all your brochure scatter 
sheets obsolete. These are sharp, undistorted 
original fonts representing a spectrum of widths (4) 
and weights (14) one might reasonably expect to 
cover any situation. No others need apply. 

In short, the Helvetica story is now uniform, logical 
and complete. And in one place. 

At Headliners. Home of the full-family concept in 
alphabet development. 

Call your nearest Headliners franchise and ask for 
our Wall Chart. 

Amsterdam Denver London Pittsburgh 
31-20 	276-451 303-233-9128 44-1 580-7045 412-391-3778 
Atlanta Detroit Los Angeles Portland 
404-892-6500 313-567-8900 213-938-3668 503-226-3943 
Austin Dusseldorf Louisville Rochester 
512-447-5096 49-211 370-943 502-451-0341 716-546-1694 
Boston Edinburgh Melbourne San Diego 
617-742-4866 44-31 225-1030 61-3 690-6788 619-234-6633 
Brussels Essen Milwaukee San Francisco 
32-2 538-0221 49-201 775-057 414-352-3590 415-781-0463 
Brussels Frankfurt Minneapolis Seattle 
32-2 524-0070 49-611 724-651 612-339-0615 206-285-6333 
Cedar Rapids Gothenburg Montreal St. Louis 
319-366-6411 46-31 421-417 514-861-7231 314-644-1404 
Chicago Hamburg New York Stockholm 
312-467-7117 49-40 234-141 212-687-0590 46-8 635-130 
Cincinnati Helsinki Omaha Stuttgart 
513-751-5116 358-0 136-95 402-556-6333 49-711 613-075 
Cleveland Houston Orange County Sydney 
216-621-5388 713-861-2290 714-541-3341 61-2 290-1122 
Cologne Indianapolis Oslo Toronto 
49-211 403-028 317-634-1234 47-2 330-019 416-593-7272 
Copenhagen Kansas City Paris Washington D.C. 
45-1 	151-134 913-677-1333 33-1 337-8000 301-277-8311 
Dallas Little Rock Philadelphia Wiesbaden 
214-363-5600 501-375-5395 215-592-7474 49-6121 444-267 
Dayton 
513-223-6241 

Headliners The Professionals 
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VGC INTRODUCES ITS NEWEST 
"10-IN-1" DAYLIGHT STAT CAMERA 

FOR ART DEPARTMENTS. 
Total Camera II. Now 

with microprocessor control 
and programmable memory. 

When you're up to your 
neck in artwork there's nothing 
like VGC's new Total Camera II 
to lend you a helping hand. 

It's fast and simple to use, 
works in full room light, and 
saves you time and money, too. 

The basic black & white 
stat camera unit will deliver a 
wide variety of one-step repro-
ductions on paper or film—
including enlargements, re-
ductions, screened halftones, 
reverses, even special effects 
such as mezzotints. 

Add modular components 
as you need them and gain any 
or all these capabilities: Full 
color sized prints or transpar-
encies; RC photocomp pro-
cessing; photos of 3-D objects; 
enlargements from slides; 
graphics modification (create all 
sorts of borders, unusual typog-
raphy—and more); plus book 
copying, backlighting, production 
of 3M Color Keys—the list goes on. 

To find out how VGC's Total 
Camera II can help you run 
a more cost-efficient, creative, 
and productive department, 
write or call now. 

VISUAL GRAPHICS CORPORATION 
VGC Park, 5701 N.W. 94th Ave., Tamarac, FL 33321 

Call Us Toll-Free 

1-800-327-1813. 
IN CANADA (416) 533-2305 . 

Please tell me more about Total Camera H. 

Name 	 Title 	  

Organization 	  

Address 	  

City/State/Zip 	  

Phone 	  
U&lc 11 , 84 
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g Boards & Papers Drawl 

Croscont 

Crescent Cardboard Company, P.O. Box XD, 100 W. Willow Road, Wheeling Illinois 60090 



YES 
Name 	  

Address 	  

NOW 
Please write to: 
Berthold AG, Teltowkanalstr.1-4, 
D-1000 Berlin 46, West Germany 
Or from overseas to: 
Alphatype Corporation, 
7711 N. Merrimac Avenue, 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
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WALBAUM STANDARD 

BERTHOLD EXCLUSIVE TYPEFACES 
abcdefghij klmnop qrstuvwxyz 

AB CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
adaeooceBUAAIEOOCEU1234567890% 

(.,-;:!i N-)•['`""»«]4---- --/Sit*&S 

BERTHOLD'S QUICK 
Walbaum Standard is the contemporary 

version of the 8 and 10 point faces cut by 
hand in 1804 by J. G. Justus Erich 

Walbaum of Weimar. Walbaum Standard is avail-
able from Berthold only. BROWN FO 

JUMPS OVE 
THE LAZY 

B erthold Exclusive Typefaces are a range of designs for 
photosetting which you will find nowhere else. Our 
unique program now comprises 25 type families with a 

total of 125 fonts, and Walbaum Standard is among them. 
A free specimen is as near as your nearest mailbox. 
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THE slizairr OF SERIFS 

Be stood in the 
doorway like 
a tall tale. 
You could see 

a glare from his 
eyes and a glint 
from his silver star. 

The Sheriff of Serifs. The man who maintains 
law and order for the whole ATA. 

He's the one who sees to it that your ads 
arrive on time—just like the 9:00 a.m. stage. 

The Sheriff keeps all headlines in line and 
all copyblocks clean. 

They say that 
once down near 
San Antone he 
found an ad with 
some nasty 
spacing. Right 
then and there, 

'neath the hot Texas sun, he shot it full of leading. 
But remember this: if you want the Sheriff 

watching over your type, you'll have to have it 
set by a member shop of the ATA. 

Because they're the only places he visits. 
And he's the Only Law West of the Picas. 

Atlanta, Georgia Action Graphics, Inc. Bloomfield, Connecticut New England Typographic Service, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts Berkeley Typographers, Inc.; Composing Room of New England; Typographic 
House, Inc. Cedar Rapids, Iowa Type 2, Inc. Chicago, Illinois J.M. Bundscho, Inc.; RyderTypes, Inc. 
Total Typography, Inc. Cincinnati, Ohio Typo-Set, Inc. Cleveland, Ohio Bohme & Blinkmann, Inc. 
Columbia, South Carolina DG&F Typography Dallas, Texas Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall, Inc. 
Southwestern Typographics, Inc.; Typography Plus, Inc. Detroit, Michigan The Thos. P. 
Henry Company; Willens+ Michigan Corp. Fort Worth, Texas Fort Worth Linotyping Co. Grand 
Rapids, Michigan Acraforms, Inc. Houston, Texas Typografiks, Inc. Indianapolis, Indiana 
Typoservice Corporation Kansas City, Missouri Uppercase, Inc. Los Angeles, California Andresen 
Typographics; Typographic Service Co., Inc. Memphis, Tennessee Graphic Arts, Inc. Miami, Florida 
Wrightson Typographics, Inc. Minneapolis, Minnesota Dahl &Curry, Inc.; Type House + Duragraph, 
Inc. Newark, New Jersey Arrow Typographers, Inc. New Orleans, Louisiana Film-A-Graphics 

New York, New York Advertising Agencies/Headliners; Royal Composing Room, Inc. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania Armstrong, Inc. Phoenix, Arizona Morneau Typographers, Inc. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Davis & Warde, Inc.; Headliners of Pittsburgh, Inc. Portland, Oregon Paul 0. Giesey/Adcrafters, 
Inc. Rochester, New York Rochester Mono/Headliners San Francisco, California Headliners/Identicolor, 
Inc.; Mercury Typography, Inc. Seattle, Washington Thomas & Kennedy; Typographers, Inc.; The Type 
Gallery, Inc. St. Joseph, Michigan Type House, Inc. St. Louis, Missouri Master Typographers, Inc. 
Syracuse, New York Dix Typesetting Co., Inc. Tampa, Florida Century Typographers Montreal, 
Canada McLean Brothers, Ltd. Toronto, Canada Cooper & Beatty, Ltd. Winnipeg, Canada B/W 
Type Service, Ltd. Brisbane, Australia Savage & Co. Brussels, Belgium Graphiservice Paris, France 
Societe De Creations Graph iques Gothenburg, Sweden Fototext/Typografen AB Stockholm, Sweden 
Typografen AB Frankfurt, West Germany Typo-Gartner GmbH Stuttgart, West Germany 

Layout-Setzerei Stulle GmbH 

Advertising Typographers Association 
5 Penn Plaza, New York, New York 10001. Walter A. Dew, Jr., Executive Secretary 
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Nothing, absolutely nothing, 
sets display type better than a 

Wositot 

Introducing the incredible new Photo Typositor 
3200 —"The Professional': 

With advances that make it faster, easier, and 
more convenient to operate than ever before. 

Advances such as a single-wheel font drive, 
internal 2-solution processing, electronic solution 
feed, indexed composition bed, and simpler 
paper drive. 

All this — plus a tremendous versa-
tility that actually enabled us to produce 
the headline in this ad from just one 
alphabet, in normal room light, without 
a darkroom or plumbing! 

Characters were enlarged to 144 pt., 
reduced to 18 pt., bounced and stag-
gered, visually spaced tight and loose, 
expanded and condensed, italicized 
and backslanted. We even set one letter 
inside another. 

In fact, you can actually get 
over 2800 wonderful variations 
from a single inexpensive 2" 
film font! 

And there are more than 
2500 different super designs in 
the Photo Typositor 3200 library, 
including textures, 
shadows, borders, 
symbols, dingbats, 

and hundreds of fonts that can be used to set 
foreign languages. 

If you are intrigued with the possibilities of 
this unique typesetting instrument, call or send in 
the handy coupon. We'll see that you get more 
information. 

Phab3blipositor 3200 

I 
I 

I 
I 
L 

v3P VISUAL GRAPHICS CORPORATION 
VGC Park, 5701 N.W. 94th Ave., Tamarac, FL 33321 

Call Us Toll-Free 

1-800-327-1813. 
IN CANADA (416) 533-2305.  

Please tell me more about the new Photo Typositor 3200. 

Name 	 Title 	  

Organization 	  

Address 	  

City/State/Zip 	  

Phone 	  
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WHODUNNIT. 
There are any number of ways to 

meet your demise in this business. 
And cutting corners when it comes 

to type is one of the most deadly. 
Why some art directors will fight 

for the privilege of working with the best 
artists, hire the best talent, demand the 
impossible and then take the type for 
granted is a complete mystery to us. 

Had this poor fellow had a clue, he'd 

have called his local TIA typographer. 
Because TIA members provide the 

experience, the professional expertise 
and all the creative resources to do it 
right. On time and right on the money. 

And that can mean the difference 
between life and death when the clock 
is running out. 

So don't put your type in just 
anybody's hands. 

A TIA member will always give you 
the quality you pay for. 

Anywhere else you're likely to get 
exactly what's coming to you. 

TYPOGRAPHERS 
INTERNATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION 
Anything less is a crime. 

Contact TIA 2262 Hall Place, N.W. , Washington, DC 20007 or call (202) 965-3400 for more information about Typographers International Association. This ad is sponsored 
Headquarters by the following TIA members: Arizona Phoenix Digitype California Inglewood Burns Typesetting Service Los Angeles Andresen Typogrz phics, 
Phototype House, Inc., Typographic Service Co., Inc. Mountain View Frank's Type Newport Beach The Firm of Christopher Wren Orange Deline-O-Type, Inc. Palo 
Alto Atherton's Typography San Francisco Omnicomp Connecticut Stamford Stamford Typesetting District of Columbia General Typographers, Phil's Photo Florida 
Orlando etCETERA Typography Illinois Berkeley Pearson Typographers Corp. Chicago Shore Typographers, Inc., Total Typography, Inc. Northbrook J&L Graphics 
Indiana Indianapolis Weimer Typesetting Co., Inc. Maryland Hyattsville Valley Typesetting Massachusetts Boston Composing Room of New England Newton 
Wrightson Typographers Minnesota Minneapolis Great Faces, Inc., The Type House + Duragraph Missouri Kansas City sharpgraphics St. Louis Typotronics, Inc. 
New Jersey Kenilworth Elizabeth Typesetting Newark Arrow Typographers Rutherford Granite Graphics New York New York City Allied Typographers, Spectrum 
Composition Services Rochester Rochester Mono/Headliners Syracuse Photographic Design Ohio Cleveland Typesetting Service Pennsylvania Blue Bell Estelle Bair •. 1 1 1 • 	Shaw 	.1 .11 T1 1 

Island 

 1 T 	 • 1 	 T• 	 • 	T 	 • Corp. South T 	 •• 	•-• 	 • Composition Philadelphia Ruttle Niaw &wetnenn Rhode isiana rrovmence Typesetting Serv ice u 	6outn Carolina Columbia DG&F Typography & Commercial 
Art Texas Dallas Chiles & Chiles, Inc., Typography Plus Washington Seattle The Type Gallery, Inc. Wisconsin Menasha Graphic Composition, Inc. Canada 
Vancouver, BC. POLA/graphics Toronto, Ontario Techni-Process Ltd. Art Direction: Cranborne Chase Advertising, Seattle. 
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The KING-SIZE Clip Book of 

CHRISTMAS ART 

• AD ANIMALS 
	

• FAMILY-'83 
• AD STARTERS 

	
• FARM 

• ANATOMY 
	

• FITNESS 
• BIG St STRONG • FOOD 
• BORDERS-'82 

	
• GIMMICKS 

• BORDERS-'83 
	

• HOLIDAYS-'82 
• CHILDREN 
	

• HOLIDAYS-'83 
• CHRISTMAS 
	

• HOLIDAYS- '83 
• CIRCUS/FAIR 
	

• HOMES 
• COMPUTER 
	

• HUMAN RELS 
• CRIME 	• IMPACT 
• CROWDS 	• INDUSTRY 
• DESIGN DEVICES • LANDMARKS 
• DROP-INS-'82 	• LANK IES 
• DROP-INS-'83 	• LEADERSHIP 
• EDUCATION-132 • MAIL 
• EDUCATION-'83 • MARINE 
• EXECUTIVES 	• MASCOTS 
• FALL 	 • MEDIA 
• FAMILY-132 	• MEDICINE 

• MEN 
• MONEY-'82 
• MONEY-'83 
• MUSIC 
• OCCUPATIONS 82 
• OCCUPATIONS 83 
• OUTER SPACE 
• PRINTED FORMS 
• PRTG. INDUSTRY 
• RELIGION 
• SALES 
• SPORTS 
• SPORTS 
• SPRING 
• SUMMER 
• SYMBOLS 
• TELEPHONES 
• WEDDING 
• WINTER 
• WOMEN 

Alakah 
YOUR $ 15 GIFT 
The newest 5x8 "Clip Books." 
The current monthly issue of 
four books and four indexes 
just to show you the new look of 
the 1984 camera-ready art. 

ENTIRE 60 BOOK COLLECTION 

k 
CAMEPA BEADY APT 

ILLUSTRATIONS G DESIGNS 
FOR THE CUSTOM PRINTER 

VOLK CLIP ART, BOX 72L 
PLEASANTVILLE, NJ 08232 

Please rush us the "Clip Books" checked 
below. Our covering purchase order is en-
closed. Charge to our active, established 
account and invoice us at rates shown 
plus UPS shipping charges. 

❑ Our check is enclosed—you absorb all 
shipping charges. (Outside USA payment 
in US funds, with order. In N.J. include 6% 
sales tax.) 

❑ Close-Out, All 9x12's, were 250.00 .. 99.95 
❑ 3-Ring Binders For Above, each 	 7 49 
❑ Fabulous Fifty, 179.95 Value 	 69.95 
❑ Sale! Christmas Book, was 29.95 ... 19.95 
❑ Sale! Good Old Days, was 18.50 . 10.95 
❑ 1001 Illustrations 	• Designs 	 89.95 
❑ Holiday Art Collection 	 59.95 

Firm Name ( Please Print 

Authorized by 

 

  

Street Address Please for UPS 
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GIANT 60 BOOK LIBRARY-99" 
Au 9x12 Books Must Go! Save $150! 1500 Illustrations! GC Ea. 

FABULOUS 
FIFTY SALE! 

98 
SAVE 

ABOUT 
$130 

Back in October, 1982, Volk 
Clip Art changed the monthly 
format from 5x8 to 9x12. The 

"Clip Books" continued in this 
format for 15 months—through 
December 1983. With the return 
of Harry Volk the books return to 
the familiar 5x8 size. 

All of which means the entire 
9x12 collection must be cleared 
out at a considerable saving to 
you. The entire 15 months—all 
60 titles are listed below—
originally sold at $250. In order 
to sell it all off, we've slashed it to 
$99.95 and you'll save $150! 

This is an incredible collection 
of camera-ready art—all in 
black-and-white line—at an in-
credibly low price. A big hard-
working collection to save you 
time and money. The 600 pages if 
laid end to end would be as long as 
two football fields! 

Each of the 9x12 pages is 
lithographed on one side of cast- 

coated "Kromekote" reproduc-
tion stock. Each illustration is 
reproduced in two different sizes 
in addition to the miniature in-
dexes. The indexes can be fitted 
down to fit your 5x8 files. 

The 9x12 pages are punched 
for an EZ Reference Binder which 
will hold six monthly issues or 24 
books. You'd need three binders 
which are available at $7.49 each. 
However, it's much simpler to 
place each book in a standard file 
folder and place all 60 folders in a 
standard file cabinet. The fit is a 
bit tight but very workable. With 
the indexes integrated into your 
5x8 files, you'll have a very work-
able system. 

This is an outstanding collec-
tion at a tremendous saving. The 
shipping weight is approxi-
mately 13 pounds but we'll ab-
sorb the UPS charges if you en-
close your check for $99.95 with 
order. But order now because 
these libraries will go quickly. 

Fifty fabulous books of fantastic camera-
ready art at a phenomenal saving of about 
$130. A tremendous value at much less than 
half their former price. We've collected re-
maining "Clip Books" of recent years to offer 
you an irresistible set of time-and money-
saving books. Included are illustrated indexes 
with the art in half size on most but not all 
titles. 

A hard-working collection of more than 
1000 different illustrations—all ready to clip 
and paste—at less than seven cents each. 
About $1.40 per book. About 600 pages, each 
5x8 inches, impeccably lithographed on one 
side of cast-coated "Kromekote" reproduction 
stock. But, our supply is limited and you'll 
want to order now before they're gone forever. 

Plan ahead and save now! About 175 illustrations, cartoons, 
borders, designs and decorative pieces in the greatest collection 
of Christmas art ever assembled. Everything imaginable and all 
the art you'll need to handle Christmas 1984. Loaded with hand-
some black-and-white camera-ready art. 36 one-sided pages im-
peccably lithographed on cast-coated "Kromekote" reproduc-
tion stock in size 8-1/2 x 11 inches. Completely indexed. 

Not tired, old public domain engravings, but fresh, crisp line 
drawings, rendered expressly for us by top-flight illustrators. 
About half of the 100 are costly scratchboards—an almost ex-
tinct art. Every imaginable scene or situation of the gaslight era. 
All are impeccably lithographed on cast-coated reproduction 
STOCK-40 one-side pages, 5x8 inches. Simply clip, paste, shoot 
and print for great graphics. 

NOT MANY 
SHOPPING 

DAYS UNTIL 
CHRISTMAS 

WAS 29.95 

19.95 

100 
OLD TIME 

ART PROOFS 
WAS 16.50 

10.95 

HOLIDAY:ART 
COLLECTION 
OVER 400 ILLUSTRATIONS 
OF 27 ANNUAL HOLIDAYS 
The newest of our specialty books con-
tains 400 illustrations, designs and car-
toons covering 27 different annual holi-
days: April Fools - Christmas - Columbus 
Day - Easter - Election Day - Father's Day -
Ground Hogs - Halloween - Hannukkah -
Independence Day - Labor Day - Lincoln's 
Birthday - Martin Luther King - Memo-
rial Day - Mother's Day - New Year's -
Palm Sunday - Passover - Rosh Hashanna 
- St. Patrick's Day - Secretary's Day -
Thanksgiving - Valentine's Day - Vete-
rans Day - Yom Kippur - George 
Washington. All these occasions are de-
picted in a festive and appropriate style 
to reflect each specific holiday. Printed on 
Kromekote repro stock, fully indexed and 
housed in a sturdy 3-ring binder (in-
cluded). Each 8-1/2 x 11 inch page is 
numbered, titled and guaranteed top-
quality art. The entire collection includes 
about one-half vintage Volk Art and 
one-half fresh, new illustrations. 

59.95 

1001 GREAT 
GRAPHICS 

DESIGNS — ILLUSTRATIONS 
CARTOONS—FROM A TO Z 
It's the biggest "Clip Book" we've ever 
done with a total of 180 one-sided pages, 
with 1001 incredible black-and-white 
line illustrations and especially lettered 
headlines' Designed especially for the 
custom printer with classifications rang-
ing from A to Z, but it's a windfall for 
anyone in advertising and printing. 
The pages are 8-1/2 x 11 inches with the 
180 one-sided pages printed with our 
usual care on glossy "Kromekote" repro-
duction stock. Punched for the sturdy, 
three-ring binder (included) with pages 
easily removed for camera. Fully indexed 
so that you can locate what you need in 
an instant. 
An amazing collection of the very best 
illustrations from recent books plus 
hundreds and hundreds of brand new 
pieces. Hundreds of animals and team 
mascots, occupations, sports, borders 
and drop-ins. Art for all seasons and of 
every description. All top quality Volk 
Art-the choice of professionals 30 years. 

89.95 

DETACH AND MAIL 

City, State, Zip Code 
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In Japan it's: 135-•0-V02111i: 
In Germany it's: der neue deg hum mOrtarbigen Idiot 
In the U.S. it's: THE BEST COLOR COMP 

THIS SIDE OF A FINAL PROOF 

A WORLDWIDE SYSTEM 
In the U.K., art directors no longer ask for a com-
prehensive. They specify "Make a Chromatec." 
There must be a lot of good reasons why artists 
and designers all over the world are 
using Chromatec to comp 
their designs. There are. 
Listen to this: 

MATCH ANY COLOR 
Chromatec uses inks with 
the same pigments the 
pressmen will be using. The 
inks are color matched to 
standard ink color systems. 
The precise color you specify 
is the color you will get. 
Opaque or transparent. Includ-
ing fluorescents and metallics. 

ON PRESS STOCK 
Chromatec puts your comp on the 
very same stock on which you'll 
print the finished job. Coated or 
uncoated paper. Film. Foil. Almost 
any flat surface. Even lightly 
textured surfaces. 

Your Chromatec comp is an 
ink-only image on stock. No colored film 
overlays to dull colors or obscure type. No felt 
tip "squeaky" renderings. No paste-on galley 
proofs. That's why a Chromatec comp looks like 
a finished printed piece. We've fooled experts. 
You will amaze your clients. 

WAIT—THERE'S MORE 
How many times have you wanted transfer 
lettering in a special color? Chromatec gives it to 
you in any type style, size or color, and you'll 

never run out of E's. Tired 
of wasting board time 
by rendering the same 

client logo over and over? 
Chromatec makes logos, 

insignia, service marks, any 
color, in the sizes you use 

most, ready to rub off instead 
of draw on. Think of the time 
you'll save. 

Want more? Chromatec is 
also ideal for creating camera- 

ready art, T.V. cells, or overhead 
projection slides. Colors will 
photograph true and project 

vividly. Further, there is no better 
way to make 3-D mockups. 

Chromatec comps do not crack or 
chip, even when going around a 

compound curve or a sharp corner. 

COMPS WHICH LOOK LIKE 
PRINTING 

The best way to present a 
graphic idea has always been in finished 

form. Now Chromatec allows you to comp your 
designs in a form that looks like printing. No 
wonder most people refer to it as a proof rather 
than a comp. Give your ideas the presentation 
quality they deserve. Give them Chromatec. 

CHROMAT EC 
OR PRINTED JOB? 

(only your printer will k now for sure). 

 

1 

 

For further information 
or the name 

of your -dealer 
CALL TOLL FREE: 

800-323-9752 or 

  

CHROMATEC TM  
proofs the design. 

312-640-7746 
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WHAT THIS 
PRINTER'S CAMERA 
USED TO DO FOR $9.39, 

THE MINOLTA 
BETA COPIER DOES 

FOR 44. 
The copier is the Beta 450Z from Minolta. And it's 

revolutionizing the way printers all over the country 
size type and artwork for layouts, paste-ups, mechan-
icals and more. Because they don't have to go to the 
camera nearly as often. 

The reason is Minolta's exclusive Beta zoom lens. 
It can reduce and enlarge to a virtually limitless 
range of copy sizes. From almost 50% larger than the 
original to 50% smaller. 

The dramatic cost saving isn't the only reason 
why more and more printers are choosing the Beta 
450Z.There's also the time saved. At many printers, 
up to an hour or two a day. 

And Minolta copy quality is, as always, superior. 
Whether the 450Z is doing the office copying jobs 
other copiers do. Or the special sizing jobs it alone 
can do. 

For more on how the Beta 450Z can make your 
life easier, see your Minolta dealer. Look in the 
Yellow Pages under the Minolta trademark.Or call 
toll-free 800-526-5256. In New Jersey, 201-342-6707. 

The Minolta Beta 450Z.The first copier in the 
world that sizes like a camera. 

Please have my dealer contact me for a demonstration of the Minolta Beta 450ZS 
I 	sizing capabilities. 

❑ Please send me more information. 

Name 	  

I 	Title 	  

Company 	  

Address 	 City 	  

State 	  Zip 	  Telephone 	  

Mail to Minolta Corporation, Business Equipment 
Division, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J.07446. 

orufr,iciii84  , 
BETA. THERE'S NO OTHER COPIER ON EARTH LIKE IT. 

Atdo 
 

	

L 	
© 1984 Minolta Corporation 
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TC Graphis Bow 
'11C Giaphis EXTRA BOLD 

TC Howland 
Ivernia LIGHT 

Ivernia LIGHT ITALIC 

Ivernia. 
I Ivemia MEDIUM 

Jasper 
TC Jenson CONDENSED 

LYNTON 
ROMAN 

K 	 , 

14` 1,ft .;; "" 
RCN D 

Thanks In 
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AclministeruGHT 
Administer. ITALIC 

AcImini.ster LIGHT CONDENSED 

Administer RIDETK 
Administer. 
Administer.. 
Athninistere001( CONDENSED 

Administer NEM 
Administer. 

Nlllimn 1,lonts'Afi•o• ■•••ce la nearlookat barn: 
typicai I•bervon d Ashton. the chanacten haw bent 
rework. and refined rinnIOnsu. crentrn g min Naunlui 

Alexon 
Altona MEDIUM 

9Altorta MEDIUM SWASH 

TC Americana 
Argos LIGHT 

AlgUS MEDIUM 

ATM BOLD 

itirgnS EXTRA BOLD 

AIguS POT& gPsig 
Arica DOW 

Arica EXTRA BOLD 

TC AUCRArTITLING 

Ashton 
IC 13elwe DGNT 

'IC Beiwe MEDUM 

TC Belwe 
Bel 'e BOLD CONDENSED 

Tc Bembo BOW 

IC Bembo EXTRA BOW 

TC Bembo. 
Bembo EN-UE(4-6.ED 

TC Berldey...N BOLD 

TC Berldey...N EXTRA BOLD 

Blackmore 
TC Bookman mus. 
TC Bookman NoL.To 
Tg Bo okman WOW 
Braydon BOLD 

Carnaby 
TC Caslon LIGHT 

1PC Caslon MEDIUM 

TC Caslon BO D ic 	B cam 	CONDENSED ic  
71C'  Cask BLACK ITALIC 

'IC Caslon GRAPHIQUE 

Caxton L. 
aatm LIGHT ITALIC 

Caxton. 
Caxton BOOK ITALIC 

Caxton BOLD 

Caxton. RAUC 
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Available exclusively from these fine type houses. 
Australia 	 TYPSETTRA 	 United Kingdom 
THE MARKBY GROUP 	Toronto, Ontario 	 TYPOGRAPHIC VISION 
Melbourne, Victoria 	(416) 425-6510 	 London, England 
(03) 699-8255 
Canada 
AVANT GARDE 
Montreal, Quebec 
(514) 288-0192 

France 
SOCIETE DE CREATIONS 
GRAPHIQUES 
Paris, France 
(1) 763-1163 

ANDRESEN TYPOGRAPHICS 
Orange County, CA 
(714) 250-4450 
ARROW TYPOGRAPHERS 
Newark, NJ 
(201) 622-0111 

FRANKLIN TYPOGRAPHERS 
New York, NY 
(212) 736-4707 
PHIL'S PHOTO 
Washington, D.C. 
(202) 293-2214 

TYPEMASTERS 
Ardmore, PA 
(215) 649-2546 
THE TYPESMITHS 
Chicago, IL 
(312) 787-8200 

(01) 242-6244 
United States 
ANDRESEN TYPOGRAPHICS 
Los Angeles, CA 
Melrose: (213) 464-4106 
6th St.: (213) 384-2525 



The best creative solu__ 
delivered ■ 	 

to your 
door each 

month! 
12 times a year, Clipper 

Creative Art Service® brings you 
a fresh supply of camera-ready 
art and ideas that will save you 

time, energy, and money— 
while maintaining your high 

standards of professional 
quality. 

ons of the 80s... 

U 

Clipper® brings a new level of sophistication to camera-
ready art. It's always contemporary, constantly up-
dated and consistently original. 

lbp-quality art that's unparalleled. "Average" 
just isn't good enough for Clipper. The art we offer 
you has to be the very best. So we've scoured the 
nation to find today's most dynamic artists. These 
top illustrators contribute to Clipper, giving you a 
wide variety of artistic styles to choose from— 
illustrations, graphics, symbols, headings and borders in 
styles from stipple and crosshatch to bold silhouettes 
and airbrush renderings. Clipper art can be modified easily 
to fit your specific needs. Enlarge it, reduce it, crop it, flop it, 
reverse it, add color to it—use it to its fullest potential! 

Contemporary, original suggestions to give you ideas. 
Clipper is the only art service that provides top-quality 
art, then suggests creative ways you can use it. Eight 
pages of Clipper show you clear examples of how you can 
use the art in each issue. You'll see examples of ads, bro-
chures, newsletters, logos, letterheads, AV slides, menus, 
billboards, T-shirts, package designs and much more—
complete with professionally written copy, so you may 
use them just as they are. These idea pages are designed 
to eliminate creative blocks so productivity can flow! 

Make Clipper your complete creative SYSTEM. With 
your subscription to Clipper, you'll receive: 

II 12 issues of the 24-page (121/2" x 19") Clipper filled 
with contemporary, professional camera-ready art and 
ideas. 

■ 12 issues of "Clip Bits"—your indispensable "how-to" 
magazine filled with tips, shortcuts, and informational 
articles for artists, production people, copywriters, and 
creative managers. (20 pages, 81/2" x 11") 
Unlimited access to our 10-year, 8,000-subject Master 
Art Library and its 64-page Cross Reference Index—
available exclusively to Clipper subscribers. 

■ Monthly pictorial indexes to help you locate art quickly 
and easily. 

■ Sturdy vinyl-clad binders—one to protect your valuable 
Clipper issues and the other for your "Clip Bits" 
magazines. 

Send for your FREE Thal Issue of Clipper 
Creative Art Service today! 

d 	Dynamic Graphics, Inc. 

ci 6000 N. Forest Park Drive 
P.O. Box 1901 
Peoria, IL 61656-1901 

■	 
■ 

• 
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NOTE: Offer applies in North America only. In 
Europe, contact Dynamic Graphics, U.K Ltd.. 

17 Rodney Way, Widford Industrial Estate, 
Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3BY, England, for 

complete details. All other areas, contact 
Dynamic Graphics, Inc. (U.S.) 

Thy Clipper 
FREE of charge 

SEND NO MONEY NOW 
	Note: Coupon must be completely filled out and payment option checked before we can send your Trial Issue. 

YES! I'd like a FREE Thal Issue of Clipper®. Please enter my order for a 
one-year, 12-issue subscription to Clipper Creative Art Service® at 
$29.50 per month, plus $2.15 postage and handling ($3.90 per month 
postage and handling in Canada, payable in U.S. funds), beginning with the 
current issue. After the first 12 issues, continue to ship monthly, subject 
to my written cancellation notice 30 days prior to publication (20th of 	COMPANY (if applicable) 

every month). 

STREET 

ATTENTION 	(please print or type) 

TITLE 

When you complete and mail 
in the coupon, we'll send you 
a FREE trial Issue of Clipper. 

Use its $14,000 worth of 
original art, and adapt the 

application ideas to your own 
projects. 

• 

However, first send me the Trial issue of Clipper. which I may review and 
use. If I decide Clipper is not for me, I may cancel my order within 15 
days, keep the FREE ISSUE and owe nothing. 

I agree to complete the order as follows (please check one): 

❑ I prefer to save 3% of the subscription price by prepaying. Please bill 
me now. Net  10 days. 

I=1 Please bill me monthly as the years issues are shipped. Terms are 
net 10 days. 

CITY STATE ZIP 

TYPE OF BUSINESS BUSINESS PHONE (area code) 

AUTHORIZED BY (Signature and title) 

FOR OFFICE USE 82AR-80000 

MAIL TO: Dynamic Graphics, Inc., 6000 N. Forest Park Drive, P.O. Box 1901. Peoria, IL 61656-1901 



Neenah Paper The Classic line to keep you 
out of trouble. 1984 K.C.C. 

" Registered Trademark 
of Kimberly-Clark Corporation Kimberly-Clark Neenah Paper Division 

Bertram Bentley the Third! 
If this had been on anything 
other than CLASSIC'Text 
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I MI OD 
AMAISMIN   

One catalog source for graphic art materials 

DESIGN 

ILLUSTRATION 

SIGN PAINTING 

SCREEN PRINTING 

DRAFTING 

MI 

Name 	 

Title 	  

Business 	  

Address 	  

• City 	  

II State 	 Zip 

QUICK SHIPPING 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

WIDE SELECTION 

TOLL-FREE ORDERING 

FREE CATALOG 

Dick Blick, Dept. UL, Box 1267, Galesburg, IL 61401 

MI NM IM 111. 



The Original 
"SPACESAVER" 
Drawing Tables 
—All the name implies 

4 models that fold to 4" 
flat. Sturdily built. Stable 
when open. Easily adjustable. 
Bases in White, Black, Cranberry 
and Brown. 5 drawer taboret, 
and stool to complement. 	 for Drafting, Engineering 

Write for literature. 	
and Graphic ArtsSupplles 

Alvin & Company. Inc., P.O. Box 188UL, Windsor, CT 06095, 203/243-8991, 1-800-243-0197 

IA 

cut out all 
that cutting rip 

Maniacal Over Doing Mechanicals? Free 
yourself from all that manual labor. Order your fine 
typography from Granite, made up on VISION. 

More Exact Than Exacto, Faster Than 
Freelance. When we do your work on VISION, 
you get camera ready, computer accurate, one-
piece in-position repros, complete with crop 
marks, ready to go to the printer. 

The Proof Is In Our Portfolio. 
Like ads, brochures, catalogs, manuals, 
monographs. With contours, wraps, 
rules, charts, graphs. Visionary work 
done on VISION. 

You Can Cut Out All That 
Cutting Up. Plus receive a FREE 
VISION tee shirt* for letting us 
prove it to you. Now, that's 
a fitting offer from a 
fine typographer. 

GRANITE GRAPHICS 
Fine Typography 

19 Franklin Place 
Rutherford, N.J. 07070 

201-438-7398.212-772-0364 

•Offer good only in NYC metro area of 
N Y. , NJ., Conn. Limited quantities. 

tSubject to G.G. job acceptance. 

Free Red VISION 
Tee Shirt* with "Cut 
out" message boldly 
emblazoned across the 
front. See coupon for 
details. Sizes available: 
Medium, Large, X-Large. 

Type enclosed to do on VISIONI. 
Send shirt, size 	 
Call so I can see VISION samples. 
Bring shirt, size 	 
Call so I can come for a VISION 
demo and get shirt, size 	 

Name, Title 

Company 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Phone 

This ad was typeset, then made up, in one piece, on VISION. 
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Stop paying $200 
for $120 worth of type! 

Type bills are driving everyone crazy. Up, up they go—with no ceiling in 
sight. But you don't want to know about that. You want to know why your 
catalog costs so much. And why type for a simple brochure costs almost as 
much as the printing. You're caught in the middle trying to keep costs down 
but getting your socks knocked off with type bills. 

But Arnold & Debel can help. With advertising quality type at prices that 
remind you of the good old days. Prices the big shops can't even remember. 
And we operate around the clock. Call Ivan Debel today at (212) 889-3711 
or (800) 232-3312. You have nothing to lose except outrageous type bills! 

AD 
ARNOLD & DEBEL INC 

TYPOGRAPHERS 
270 MADISON AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 

(212)889-3711 

Artograph 
DB 300: 
The Graphic 
Design Tool 
for Visual 
Communication 
Professionals 
Speed up your creative production time and put 
an end to tedious scaling with the DB 300 opaque art 
projector. It mounts on your drawing board and 
projects down, directly onto your work surface. 

Scale range is 3 times enlargement and 40% 
reduction on your table top; 8 times on the floor or 
lower table, and with the side mount feature, 18 times 
onto the wall. 

Project in color and opaque copy, three dimensional 
object, as well as slides and tranparencies (accessory 
required). 

It's on display at your local art supply store. Ask for a 
hands-on demonstration. 

For complete details, call or write for a free brochure. 

Artograph, Inc. 
Dept. UL-1184, 2626 N. Second Street 

Minneapolis, MN 55411 612/521-2233 

artograph 
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❑ Please send brochure with complete specifications and price . 

Name 	 Phone( 	) 	  

Title/Position 	  

Company 	  

Address 	  

City 	  State 	  Zip 	  

My art supplierdealer is 	  Location 	  

UL-DB 	 Artograph, Inc., 2626 N. SecondSt., Minneapolis, MN 55411 	 1184  

The ITC Center was established to introduce new and exciting 
typo/graphic arts experiences. It is now a growing resource for 
students and professionals. 

The following slide shows, based on ITC Center exhibitions, are cur- 
rendy available for rental from ITC. Rentals are for a two week period. 

International Calligraphy lbday 
389 slides representing the work of more than 100 calligraphers from 
five continents. $50.00 rental plus $50.00 deposit. 

Japanese Typography 
An 85-slide lecture prepared by the Japan Typography Association. For 
slides and script $40.00 rental and $40.00 deposit. 

Lubalin in Paris 
225 slides of work from Herb Lubalin's design studio. $50.00 rental and 
$50.00 deposit. 

'type and lbchnology 
70 slides of the exhibition prepared by Mergenthaler Linotype Company 
and The Cooper Union Center for Design and 'Typography. $25.00 rental 
and $25.00 deposit. 

Typo & 
255 slides of the work of nine Czechoslovakian typographic designers. 
$50.00 rental and $50.00 deposit. 

For rentals outside the United States, please add $25.00 U.S. to the rental 
and $25.00 U.S. to the deposit fees. 

For further information and/or a copy of the rental agreement, contact 
Laurie Burns, Director, Public Relations and Educational Activities, ITC, 
2 HammarsIjold Plaza, New York, NY 10017. 212-371-0699. 



NEW TOOLS AND PRODUCTS FOR 
LAYOUT, DESIGN AND DRAWING 

Graphic Products Corporation 
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PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS AND TOOLS FOR 

LAYOUT• DESIGN • DRAWING 

6 
CATALOG SUPPLEMENT No. 7A 

PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY 
AT  YOUR LOCAL ART DEALER 
OR  MAIL IN COUPON TODAY. 
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STATIONERY BOARD  is a complete art-
work  production board and guide for 
business stationery. Non-repro blue grids 
provided for letterhead, envelope, ship-
ping label and business cards. 

es 0,0,„,.. 
en...,..-0f -;orS 

AO> . 	' 

BOARDMATE  is a precision, plastic 
template for quick and consistent ruling 
of crop marks and keylines for production 
art for any page or spread size. 

VLOS1 
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VELART Cotton Velour Designer 
Papers have a richly textured surface for 
creating unique visual presentations and 
illustration. Paper size is 20 x 26 inches. 
16 colors available. 

NEW GRAPHIC PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION CATALOG 
SUPPLEMENT FEATURES 
TOOLS AND PRODUCTS 
WHICH WILL TURN YOUR 
CREATIVE DESIGN IDEAS 
INTO FINISHED ARTWORK. 

32 NEW BORDER BOARDS have been 
added to the popular line of preprinted 
borders with 8 1/2 x 11 inch non-repro blue 
paste-up grid. Ideal for quick creative 
solutions to many design projects. 

PUT-LINES is a new drawing tool with 
precision-engineered rollers for the ac-
curate drawing of parallel lines, center 
lines, and angles. Inch, metric and 
engineering scales available. 

LAYOUT PLANNERS are innovative new 
layout pads with miniature spreads for 
quick visualization of brochures and 
catalogs. Two sizes available: 81/2 x 11 
and 11 x 17 inches. 

NEW FORMALINE Tapes added to the 
existing tape line include new point size 
corners, matte printed border tapes and 
pattern tapes. Useful for keylining artwork 
and visual presentations. 

	

PLEASE RUSH MY FREE COPY OF 
	

U&Ic 11/84 

NEW CATALOG SUPPLEMENT NO. 7A 

Company 	  

Attention 	  

Street 	  

City 	 State 	  Zip 	  

Mail to: GRAPHIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 3601 Edison Pl., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 

• • • • • • • •• 
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• • • • 
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N 
MAKE TYPE 
SPECIFICAT 
SIMPLE! 

The RapidType Computer 
is hardware-based 
on the Sharp PC1250A 
Pocket Computer. 

WITH 

	 State 	 Zip 	  

Name 

Company 	  

Address 

City 

❑ Please send additional information. 

And increase accuracy as well. The RapidType Computer is not a modified calculator, but 
a genuine computer that prompts you through each step of the type specification process. 

The RapidType Computer comes in two models to suit your particular needs. Model TS2 
computes type depth, character count and type size, and includes an electronic proportion 
scale as well. Model TS2A3 does everything the TS2 does, and also adds a measurement 
converter. Both models come complete with type gauge, instruction manual and limited 
warranty. 

Why not order a RapidType Computer today? 

Send to: THE WORKS/Computer Division, P.O. Box 1023, Aurora, IL 60507 

❑ Yes, I'm ready to start avoiding the drudgery of specing type. 
Please send me 	 RapidType Model TS2 @ $120.00 each 
	 RapidType Model TS2A3 @ $160.00 each 

I am enclosing a check or money order for $     US 	Illinois residents please add 6 1/4% tax. 
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It its your body and expresses your type. 

designe 50c/0 polyester. Great 	Green on White. 

Bodytype T-shirts are 

ARC/ ST r top-quality 50% cotton 

TAKE THE MISERY 
OUT OF SPECING TYPE 

With GAUGE-O-RAMA. The type 
specing system that works. For 
Designers, Art Directors, Editors, 
Typographers, and Printers. Anyone 
who ever works with type will love 
GAUGE -O -RAMA, a unique new sys-
tem guaranteed to take the misery 
out of specing type. 

Make Your Life Easier 
GAUGE -O -RAMA gives you all the 
information you need to spec type 
quickly, confidently, and accurately. 

Save Time and Money 
Get your type specified correctly the 
first time. Avoid the costly errors 
that eat into your profits. 

You'll Love GAUGE-O-RAMA! 
GAUGE-O-RAMA has a complete 
money-back guarantee if you are not 
completely satisfied. 

Bob and Sue before  GAUGE 0 RAMA 

The GAUGE-O-RAMA System 
Six components (2 clear film gauges 
and 4 laminated charts) are attractive-
ly packaged in a laminated envelope 
for easy storage. The six elements: 
• SIZING GAUGE.  For determining 
type and rule sizes, points and picas. 

• LINESPACING GAUGE.  For measur-
ing linespacing; text sizes in 1/2  pts. 

• DECIMAL CONVERSION CHART.  For 
figuring enlargements/reductions. 

• PROOFREADERS' MARKS CHART. 
A chart of symbols and their usage. 

• COLUMN DEPTH CHART.  For deter-
mining the volume of type needed. 

• CHARACTER COUNT CHART.  An 
aid for copyfitting text material. 

Casa de Typography, A 
3427 Glendale Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 

Checks or money orders 
payable to: 
CASA de TYPOGRAPHY 

Available at finer art 
supply stores 
everywhere. 

I'LL TRY IT! 
Please send me 	GAUGE-O - RAMAs at $28.95 each. 
Add $2.00 postage and handling each. 
10% discount on orders of 4 or more. 
California residents, please add 6.5% sales tax. 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

CITY, STATE, ZIP 	  

❑ Mastercard 

Amt. Enclosed 	 

Charge my: 	❑ Visa 

Blue on White. 	as a gift or for yourself. 
Available in sizes: S, M, 
L, XL. $10.00 each. 

designer 

P.O. BOX 671 

F. D. R. STATION 

NEW YORK, NY. 10150 

Send order to above address: 

PLEASE SEND ME: 

) 	 T-shirt(s) 

i have enclosed: 0 Check ❑ Money Order 

Name 	  

Acct. Number 	  

Ezp Date 	  

Signature 

Ship for 
Name 	 

	

Address 	 

City 	 
FOR ARTHOUSE SPECIALS WRITE TO:  P. O.  BOX 1413, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11202.  

State 	 Zip 

T ORDER,: Please include a postage-handling fee of $2.50 per order 

and N.Y. Tax (if any). Include your names and addresses for UPS. shipping. 
For fast delivery use MasterCard, Visa, or money order. NO C. 0. D. 
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216 EAST 45TH STREET • NEW YORK CITY 10017 • 212

▪  

-490-2345 
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Digital Visions, Inc. 
454 West 46 St. 
New York, N.Y. 10036 
(212) 581-7760 
Interactive Computer Graphics 
Software 

Filmotype  
7711 N. Merrimac Avenue 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
(312 ) 965-8800 
Film Fonts 

Fonts  
Hardy/Williams (Design) Ltd. 
300A High St. 
Sutton, Surrey 
SM1 PQ England 
01-636-0474 
Font Manufacturer 

Fundicien Tipografica 
Neufville, S.A. 
Puigmarti, 22 
Barcelona-12 
Spain 
219 50 00 
Poster Types 

Geographics, Inc. 
P0. Box R-1 
Blaine, WA 98230 
(206) 332-6711 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Graphic Products Corporation 

3601 Edison Place 
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008 
(312) 392-1476 
Formatt Cut-out Acetate Letters 
and Graphic Art Aids 

Graphics, Inc. 
16001 Industrial Drive 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 
(301) 948-7790 
Manufacturer of Dry Transfer 
Systems 

Harris Corporation 
Harris Composition Systems 
Division 
PO. Box 2080 
Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 259-2900 
Fototronic 4000,TXT, 1200, 600 
CRT 7400,7450 

Dr.-Ing Rudolf Hell GmbH  
Grenzstrasse 1-5 
D2300 Kiel 14 
West Germany 
(0431) 2001-1 
Digiset Phototypesetting 
Equipments and Systems, 
Digiset-Fonts 

Information international  
5933 Slauson Avenue 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
(213) 390-8611 
Phototypesetting Systems 

International Business 
Machines Corporation 
Old Orchard Road 
Armonk, N.Y. 10504 
Electronic Printing Systems 

International type Fonts ApS 
c/o Cooper & Beatty, Limited 
401 Wellington Street West 
Toronto M5V 1E8 
(416) 364-7272 
Type Discs for Harris 600, 
1200, 4000,TXT Typesetters 

Itek Composition 
Systems Division 
34 Cellu Drive 
Nashua, N.H. 03060 
(603) 889-1400 
Phototypesetting Systems and 
Equipment, Film Strips, 
Standard and Segmented Discs, 
and Digitized Fonts 

Esselte Letraset 
Letraset Limited  
St. Georges House 
195/203 Waterloo Road 
London SE1 84J 
England 
(01) 930-8161 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Letraset USA Inc. 
40 Eisenhower Drive 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 
(201) 845-6100 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Linographics 
770 N. Main Street 
Orange, California 92668 
(714) 639-0511 
Display Typesetters, 
2' Film Fonts 

Mecanonna 
78610 LePerray-en-Yvelines 
Paris, France 
483.90.90 
Dry Transfer Letters 

MegaCom, Inc.  
3925 Coconut Palm Drive 
Suite 115 
Tampa, Florida 33619 
(813) 626-6167 
Non-Impact Page Printing Systems 

Mergenthaler Linotype 
Company 
201 Old Country Road 
Melville, N.Y. 11747 
(516) 673-4197 
Linoterm,V-I-RLinotron, Omni-
tech CRTronic, Phototypesetting 
Equipment and Systems 

Metagraphics 
Division of Intran Corp. 	 
4555 W. 77th St. 
Edina, Minn. 55435 
(612) 835-5422 
Digital Fonts for Xerox 9700 

Microtype  
8 Faubourg St. Jean 
21200 Beaune 
France 
Film Fonts Manufacturer 
Alphabet Designers 

The Monotype Corporation Ltd. 
Salfords, Redhill, Surrey, 
England 
Redhill 6 5959 
Visual Communications 
Equipment 

Officine Simoncini s. p. a. 
Casella Postale 776 
40100 Bologna 
Italy 
(051) 744246 
Hot Metal Composing Matrices 
and Phototypesetting Systems 

PhotoVislon Of California, Inc. 

P.O. Box 552 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
(213) 870-4828 
Toll Free: 800-421-4106 
Spectra Setter 1200, Visual 
Display Setter, and 2' Film Fonts 

Pressure Graphics, Inc. 

1725 Armitage Court 
Addison, Illinois 60101 
(312) 620-6900 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Prestype, Inc. 
194 Veterans Blvd. 
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072 
(201) 933-6011 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Purup Electronics 
28 Jens Juuls Vej 
DK 8260 VIBYJ 
Denmark 
Tel: 456-28 22 11 
Laser Forms Printer 

Quantel Ltd.  
Kenley House 
Kenley Lane 
Kenley, Surrey 
CR2 5Yr 
England 
01-668-4151 
Designers and Manufacturers 
of Digital Television Broadcasting 
Equipment; the Paint Box. 

Ryobl Limited  

762 Mesaki-Cho 
Fuchu-Shi 
Hiroshima-Ken 726 
Japan 
Text/Display Phototypesetters 

Scangraphic Dr. Boger GmbH 
Rissener Strasse 112-114 
West Germany 
(04103) 6021-25 
Manufacturer of the Scantext 
Phototypesetting System, 
Frontend, Typesetter, Graphic 
Page, Logoscanner, Interfaces 
and Digital Fonts 

Simulation Excel A.S. 
Dag Hammarskjolds vei 15 
Oslo 5 
Norway 
Tel: 47-2-15 66 90 
PAGEscan Digital Typesetter 
PAGEcomp Interactive Ad 
and Page Make-up Terminal 

Southern Systems, Inc.  
2841 Cypress Creek Road 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33309 
(305) 979-1000 
Electronic Printing Systems 

Special Graphic Lettering 
Systems Holland B.V.  

Lijnbaanstraat 13 
P.O. Box 525 
2220 AM KATWIJK 
Holland 
01718-26114/22871 
Dry Transfer Lettering 

D. Stempel AG 
Hedderichstrasse 106-114 
D-6000 Frankfurt 70 
West Germany 
(069) 6068-0 
Typefaces and Fonts for Analog 
and Digital Typesetters and other 
Visual Communication Equipment 

Tactype, Inc. 
12 West 26th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
(212) 924-1800 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Technographics/Flim Fonts 
P.O. Box 552 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
(213) 870-4828 
Toll Free: 800-421-4106 
Film Fonts, Studio Film Kits, 
and Alphabet Designers 

URW Untemehmensberatung 
Karow Rubo Weber GmbH 
Harksheider Strasse 102 
2000 Hamburg 65 
West Germany 
(040) 602 1071 
IKARUS—Digital Type Production 
SIGNUS—Type Setting with Foils 

Visi-Graphics 
8119 Central Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20027 
(301) 366-1144 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Visual Graphics Corporation 
5701 N.W. 94th Avenue 
Tamarac, Florida 33321 
(305) 722-3000 
Manufacturer of Photo Typositor 
and Original Typositor 
Film Fonts 

Xerox Corporation 
Corporate Font Center  
701 South Aviation Blvd. 
El Segundo, Calif. 90245 
Mail Stop A3-23 
(213) 536-9721 

Zipatone, Inc. 
150 Fencl Lane 
Hillside, Illinois 60162 
(312) 449-5500 
Dry Transfer Letters 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 
OF ITC TYPEFACES  
AGFA-GEVAERT N.V. 
BITSTREAM, INC. 
DATALOGICS INCORPORATED 
DELPHAX SYSTEMS 
DICOMED CORPORATION 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
DIGITIZED INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION (GHENT, BELGIUM) 
EOCOM 
GENERAL OPTRONICS 
CORPORATION 
KANEMATSU ELECTRONICS 
LIMITED 
SCITEX CORPORATION LTD. 
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ONLY THE FOLLOWING 

SUBSCRIBER COMPANIES ARE 
LICENSED TO MANUFACTURE AND SELL 

ITC 
TYPEFACES 

AM International, Inc. 
Varityper Division 
11 Mt. Pleasant Avenue 
East Hanover, N.J. 07936 
(201) 887-8000 
Phototypesetters and Photo-
lettering Systems 

Adobe Systems, Inc. 

1870 Embarcadero 
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 
(415) 852-0271 
Interactive Software Tools for 
Graphic Arts 

Alphatype Corporation 
7711 N. Merrimac Avenue 
Niles, Illinois 60648 
(312) 965-8800 
AlphaSette and AlphaComp 
Phototypesetting Systems 
CRS Digital Phototypesetter 

Artype, Inc. 
3530 Work Drive 
P.O. Box 7151 
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901 
(813) 332-1174 
800-237-4474 
Dry Transfer Letters 
Cut Out Letters 

Autologic, Inc.  
1050 Rancho Conejo Blvd. 
Newbury Park, Calif. 91320 
(213) 889-7400 
APS-4/APS-5 CRT Phototype-
setter Composition and 
Typesetting Systems 

Autelogic SA 
1030 Bussigny Pres Lausanne 
Switzerland 
021/89.29.71 
Bobst Graphic Products and 
Phototypesetting Systems 

H. Berthold AG  
Teltowkanalstrasse 1-4 
D-1000 Berlin 46 
West Germany 
(030) 7795-1 
Diatronic, ADS 3000, Diatext, 
Diatype, Staromatic, 
Staromat, Starograph 

Berthold of North America 
610 Winters Avenue 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 
(201) 262-8700 
Diatronic, ADS, Diatype, 
Staromat, Diasetter, 
Repromatic 

Cello-Tak Mfg., Inc.  
35 Alabama Avenue 
Island Park, L.I., N.Y. 11558 
(516) 431-7733 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Chartpak 
One River Road 
Leeds, Mass. 01053 
(413) 584-5446 
Dry Transfer Letters 

Compugraphic Corporation 
200 Ballardvale Street 
Wilmington, Mass. 01887 
(617) 944-6555 
EditWriters, CompuWriters, 
Text Editing Systems, 
MCS"' 8200, 8400, 8600, 
Accessories and Supplies 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL: INTERNATIONAL TYPEFACE CORPORATION 2 HAMMARSKJOLD PLAZA, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017 (212) 371-0699 TELEX: 669204 



Code Postal 	Zip Code Country 	Pays 	Land 

Name Nom 

Company 	Firme 	Firma 

Title 	Fonction 	Beruf 

Street Address 	Rue et n° 	Strasse 

City 	Ville 	Postleitzahl und Orf 

Quantity Unit Price 	Total 
Quantite Prix unitaire 	Total 
Anzahl Einzelpreis Gesamtpreis 

ITC BOOKLETS: 
ITC American Typewriter' 	  $1.00 
ITC Avant Garde Gothic" with Oblique 	 1.00 
ITC Avant Garde Gothic' Condensed 	 1.00 
ITC Barcelona' 	  1.00 
ITC Bauhaus' 	  1.00 
ITC Benguiat® 	  1.00 
ITC Benguiat* Condensed 	  1.00 

_ITC Benguiat Gothic® 	  1.00 
ITC Berkeley Oldstyle® 	  1.00 

_ITC Bookman* 	  1.00 
ITC Caslon No. 224* 	  1.00 
ITC Century® with Condensed 	  1.00 
ITC Cheltenham® with Condensed 	 1.00 
ITC Clearface® 	  1.00 
ITC Cushing' 	  1.00 
ITC Eras" 	  1.00 
ITC Fenice® 	  1.00 

_ITC Franklin Gothic' 	  1.00 
Friz Quadrata 	  1.00 
ITC Galliard® 	  1.00 

_ITC Garamond with Condensed 	 1.00 
ITC Isbell' 	  1.00 
Italia 	  1.00 
ITC Kabel® 	  1.00 
ITC Korinna" with Kursiv 	  1.00 

_ITC Lubalin Graph® with Oblique 	 1.00 
• 	ITC Modern No.216' 	  1.00 

ITC New Baskerville" 	  1.00 
ITC Newtext® 	  1.00 
ITC Novarese® 	  1.00 

_ITC Quorum" 	  1.00 
ITC Serif Gothic' 	  1.00 
ITC Souvenir' 	  1.00 

_ITC Symbol ® 	  1.00 
_ITC Tiffany with Italic 	  1.00 

ITC Usherwood® 	  1.00 
ITC Veljovic® 	  1.00 

_ITC Weidemann® 	  1.00 
ITC Zapf Book® 	  1.00 

_ITC Zapf Chancery® 	  1.00 
ITC Zapf Dingbatsw 	  1.00 

_ITC Zapf International® 	  1.00 

U&Ic BACK COPIES: 	 Foreign U.S. Price 
_ U&Ic,Vol.3,No. 4 	  $2.50 $1.50 

U&Ic,Vol.4,No.4 	  4.00 1.50 
U&Ic,Vol.5,No.4 	  2.50 1.50 

_U&Ic,Vol.6,No.1 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.6,No.3 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.6,No.4 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic, Vol. 7, No. 2 	  5.00 2.50 
	U&Ic, Vol. 7, No.3 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.8,No.3 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.8,No.4 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.9,No.1 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.9,No.2 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.9,No.4 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.10,No.1 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.10,No.2. 2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.10,No.3 ..... 2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.10,No.4 	..... 2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol.11,No.1 	  2.50 1.50 
_U&Ic,Vol.11,No.2 	  2.50 1.50 
	U&Ic,Vol. IL No.3 	  2.50 1.50 

Total Order, in U.S. funds $ 
Add postage, 104 per booklet $ 

N.Y. Residents add state sales tax $ 
Remittance in U.S. funds enclosed $ 

Montant de la commande $ 
Ajoutez $.10 Americains De Timbres par Livret $ 

Paiement ci-joint (en $ americains), total $ 

Gesamtprels (in U.S.-Wahrung) $ 
Zuzuglich Porto, 104 pro Heft $ 

Belgeffigte Zahlanweisung (In U.S.-Wahrung) $ 

Now You can order these 
ITC Type Specimen Booklets 

To obtain these handsomely designed, colorful ITC type specimen book-
lets, just complete this order form and mail it to us. All orders must be 
accompanied by a remittance. Please make checks payable, in U.S. funds, 
to ITC at: 2 Hammarskjold Plaza,New York,NY.10017, USA 

En vente Ces brochures-specimens 
ITC sont livrables de stock 

Pour obtenir ces jolies brochures-specimens ITC, it suffit de remplir ce bon 
de commande et de nous le retourner Toute commande doit etre accom-
pagnee d'un avis de paiement acquitte. Priere de payer en $ americains 
au nom de ITC: 2 Hammarskjold Plaza,NewYork,NY.10017,USA 

Nunmehr kennen Sie diese 
ITC-Schriftmusterhefte bestellen 

Wenn Sie diese attraktiv entworfenen, farbvollen ITC-Schriftmusterhefte 
erhalten mochten,ftillen Sie bitte den Bestellschein aus.Alle Bestellungen 
mussen vorbezahlt werden. Senden Sie Ihre Zahlanweisung (in U.S.- 
Wahrung und zahlbar an ITC) zusammen mit dem Bestellschein an: 
2 Hammarskjold Plaza, New York, NY.10017, USA 

Notice to typographers: for purchases of 50 or more ITC specimen booklets,contact Mr. John Prentki for special typographer's price. 
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Free subscriptions to U&Ic are shipped 
by surface mail. If you wish to receive 
copies by airmail, please forward the 
following appropriate amount to cover 
airmail costs for one year in US funds, 
complete this form and mail to: 
U&Ic Subscription Dept. 
International Typeface Corporation 
2 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
NewYork, NY 10017, U.S.A. 

Europe 	$20.00 	Far East 	$24.00 
South America . . . 20.00 	Canada 	8.00 
Africa 	 24.00 	Mexico 	10.00 

❑ I want to receive U&Ic 

Note: U&Ic is published quarterly. Please allow 
four months before anticipating first copy. 

Please Print 

SURNAME 	 GIVEN NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

DELIVER TO. 	 BUSINESS 	 HOME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 	 ZIP CODE 

SIGNATURE 

DATE 

My organization and/or I am involved in the visual communica-
tions field 	yes 	no 

I am a student 	yes 	no 

BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION: 
(Check One Only) 
(a) Printing (Commercial, Instant, etc.). 

(b) Typesetting (Commercial). 

(c) Advertising Agency, Art Studio, Design, Freelance. 

(d) Newspaper Magazine, Book Publishing. 

(e) In-plant or corporate typesetting and other 
reproduction services. 

(f) Education and/or Libraries. 

(g) Government. 
(h) Corporation Advertising, Design, Promotion. 

(i) Communication and information processing. 

0) 	 Other. 

MY PRIMARY JOB FUNCTION IS: 
(Check One Only) 
(k) 	 Artist, Illustrator 
(I) 	 Graphic Artist, Art Director, Creative Director. 

(m) Display and Package Design. 
(n) Pasteup Artist,Typographer, Keyboarder 

(o) Type Director Type Buyer 

(ID) 	 Advertising Manager, Sales Promotion Manager 

(q) Production Manager Office Manager 
(r) Printing Buyer Purchasing Agent. 

(s) Editor, Writer 
(1) 	 Teacher Instructor. 
(u) _____Audio Visual. 
(v) Principal Officer 

(w) Secretary, Typist, etc. 
(x) Other. 

NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED 
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 
(1) 1-9 
(2) 10-19 

(3) 20-49 
(4) 50-99 

(5) 100-249 
(6) 250 and over 

U8,1c.11/84 

Tous les abonnements a U&Ic sont 
expedies gratuitement par courrier 
ordinaire. Si vous souhaitez recevoir le 
votre par avion, veuillez consulter le tarif, 
reinplir le formulaire et addresser le 
montant correspondant aux frais de port 
annuels a l'adresse suivante: 
U&Ic Subscription Dept. 
International Typeface Corporation 
2 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, NY 10017, U.S.A. 

Europe 	$20.00 	Extreme 
Amerique du 	 Orient 	$24.00 
Sud 	 20.00 	Canada 	8.00 
Afrique 	24.00 	Mexique 	10.00 

❑ J'aimerais recevoir U&Ic. 

N.B.: U&Ic est une publication trimestrielle. 
Considerez 4 mois avant de recevoir le premier 
numero. 
Imprimez S'il vous Plait 

NOM 	 PRENOM 

FONCTION 

FIRME 

DELIVREZ A 	 TRAVAIL 	 RESIDENCE PRIVEE 

ADDRESSE 

VILLE 	 CODE POSTAL 

PAYS 

SIGNATURE 

DATE 

Mon organization et/ou je fais partit de communications visuelles 
	oui __non 

Je suis etudiant 	oui 	non. 

CLASSIFICATION PAR PROFESSIONS 
(Ne cocher qu'une seule fonction) 
(a) Impression (Commerciale, Instantanee, etc.). 
(b) Composition (Commerciale). 
(c) de publicite, Studio d'art, Conception, _Agence 

Independant. 
(d) Journal, Revue, Edition de livres. 
(e) Composition faite sur place ou par une societe 

et autres services de reproduction. 
(f) Enseignement et/ou bibliotheques. 
(g) Government. 
(h) Publicite de societe, Conception, Promotion. 

(i) Traitement de communications et d'informations. 

0) 	 Autres. 

MON ACTIVITE PRINCIPALE EST: 
(Ne cocher qu'une seule fonction) 
(K) 	 Illustrateur _Artiste, 

(I) 	_Artiste graphique, Directeur artistique, Directeur 
de creation. 

(m) Conception de ('exposition et de l'empaquetage. 
(n) Metteur on pages,Typographe, Claviste. 
(o) _ _. 	_Directeur de composition, Acquereur de 

caracteres d'imprimerie. 
(p) Directeur de publicite, Directeur de la promotion 

des ventes. 

(ci) 	Directeur de production, Directeur de bureau. 
(r) _Acquereur de produits d'imprimerie, Agent 

propose a I'achat. 
(s) Auteur. ____Reclacteur, 
(1) 	 Professeur, instructeur 
(u) Audio-visuel. 
(v) Agent principal. 

(w) Secretaire, Dactylographe, etc. 
(x) _Autres. 

NOMBRE DE PERSONNES EMPLOYEES 
DANS VOTRE FIRME 
(1) 1-9 
(2) 10-19 

(3) 20-49 
(4) 50-99 

(5) _100-249 
(6) 250 of plus 

U&Ic 11/84 

Ihre kostenlose Ausgabe von U&Ic wird 
mit normaler Post versandt. Falls Sie Zu-
stellung per Luftpost wanschen, senden 
Sie bitte den entsprechenden Betrag zur 
Deckung der Luftversandkosten far ein 
Jahr, fallen Sie bitte diesen Coupon aus 
und senden ihn an: 
U&Ic Subscription Dept. 
International typeface Corporation 
2 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, NY 10017, U.S.A. 

Europa 	$20.00 	Ferner Osten . . . $24.00 
SOdamerika . . 	 . 20.00 	Kanada 	8.00 
Afrika 	24.00 	Mexiko 	10.00 

❑ Ich mdchte U&Ic beziehen. 

ANMERKUNG: U&Ic wird viertel jahrlich verOffent-
licht. Bitte erlauben Sie 4 Monate, ehe Sie die 
erste Nummer erhalten. 

Bitte In Druckschriff schreiben 

ZUNAME 	 VORNAME 

BERUF 

FIRMA 

LIEFERUNG AN 	 FIRMA 	 PRIVAT 

STRASSE 

POSTLEITZAHL UND ORT 

LAND 

UNTERSCHRIFT 

DATUM 

Meine Firma und/oder ich sind auf dem Gebiet der visuellen 
Kommunikation tatig 	ja 	nein. 

	

Ich bin Student 	ja 

	

_ 	__nein. 

FIRMENKLASSIFIZIERUNG 
(Bitte eine ankreuzen) 
(a) Druckerei (Akzidenzdruck, Schnelldruck, usw). 

(b) Schriftsetzerei (Werk- oder Layoutsatz). 

(c) Werbeagentur, Gratikdesignatelier, 
Freischaffender. 

(d) 7eitungs-, Zeitschriften- oder Buchverlag. . 
(e) Firmeneigene Schriftsetzerei, Reproduktion oder 

Druckerei. 

(f) Bildungsanstalt oder Bibliothek, 

(g) BehOrde. 
(h) Werbe-,VerkaufsfOrderungs- oder Designab- 

teilung von Industrie- oder Ha ndelsfirma. 

(i) Kommunikation und Datenverarbeitung. 

0) 	 Sonstiges. 

MEINE HAUPTBERUFSTATIGKEIT: 
(Bitte eine ankreuzen) 
(k) 	 KOnstlecillustrator,  

(I) 	 Grafiker, Art-Direktor, Kreativ-Direktor. 

(m) Entwurf von Verpackungen oder Auslagen. 

(n) Reinzeichner, Schriffsetzer 

(o) Typograf,Type-Direktor, Einkaufer von Schriftsatz. 
(p) Werbe- oder Verkaufsforderungsleiter. 

(a) 	 Produktionsleiter, Burovorsteher. 

(r) Drucksacheneinkdufer 

(s) Redakteur, Texter 

(t) Lehrer, Ausbilder 

(u) __Audio-visuell. 
(v) Firmeneigenturner, leitender .  Angestellter 

(w) Sekretdrin, Stenotypistin, usw 

(x) Sonstiges. 

ZAHL DER BESCHAFTIGTEN MEINER 
FIRMA ODER BEHORDE: 
(1) 1-9 

(2) 10-19 

(3) 20-49 
(4) 50-99 

(5) 100-249 
(6) Ober 250 

U&Ic 11/84 
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ITC Center Calendar of Events 
The ITC Center was established to introduce new and exciting 
typo/graphic arts experiences. It is a growing resource for students 
and professionals. 

December 5-January 25,1985 

The Calligraphy of 
Friedrich Neugebauer 
a Retrospective Exhibition 

Friedrich Neugebauer's career as calligrapher, designer 
and teacher has spanned more than fifty years. Founder 
of a small, private press and book shop in Bad Goisern, 
Austria, Mr. Neugebauer has spent much of the last 35 
years teaching lettering, applied graphic design and book 
design in nearby Linz. In this retrospective exhibition of 
his work, 150 paper and vellum broadsides, original and 
printed manuscripts will be on display. 

February 6-March 29,1985 

STA 100 
The seventh annual design competition sponsored by the STA 
in Chicago, includes 100 examples of graphic design, package 
design, illustration and photography selected from more than 
1700 entries from throughout the United States. 

Hours: 12:00 noon-5:00 p.m. 
Open Monday-Friday (Closed October 8, November 6, 
December 21, 24, 25, 31, 1984 and January 1,1985). 
Admission: Free 

ITC Center 
2 Hammarskjold Plaza 
(866 Second Avenue, between 46th and 47th Streets) 
3rd Floor 
New York, New York 10017 
For more information and group reservations, 
call (212) 371-0699. 

Special Announcement 

The Artists Union of the USSR 

International Typeface Corporation 

The Herb Lubalin Study Center of Design and Typography 
at Cooper Union 

are pleased to announce the exhibition 

TYPOGRAPHICA 
USSR 
The Art of Lettering, Calligraphy and Type Design in the 
Soviet Union. 

"Typographica USSR" is the first exhibition of Soviet let-
tering, calligraphy and type design ever to be held in the 
United States. Collected by the Graphics Commission of 
the USSR Union of Artists in Moscow, the work of eighty 
Soviet artists engaged in the art of lettering will be on 
display. The exhibition presents 175 works done by artists 
from various Union republics- Russia, the Ukraine, 
Byelorussia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and Georgia. The 
diversity of design objects-posters, books and periodi- 
cals, ephemera and the like-shows the exciting world of 
Soviet typographic art, its variety and originality. 

January 9-January 30,1985 

The Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. Gallery at The Cooper Union 
7th Street at Third Avenue, 
Second Floor 
New York, New York 10003 

Hours:11:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m. 
Open Monday- Friday 
Admission: Free 
For more information, call (212) 371-0699. 

MOVING? CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Send this address label 

(or a copy including the account number) 
with your corrections to: 

U&Ic Subscription Dept. 
2 Hammarskjold Plaza 
New York, NY 10017 

Allow 8 weeks for any changes. For new subscriptions, 
use subscription application included in this issue. 
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